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The New Orleans Issue

A decade after Hurricane Katrina decimated New Orleans,
senior writer Wright Thompson returned for the summer
to the place he once called home. He went in search of
its saints, its sinners and its lost souls. What he found
was a city seeking salvation through sport, a tale of faithful
fans, faithless owners, tragic heroes and tortured coaches.

STORY BEGINS ON PAGE 46

Grand marshal Oswald Jones and 
Jennifer Jones (right, in gold) lead the 

Saints’ pep rally parade in the  
French Quarter the day before  

New Orleans won Super Bowl XLIV.
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Photographer William Widmer on 

shooting the sights of NOLA

“The recovery in New Orleans is 

compressed. It varies from 

person to person and race and 

class. It’s easy to celebrate all  

of the good things that are 

happening in the city, and it’s 

equally easy to point at the signs of struggle. I 

think what people say about the city is true: It is 

resilient, fun and super proud, but it’s also corrupt, 

gritty, and the struggle is real. It’s a weird place of 

contradiction and overlap. But now it’s different 

than before. And finding out the place New Orleans 

heads to next will take time.” MORE ON PAGE 49

Video producer Michael Ehrlich on

capturing New Orleans’ character

“We were charged with providing

videos to accompany Wright 

Thompson’s story, but getting

New Orleans’ identity was one of

the biggest challenges during 

this assignment. To really 

understand New Orleans, you either have to be 

from there or have spent a lot of time there. It 

really is a unique place, and if you parachute in 

and pretend to ‘get it,’ then it becomes very clear

how that’s false. So instead, we went looking for

the unexpected. I think our videos capture that.”

WATCH THE VIDEOS: ESPN.com/hurricanekatrina

Senior researcher Maya A. Jones on 

writing about her return home

“When I went back in August, I had 

a lot of time to reflect. I hadn’t 

been to the Lower 9th Ward in  

four years. I went to where my 

grandmother’s house used to be, 

and now there were cinder blocks. 

That really got to me. My parents had lived there, 

and they were pointing to where everything used to 

be. I could hear the heaviness in their voices. I 

spent my childhood there, but that was their entire 

lives. It still hurts. Everything that I didn’t have to 

feel in 10 years all came out in writing this story.”  

READ HER STORY: Go to ESPN.com and search “Maya A. Jones”

Senior writer Wright Thompson on his 

time in New Orleans: “This picture was 

taken in my favorite New Orleans bar, 

called the R Bar, which is owned by  

my friend Greg. I did the edits for this 

story in a room above this place, and 

at night, I’d sit on my balcony and 

hear the brass bands play on a street 

corner a block or two away. Then I’d 

go inside to work, with Lynn Drury’s 

‘City Life’ playing on repeat. It’s a song 

about Katrina, and New Orleans, with 

the refrain, ‘Messed up is better than 

pretty.’ One night, at a sidewalk table 

outside a closed music club, she 

played someone else’s guitar and 

sang, and I knew as I listened that I’d 

never be closer to the emotional 

center of the place. I carry that night, 

and so many others like it, with me 

when I leave, keeping me company 

until I return.” MORE ON PAGE 46

Messed Up  
Is Better 
Than Pretty
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Miami (Fla.)

The Hurricanes finished with 

a disappointing 6–7 record 

last season, but they actually 

outgained conference 

opponents by a whopping 

75.3 yards per game. With a 

talented QB returning in Brad 

Kaaya, solid talent across the 

board and a manageable ACC 

schedule (FSU on the road 

but VaTech and Clemson at 

home), the Canes should 

push the also-improved 

Hokies for top honors  

in the Coastal Division in  

Al Golden’s fifth season.

Michigan

The Wolverines get a major 

upgrade with Jim Harbaugh 

at the helm of his alma mater. 

Michigan struggled to get out 

of its own way during a 5–7 

season in 2014 (minus-16 

turnover margin), but it 

returns its top three rushers 

and adds grad transfer QB 

Jake Rudock, who started two 

years at Iowa. The Big Ten’s 

second-most experienced 

team (15 returning starters), 

Michigan has its biggest 

games at home (Michigan 

State and Ohio State).

Akron

Despite competing in the 

MAC, coach Terry Bowden has 

done a tremendous job 

upgrading talent by scouring 

for Power 5 transfers. Akron 

also avoids the top four 

teams from the West Division 

on a schedule that sets up for 

a conference title run. The 

Zips have the MAC’s top 

defense, which will help them 

down the stretch; last season 

they allowed an average  

of 28.8 points per game  

while dropping five of their  

final six to finish 5–7.

Pittsburgh

First-year head coach Pat 

Narduzzi takes over a team 

that went 6–7 for Paul Chryst 

(now at Wisconsin). But 

Narduzzi should thrive quickly 

with an offense that brings 

back explosive WR Tyler Boyd 

(1,261 yards) and the 

reigning ACC player of the 

year, RB James Conner 

(1,765 yards). Narduzzi’s 

track record as defensive 

coordinator at Michigan State 

suggests he’ll have a solid 

defense, especially with a unit 

that returns seven starters.
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T H E  T R U T H

The King Has Spoken LeBron James has claimed  

the throne as the athlete-activist of his time, putting him  

in a realm of greatness Michael Jordan can’t touch.

n the first 239 days of 2015, 185 black men were murdered in the  

city of Baltimore. In post-Katrina New Orleans, FiveThirtyEight 

concluded, black residents are more likely to live in poverty than 

before the hurricane 10 years ago. The Washington Post recently released data indicating 

that every nine days, on average, American police kill an unarmed black man. The  

Bureau of Labor Statistics reported a 9.1 percent black unemployment rate for July, 

nearly twice the rate of whites. 

White America grows exasperated by the insistence that race still matters, but these 

facts are a neon sign pointing not at post-racialism but to an entrenched underclass. In 

Akron, Ohio, hometown of LeBron James, the black poverty rate is 28 percent, 12 points 

higher than the state average. To James, the numbers are not just a topic, ammunition for 

winning an argument, but statistical recognition of his life before fame. Days after the 

anniversary protests marking Michael Brown’s death in Ferguson, Missouri, James 

partnered with the University of Akron and countered the numbers with other numbers, 

pledging $41 million to send as many as 2,000 at-risk Akron kids to college.

It was a massive initiative, a reminder that, in addition to protest and pressure, the 

rhetoric of pulling oneself up by one’s bootstraps means nothing without boots. It was also 

something else: proof that James is the signature socially conscious athlete of his time.  

By this measure he need not aspire to be Michael Jordan. He’s already run right past him.

James and Dwyane Wade organized the first athlete protest of the killing of Trayvon 

Martin. James used his power to rally players and challenge the NBA to be decisive on 

Donald Sterling. James wore an i can’t breathe shirt in warm-ups to show solidarity 

with young black men disposable to society because they lack his talent. Instead of 

blaming hip-hop or admonishing the less fortunate, he confronted the “dead or in jail” 

narrative that permeates black male life with a real program backed by real money.  

He wrote an enormous check as part of staring down a bitter truth: If “dead or in jail” is as 

good as it gets for black boys who don’t have a blinding 40-yard dash time or a bull’s-eye 

jumper, then at this late date in the American story, integration has been a colossal failure.

James does not live independent of his environment, and neither did Jordan. James is 

in the prime of his youth and earning power amid national protest and Black Lives Matter. 

His generation is not a new target of police brutality; it is the 

latest edition of the same old target. He grew up witnessing the 

collision between the progress of some and the dead ends for most 

of the kids who look like him, at a time when the term “post-

racial” sounds not only ridiculous but naive. America could not be 

more racial than it is right now.

Jordan, meanwhile, came of age during the most comprehensive 

wave of conservatism in the 20th century, a political retrenchment 

that followed the sweeping social ambition of Lyndon Johnson. 

Jordan was 15 when the Supreme Court struck down minority 

set-asides in the landmark Bakke case, limiting affirmative action, 

and 18 when President Ronald Reagan fired 11,000 striking air 

traffic controllers. Jordan’s 1980s were a market correction of the 

1960s, not a time of protest or challenge but one of accumulating 

individual wealth while Great Society, labor union and New Deal 

gains and attitudes were being scaled back. Jordan’s time was 

when money was celebrated as the only measure. Greed is good. 

The similarities between James and Jordan end when their 

shared No. 23 jersey rests on a hanger, for Jordan has never been 

known for a single courageous social act. While James attempts 

to bridge the powerless to a future, Jordan sued a defunct 

supermarket chain and won $8.9 million over an advertisement 

that reportedly yielded all of $4. (Jordan said he planned to 

donate the money to charity.) 

James has accepted a challenge of his times so foreign to the 

1980s, making him an heir not to Jordan but to the civil rights 

movement, to Jim Brown and Bill Russell, to the idea of the 

athlete as activist. Every day of his career has existed under the 

shadow of Jordan, but as citizen, LeBron does not look up to 

Michael. It should be the other way around.

B Y 
H O WA R D 
B R YA N T
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T H E  T I C K E T

Shut Up and Play By banning players from  

social media, college coaches might actually be  

squashing their First Amendment rights. 

ollege is a petri dish for self-expression, a place where students  

can communicate in new, complex and occasionally boneheaded 

ways—unless they play sports. In recent years, a number of programs 

have banned their players from social media, shielding them from the evil diversions of 

modernity like cult leaders with underground bunkers. The men’s basketball teams at 

Minnesota, Purdue, Iowa and Louisville all barred their players from tweeting last 

season. (“It poisons their minds,” Cardinals coach Rick Pitino said.) The women’s hoops 

team at Connecticut follows a similar rule. In August, ACC rivals Clemson and Florida 

State made headlines when their football teams banned Twitter.

Several coaches have argued that they’re protecting their players from themselves,  

as though other college students aren’t equally susceptible to harming their career 

prospects with stupid tweets. The difference, of course, is that normal students don’t 

have the power to dent the reputations of their schools—or the coffers of their athletic 

programs. Make no mistake: Social media bans are just one more way for coaches to 

control their athletes. FSU’s Jimbo Fisher told the Orlando Sentinel: “When you’ve had 

success doing things, why would you not repeat it?”

Here’s one reason: It might be unconstitutional.

Clemson and FSU both say their policies are imposed by the players themselves, but 

Fisher clearly backs the sanction; in 2012, he told reporters the rule was his decision. Other 

coaches, such as Geno Auriemma, are calling the shots. And because they work for the 

government —all of the schools mentioned above are public universities—they could be liable 

for suppressing students’ free speech. “It’s a pretty clear-cut case,” says Eric D. Bentley, 

associate general counsel at the University of Houston. “You can’t argue that because they’re 

student-athletes they have no First Amendment rights.” (And yet, some have challenged 

those rights: Until recently, FSU’s social media policy for student-athletes said: “Do not have 

a false sense of security about your rights to freedom of speech.”) Season-long bans are 

particularly egregious, Bentley says, because they’re so wide-ranging; such restraints fall 

under the overbreadth doctrine, which prevents the government from issuing gag orders. 

A spokesman for UConn says Auriemma’s focus is “limiting all potential distractions.” 

He also points out that students have other options for speaking out, such as “writing a 

letter.” A letter! But—and it should hardly be necessary to point 

this out to those running institutions of higher learning—these 

are not valid arguments for curbing free speech. Yes, schools can 

forbid students from threatening criminal activity or uttering 

extreme obscenities. And per a decades-old Supreme Court 

decision, administrators also can block students from making 

statements that disrupt campus activity. But these are very 

narrow exceptions. “You can’t ban something because you think 

someone might engage in disruptive speech,” Bentley says. 

If colleges are ever forced to defend these policies in court—

there have been no significant cases yet—they’ll probably argue 

that student-athletes are different from their peers. Players 

already submit to extra oversight, like curfews and practice 

schedules. But unlike social media bans, those rules don’t 

invalidate their constitutional rights. Frank LoMonte, the 

executive director of the nonprofit Student Press Law Center,  

says employers can sometimes defend limits on speech by arguing 

that their workers are representing the organization—but it’s 

unlikely that universities, so terrified of categorizing student-

athletes as employees, would use that defense. “Colleges have 

made that bed, and now they’re going to have to lie in it,” he says.  

It’s undeniable that social media can be distracting. But it’s also 

a facet of modern life, indispensable not just for cultural reasons 

but also for educational and professional ones. It’s a place where 

athletes like Ohio State QB Cardale Jones can do everything  

from ruffling feathers (by stating, truthfully, that athletes aren’t 

recruited “to play SCHOOL”) to cultivating a fan base to 

commenting on social justice issues like #BlackLivesMatter. 

Coaches may not like it, but players need a megaphone too.

And they have the right to use one. 

B Y 
M I N A 
K I M E S
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Being Eric LeGrand
Five years after a hit left him paralyzed, the former Rutgers standout says his lifelong love  

of football still sustains him. To understand why, you must see his daily grind through his eyes.
BY  J U S T I N  H E C K E R T

LeGrand returned 

for the Scarlet 

Knights’ Senior 

Day in 2011.  

Four years later, 

he still serves  

as an inspiration 

for the team.



It’s your nose this time. You try to do what you can for it,
sitting alone in your bedroom, arms resting on each side

a $40,000 wheelchair. You are parked beneath a giant
watching football. You scrunch your eyes and flex your 

eeks, wriggle each nostril, stretch your mouth, until your 
entire face is dancing. But the itch won’t go away, so you 
call out to your ma for the third time in the past hour. 

N 09.14.2015 PHOTOGRAPH BY BRIAN FINKE

FORWARD

LeGrand has 
found endless 
ways to channel 
his energy: 
through book 
ideas, his radio 
shows and his 
dog, King. 



“MAAAAAA!”  

She was just in your bedroom, her fingers 

sweeping your dreadlocks out of your face. 

She was just grumbling, “It’s 80 degrees in 

here, Eric,” as the portable heater hummed 

next to the bed with metal rails where you 

sleep. She was just scratching the eczema 

around the edge of your forehead—the 

reprieve of nails digging across your skin, the 

joy of being able to feel—and applying layers 

of ChapStick to your lips. 

You hear her scream back, exhausted, from 

downstairs: “WHAAAAAAAT!?” You hear 

her familiar thumping up the steps and 

through the wide doorway to your bedroom 

and adjoining man cave, with the free 

admission to those who believe sign on 

the door and the autographed footballs from 

a dozen NFL teams in cases on the wall. Your 

jersey from the Tampa Bay Buccaneers is also 

on the wall, with paintings of you when you 

were a defensive tackle for Rutgers, No. 52. 

You hear her huffing, finally, behind you.

You can move your head, and your 

shoulders, but you do not turn to see your ma. 

You often shrug your shoulders, sometimes 

wildly, as an expression of excitement, of 

giddiness, in tandem with the enveloping ring 

of your laugh: “Tahh-hah-hah!” You shrug 

when you’re making fun of your ma, when 

you’re “giving her s---” after she huffs up the 

stairs, when you smell a fart that you couldn’t 

feel and can’t control, owning the embarrass-

ment the only way you know how, when 

you’re watching football and a defender doles 

out a punishing hit, like you used to: “Damn! 

Tahh-hah-hah!” 

Such a hit stole your legs, your arms, very 

nearly your life. But watching football stirs 

something inside of you, and every time you 

see a big defensive play, a big hit, you 

shimmy to life, wiggle and shrug your 

shoulders and move your head within the 

confines of the chair, smiling. 

Your muscles spasm when your arms or 

legs are lifted out of rest, and you’re still 

strong enough to knock over anyone who’s 

doing the lifting. You’re 270 pounds, 25 years 

old, a quadriplegic with an incomplete spinal 

cord injury, your C3 and C4 vertebrae 

fractured during a kickoff return five years 

ago—a hit you are still very proud of. 

Doctors told your ma, Karen, there was no 

more than a 5 percent chance you’d move 

your extremities again, much less walk. But 
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occasionally now your fingers twitch. To touch the 

mini-joystick in front of your face, you push out 

your bottom lip, zapping your 400-pound 

wheelchair to life. 

“What do you want for dinner?” your ma asks.

Your lip nudges the joystick and the chair whirs 

forward. “Chinese,” you answer.  

Your ma covered the joystick with a hospital 

glove because you thought it was gross to keep 

touching the naked plastic with your mouth, 

especially when you were using your tongue. Its 

taste, its texture—like licking something you 

could only imagine licking, like maybe a shoe. 

“Eric, I know what you’re gonna order—fried 

shrimp and french fries is not Chinese food!” 

Your wheelchair is an extension of your body, 

designed to provide a semblance of your indepen-

dence, to open doors and the elevator that takes 

you downstairs. You can tilt back, lie flat, extend 

your legs; you can raise the chair on its axis to a 

height like you were standing, move your body 

into different positions so you won’t get a pressure 

sore that could kill you if it went undetected.

Your ma jokes that you used to need her only to  

fold your laundry when you drove the half hour 

home every week from Rutgers to Avenel,  

New Jersey, and to come to the stadium and  

cheer. Now you need her every waking hour.

“My extent of Chinese food is fried shrimp and 

french fries,” you say. Then you raise your voice, 

impersonating her—That isn’t Chinese food, Eric! 

All you do is get fried shrimp and french fries! 

Tahh-hah-hah. You’re trying to lighten the mood. 

“Hah-hahhh. Shut up!” she yells. 

You understand what it is to be irritated. You’d 

rather not be the source of hers. But you can’t 

change that, at least not yet. 

With your smartphone an inch from your face, 

you say, “Call Bamboo China.”

Your ma trails a tissue across your face, her 

finger delicately scratching your nose. You feel 

relief as she bends down and says, softer, “Eric, 

what else do you need?” 

NOTHING DISSUADES YOU from loving football.

Not your muscles spasming without control. Not 

the two hours it takes for you to get ready every 

morning. Not the nurses cleaning your dangling 

body, cradled naked in the air in a Hoyer electronic 

lifting system. Not your ma draining your urine 

and sterilizing your Foley catheter leg bag so you 

won’t get a UTI. Not the pills your ma takes out of 

a little rectangular plastic container and drops, one 

by one, onto your tongue: Neurontin, a precau-

tionary medication for nerve pain; Ditropan to 

“I DON’T MISS 
PRACTICE, 
I’LL TELL YOU 
THAT. BUT 
PLAYING THE 
GAME OF 
FOOTBALL … 
OH, I’D DO 
ANYTHING  
TO GO BACK.”

ERIC LEGRAND

FORWARD

relax your bladder so it doesn’t shrink; and a stool 

softener so you can hopefully use the bathroom 

from the shower chair around the same time every 

morning. Not the nurse coaxing your bowels when 

the stool softener doesn’t work. Not watching the 

video of the moment your life changed, seeing the 

hit, hearing the hollow thunk of the old you 

coming to an end. 

You’ve seen the replay “about 1,000 times.” You 

can go through your hit by memory, which you 

have to do, a lot, as part of the talks you give, in 

front of people you hope are motivated by your 

perseverance. The play has become something you 

laugh about, that you use not as a cautionary tale 

but as a moment of self-deprecation, and discov-

ery. You used it on Twitter, the very picture of you 

paralyzed on the field, and turned it into a meme: 

“BRUHHH” written over the photo along with the 

tweet: “Beyonce got everyone like this when she 

performs Drunk in Love.” 

You offended people. But it was damn funny to 

you. This is your life, not theirs. “I hit that guy 

hard,” you say. “At least I went out on a good hit, 

you know? Tahh-hah-hah.” 

You speak about your injury as though it were 

just another memory, like when you went to Turks 

and Caicos recently with your family and they 

lifted you out of your chair and you floated, arms 

and legs starfished in the ocean, staring up at the 

sun, feeling like you were on the moon. 

“I wish I could play,” you say, waiting to go live 

for your weekly Sirius XM radio show, College 

Sports Coast to Coast. You also co-host The Kyle 

Flood Show during the Rutgers season, provide 

commentary for RU and host an ESPN podcast 

twice a week. “Football made me who I am,” you 

say. “I don’t miss practice, I’ll tell you that. But 

playing the game of football—oh, I’d do anything 

to go back to it. I’d just do anything.” Getting 

signed ceremoniously by your old coach Greg 

Schiano when he was with the Buccaneers was 

one of the greatest moments of your life. When 

Coach Schiano calls, your heart still drops. “He 

wants to know how I’m doing,” you say. “But he 

wants to know the real s---: how therapy is going, 

not that I’m just doing OK.” 

You have an intern, Ed, who helps with the 

show. Ed sets up the equipment, puts your 

headphones on and mans a computer to show you 

the stats. You are on air, loud, perpetually in a 

good mood, making a crack about Alabama, 

rooting instead for the underdog. “I’m all about 

the magical season, man,” you tell the audience. 

Off air you tell Ed it is difficult to watch Rutgers 

get its ass kicked. Then you burst into song: 
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“‘You’ve been hit by … you’ve been hit by, a 

smooth cri-mi-nal.’ Tahh-hah-hah.” 

You nod toward Ed, who sees your eyes focused 

on the pizza box by the computer. Ed takes a slice 

of cheese, folds it and brings it toward your mouth. 

FIVE YEARS HAVE passed since football.

You see the play often in your mind: inside an 

NFL stadium, mid-October, gray sky. Rutgers 

kicker San San Te booted the ball into the air. You’d 

been facing a double-team on kickoffs the whole 

game. As the ball sailed to its destination, you ran 

as hard as you could, building speed. 

You remember approaching the target, pushing 

two other men out of the way. You were in your 

red jersey, wrists and ankles taped in white. You 

aimed for the returner’s rib cage or the side of his 

shoulder pad, you’re fuzzy about which. You tilted 

your head down, like you were going to clench the 

ball in your teeth. A teammate got to him half a 

second sooner, turning him slightly, and you hit 

the crown of your head on his shoulder blade.

You fell slowly to the turf, your limbs following 

behind like they were being lowered on strings. 

Your head began to thrash. You couldn’t breathe. 

It was your first and last game in an NFL stadium. 

You’d never been injured playing football. 

You still keep in touch with Malcolm Brown, 

the kick returner for Army who was on the other 

end of the hit. He sent you a text after you gave  

the commencement speech at Rutgers last spring, 

when you graduated with your degree in labor 

studies, classes you took online.

I just listened to your speech, and it really hit 

home, as I prepare to lead soldiers. Thank you for 

continuing to be an inspiration, and congrats on 

graduating from RU, man. 

Are you about to get stationed somewhere? you 

typed back, with the stylus you use to operate your 

phone, like a tiny cigar between your teeth.

Yeah … I’m graduating tomorrow. I have 

advanced courses in artillery, the big guns, a  

total of about four weeks, after that, Ft. Hood, 

where I’ll be stationed for three years. … 

“I think he’s gettin’ married soon,” you say. 

Your ma told you much later, long after you 

came out of sedation, when the pain was gone, 

when Malcolm Brown was in a locker room 

wondering if you would live, when your new world 

took the shape of a hospital room, that she knew 

the hit was really bad. You still can’t shake hearing 

your ma say that she thought you could die.

When you woke in the hospital, you didn’t know 

your vertebrae had been fused and an air tube had 

been shoved down your throat. You didn’t know 

that your ma took you out of the first room they 

had you in because there wasn’t a window, there 

wasn’t enough light, didn’t know that she refused 

to let the doctors tell you what they told her: that 

you’d never breathe on your own again, that you 

might never eat solid foods again, that you had no 

more than a 5 percent chance to walk again.

Five weeks later, the tube was out and you were 

breathing on your own. Your ma put the word 

believe everywhere in the room. You laughed 

(Tahh-hah-hah!) as your ma and your sister 

played Bob Marley and danced as Marley sang  

“Every little thing gonna be all right.” 

Make him laugh, make him smile, your ma told 

people who came to visit. You watched as the 

room gradually filled with stuffed animals and 

letters and signs that your ma balanced on the 

windowsills, and pictures, hundreds of them, that 

she diligently put on the walls. You were in a good 

mood in the hospital. Your ma made sure there 

was no other mood for you to be in.

Your whole life, you have been in a perpetual 

state of calm. You told your ma you were the man 

of the house at 5 years old, after your father had 

moved out. You brought fireflies into your bed- 

room in a jar, even though your ma told you not to, 

and opened it to see what would happen. You went 

on a diet to get under the 145-pound Pop Warner 

limit, and your ma gave you chocolate chip cookies 

as a reward. Now you shrug when people ask how 

you really feel, how you compartmentalize this.

You sing along constantly with the radio, even 

though you can no longer change stations. You put 

pictures on Instagram that physical therapists 

take with their phones, ones of you with this smirk 

that projects something like, Oh, yeah? Watch me 

do this, and an accompanying message: “Even on 

the days when you don’t want to. On that steady 

grind. This is my life and I’m going to work my ass 

off and make the best of it. #bELieve.” 

You know your ma is proud of her son, but you 

FORWARD

Before LeGrand hit Army’s 
Malcolm Brown, he was a 
junior with NFL potential. 
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might never know just how much. You are alone

in your bedroom, waiting on the Chinese food,

when your ma opens up about you: 

“He has no privacy. All day, people are dressing

him, bathing him, showering him—and you know

what? I hear the nurses in his room. He’s making

them laugh. It’s like a party in his room. The other

morning they came at 7. I was so tired. I told

them, ‘I’m going back to bed.’ They were laughing

so loud, I went in there and said, ‘Guys, come on. 

What’re you doing?’ That’s just his personality. He 

makes things easier. People first meet him, they’re 

nervous, they don’t know what to say. But once he 

talks, you know what? They relax.” 

FIVE YEARS SINCE football, and you can’t help but 

complain about the house always being so damn 

cold. You figure you deserve at least one complaint.

In a pair of thick sweatpants and a jacket pulled 

over your T-shirt, in black socks and Nike sandals, 

you wheel into the upstairs elevator. The door 

opens one floor down into the kitchen. You stop 

next to the counter, shivering. Your body can no 

longer regulate its temperature. You can overheat 

too, quickly. You don’t sweat much anymore 

because of the injury, which means you can’t stay

outside in the direct sun for longer than an hour.

Your ma comes into the kitchen from the 

outside deck. You know that she finds respite out

there, alone. You know that she has been in the 

cool night air, sitting on the couch with her shoes

off and feet up, her neck craned and her eyes 

closed, smoking a Salem. She had almost quit 

smoking before you got hurt. 

Your ma takes each piece of shrimp from the 

container and holds it to your mouth. She brings

a cup full of Pepsi to your lips, after you finish the

shrimp in one bite, her own food getting cold. 

This house with white window trim, pretty 

bushes out front, was built to accommodate you.

Your old house, on this lot in Avenel, would’ve 

been too expensive to renovate, so it was knocked

down. The Eric LeGrand Believe Fund, set up by

Rutgers University as a trust after your injury, 

paid for the house to be split into zones so you  

can keep your room hot while your ma keeps her

bedroom 15 degrees cooler down the hall. 

Your phone beeps, maybe an inch from your 

face, in a Velcro holster attached to your armrest.

When you are talking, you are staring at your 

phone, speaking out of the side of your mouth, 

your teeth clenched around the stylus, which your 

ma also covered with a glove. Your agent at IMG 

is on the other end, about your idea for a second 

book: Life in a Chair. “You can’t call it that 

FORWARD

Three days a week, LeGrand’s ma, 
Karen (top right), drives her son to 
rehab for what he calls The Grind. 
This fall will be his fifth season in 
the radio booth for Rutgers games. 
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Vegas, about the pool and the umbrellas, about the 

thumping music and the bikinis, about what your 

sex life could be if you weren’t stuffed with a catheter. 

You do not want to have sex until you can walk.

“It’s good to be me right now,” you say. “Business 

is good.”

At least one part of your life since the injury has 

become more exciting, because of the interest in 

your story. In your bedroom, there is a table full  

of trophies and awards for courage, and pictures 

of the famous people you’ve met. LeBron James 

signed a basketball for you. You gave Beyonce a 

bELieve bracelet at a black-tie dinner. You met  

Jay Z too. And the weirdest thing: Once you were 

wheeling down a sidewalk in Miami and a car 

pulled up, and Lil Wayne ran out, grabbed you 

and hugged you. He said: “You’re not only going to 

walk again, you’re going to fly. We’re going to fly.” 

  

AT 11 P.M. YOUR ma unfolds a mesh sling from the 

bathroom closet, wraps it under your legs and 

around your back and begins the process of 

putting you to bed. She gets you onto the air 

mattress and adjusts the pillows to support your 

head. She ties a band around your dreadlocks, 

turns the heater off and replaces it with a portable 

fan. The mattress starts to hum, begins its timed 

movement, every 45 minutes a different spot 

filling with air to prevent bed sores.

You close your eyes and remember what it was 

like to stand, to walk, to run; what it was like to 

have your legs pump for yards in practice, in games, 

to line up in all the big stadiums, to feel the breeze 

on your face, on your forearms; what it was like to 

hit somebody, to dive into a pile for a fumble, the 

grabbing, the clawing, the fighting that you 

considered life and death for the football.

In your dreams, you move without a chair, 

without the plastic taste of a hospital glove on a 

joystick. You feed yourself and you walk. But 

every time you approach a set of stairs, the dream 

comes to an abrupt stop. You can’t go up. You’re 

too nervous. You’ve forgotten. 

You wake in the dark and you can make out the 

posters, the plaques your ma has arranged, the 

teammates’ signatures on your No. 52 jersey, the 

only one ever retired by Rutgers. Your ma keeps 

letters in garbage bags because there are too many 

to read; the children write and say you will move 

again. Sometimes you sign autographs for them, 

using a marker clenched between your teeth.

You rustle, your shoulders ache, your dreadlocks 

tug at your scalp. You can’t bear it any longer. You 

call for your ma to climb the stairs again and turn 

the heat back on.

because you’re gonna walk again,” he says. “That’s 

right,” you say, three years after you told an 

audience at the ESPYS, accepting the Jimmy V 

Perseverance Award, that you would. The doctors 

haven’t changed your prognosis. You don’t pay 

them any mind. You surround yourself with 

people—your agent, your physical therapists, your 

ma—who don’t pay them any mind. 

You hear your ma rummaging through the 

backpack draped over the handlebars on the back 

of your wheelchair, lifting out your plastic pill 

container and snapping open one of its lids, 

holding it just above your mouth. She drops the 

pills together onto your tongue.

BEHIND THE CENTER console of a modified van, 

you watch yourself through the rearview mirror. 

Your eyelids flutter, your head lolls forward and 

back as you fall in and out of sleep. Your ma 

jokingly complains that she drives you everywhere 

but spends most of the time talking to herself. 

There are no seats in the back of the van. Your 

wheelchair is anchored to the floorboard using 

four metal clasps and two seat belts, one for your 

legs and one for your chest. 

“Eric, you’re going to be late. I’m sorry,” she says.  

“I told you!” 

“Tell Buffy it’s my fault.” 

Buffy is a physical therapist who has worked 

with you for four years, and she has a reputation 

for being irascible. 

“That ain’t gonna help,” you say. “You won’t 

listen to me. My mind is sharp—90 percent of the 

time, I’m right. You know this.” 

“You aren’t right! I teach you life lessons. You 

have never even worked.” 

“Life lessons? You ever broke your neck? 

Tahhhhh-hah-hah!” 

You’re late because you had to stop at the 

Christopher and Dana Reeve Foundation a few 

miles away. When you got injured, the foundation 

reached out to Rutgers. You are its face now, filling 

the role of Superman himself. You and your ma 

formed a fundraising arm called Team LeGrand, 

and this summer you held the fifth annual Walk  

to Believe 5K at Rutgers, which raised $70,000 

for spinal cord research, $5,000 more than last 

year. You believe you can always raise more.

The sliding van doors open at the push of a 

button. Your ma gets out. She places a small pillow 

beneath her knees in the back floorboard, bends 

down and unclasps the anchors by your wheels. 

“I’m not 25 anymore, Eric,” she says.

You wheel out of the van, down a ramp that 

unfolds from the door. “That sun feels good!”

Inside the Kessler Institute for Rehabilitation in 

East Brunswick, you laugh and your arms flail as 

two therapists lift your body from the chair and 

onto a large exercise mat. You’re on your back, 

staring at the ceiling, fighting against the paraly-

sis. Here, you taught yourself to shrug again. You 

had to work at it, dozens of sessions, but you can 

lift your shoulders almost to your ears now. You 

call physical therapy The Grind. 

The therapists, sweating and red-faced, struggle 

to get you into a harness, then back into the chair, 

wheeling you to a ramp that leads to an oversize 

treadmill. Your harness is secured to a metal T-bar 

hanging from the top of the treadmill. You are 

standing, fully, 45 percent of your body weight on 

your legs. Buffy is on your right, another therapist 

on your left, a third therapist behind you. Another 

therapist sits at a computer monitoring the 

treadmill’s speed, and your weight. 

“3, 2, 1 …” Buffy says, and the treadmill churns, 

at 2.8 mph. Buffy moves your right leg and the 

other therapist moves your left, holding on to your 

knees and ankles, while the third therapist presses 

into your back, steadying your pelvis. The 

simulated walking helps activate your nervous sys-

tem and keeps your muscles alive—the reason 

your legs haven’t withered. Your arms are tied to 

troughs, at the wrists, so gravity does not pull 

them out of socket. Thump … thump … thump … 

This lasts for an hour in five-minute intervals. You 

say you can feel the pressure of your Jordans on 

the treadmill, like you’re walking in space.

Afterward, you are wheeled back to the mat for 

stretching. Buffy gets behind you, and Willie the 

therapy dog comes over. You can feel the pressure 

of Willie on your chest, but not when Buffy puts 

your hand into the Lab’s thick fur.  

YOUR CLOSEST FRIENDS know how to handle you. 

They know how to lift you, how to undress you 

down to your boxers, how to put you in bed. They 

bring you home in the morning sometimes, after 

going to the club. You’re 25; you still love to party. 

Only now you are in your chair at the edge of the 

bar, or on the dance floor moving your shoulders 

and wiggling to the music, your best friend, Nate, 

with two Long Island iced teas, tipping one into 

your mouth, telling you sometimes to slow down. 

You went with a crew of friends to Las Vegas 

once, after your injury, and got drunk and drove 

your chair up Nate’s leg and left tread marks on his 

white pants as he screamed. You played Pop Warner 

with Nate. Now you use him as a wingman, to flirt 

with women, though you never had any inhibition. 

You constantly think about women. You think about 
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Who will win
the Heisman
in 2015?

Trevone Boykin,
TCU QB 17%

Ezekiel Elliott,
Ohio State RB 16%

“Whoever starts at
QB for Ohio State.”
7%

“The Heisman has

become the QB of

the year award.”

—Big Ten player on

why a quarterback

will take home the

hardware again

The four
playoff teams
will be:

Ohio State
88%**

Alabama
82%

Oregon
53%

TCU
41%

“It’d be cool to see

TCU since they just

missed it last year.”

—AAC player on the

Frogs’ playoff push

This year’s
champion
will be:

Ohio State 30%

Alabama 26%

Oregon 9%

TCU 9%

“I can see Ohio State

winning again. I

would cheer for them

because they’re from

the Big Ten, even

though I hate them!”

—Big Ten player on

the Buckeyes’ bid for

a repeat

I think the
playoff system
is better than
the BCS.

Yes 93%

“At the end of the

day, you always have

those teams that

think they should

have been in, but

those third and

fourth teams are

good to have.”

—AAC player on why

the College Football

Playoff trumps the

BCS system

How many
teams should
be in the
playoff?

Eight 58%

Four 21%

Six 13%

“Eight teams.

Multiple one-loss

teams should not

be left out.”

—C-USA player on

why the playoff

should expand

By Hunter Atkins, Anna

Katherine Clemmons,

Matt Ehalt, Dan Friedell,

Jeffrey Martin and Max Tyler

Other than
your own, who
is the best
coach in the
country?

Nick Saban 37%

Urban Meyer 25%

Gary Andersen 4%

Jimbo Fisher 4%

“Saban produces

first-round picks and

Heisman winners

year in and year out.

He never rebuilds.”

—AAC player on why

the Bama coach is

still the boss

Who is the
last coach
you’d want to
play for?

Nick Saban 11%

Jim Harbaugh 10%

Todd Graham 8%

Mike Leach 8%

“I hate Jim

Harbaugh. He’s

arrogant and

pompous and thinks

he’s the best.”

—Big 12 player on

his least favorite

head man

*Not all athletes answered every question. Percentages are rounded.   **Percentage (and ones below it) indicates the portion of voters who included school in their four-team prediction.

College Football Confidential
It’s unanimous—everyone has an opinion. We asked 99 players* to dish on the Heisman hunt, playoff prospects, 

championship contenders … and more. Spoiler alert: A few of these guys might look O-H so familiar.
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FORWARD

You still retiring after this year?

Yeah, I am. The closer we get to the end 

of the season, the more people seem to 

ask me that. If we were the points leader 

like a year ago, I wonder if these guys 

would be so nice about this farewell stuff. 

They might help me pack. 

You’ve had your family by your side at the 

track a lot lately. Your son, Leo, is 5 and 

was just fitted for a quarter midget racer. 

Ella is 8. She’s already turned some laps.

I told you a year ago how important it 

was to me that they have memories of 

experiencing Victory Lane with me, 

when they’re old enough to really 

remember it. We got to experience that 

last year, and now this year they’ve seen 

all the great support. Hey, now they 

know that Dad used to be a big deal, 

man! Maybe I can be a big deal one 

more time.

So it’s two races to go before the Chase 

and you’re hanging on to the 15th of 16 

spots. Do you think if you were running 

better it would change the way you feel 

about the finality of the season?

End of the 
Rainbow
Senior writer Ryan McGee  
sat down to talk shop with  
Jeff Gordon as he prepares  
to close out his 24-year Cup 
career. And after 92 wins, 
four championships and  
$150 million in earnings,  
The Kid says he still has one 
more line to cross.
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Honestly, I think the fact that we haven’t run as

well has kept me focused week to week, trying to

finally get that win. Trying to get ready for the

Chase. We have a lot of ground to make up on

those top guys, and I’ve been so worried about

getting the job done that I’m not really allowing

myself to go there.

But when Bristol Motor Speedway names a

grandstand for you or the Kentucky Speedway

gives you a big gift ...

Yeah, I thought I told everyone not to give me a

bunch of presents all year.

OK then, how about when the car is painted

in the Rainbow Warrior throwback paint scheme

or we all start digging out photos of the ’93

mustache/mullet combo?

I joke, but really, those gestures are amazing.

Every week now I have track presidents thanking

me and using words like “bittersweet.” Those are

the moments when I’m reminded that we’re in

the middle of something special this year. If I won

at one of these places, especially where I’ve had a

lot of history, then there might be a bit of reality

hitting. I really think Homestead [Nov. 22 season

finale] is where it’s going to kick in for me.

During the preseason media tour back in January,

[team owner] Rick Hendrick said he expected

14 wins and your fifth Cup title. He was joking ...

Yeah, sort of.

But honestly, after last year, that didn’t sound too

outrageous. NASCAR’s made some big aerodynamic

changes since last year, and things have changed

during the year too. Is that the problem?

We’re missing speed. Some other organizations

have gotten ahead of us. They’ve reacted to those

changes quicker. You don’t just find that over-

night. It is certainly not from a lack of effort, but

we are not in the position that we are in right now

because we’re performing poorly. It’s because

we’re having issues … the brake line at Watkins

Glen [started fifth, finished 41st], getting caught

up in that wreck at Indianapolis [finished 42nd],

just things that are out of our control. If we can

just do what I think we are capable of doing, we

make it into the Chase. Then we get a reset, take

a breath and see what we can go do there.

Still, though, and I’ve written this all year: I don’t

know if I’ve ever seen you smile this much. You were

smiling after you wrecked out in your last Daytona

500. You were smiling at the Indy 500 driving

the pace car. You were sure smiling during your

Jeff Gordon Day parade back home in Pittsboro.

Gordon, shown here at 
the 2015 Brickyard 400, 
is fighting to hold one  
of the final spots in the 
Chase for the Sprint Cup.

It’s been so much fun. If you based it off what has 

happened on the track solely, then maybe you 

wouldn’t think that. But if I can just step back 

from … I’m very competitive. But if I just take one 

step back from that, this has been one of the best 

years I’ve ever had. Things like this, just reminisc-

ing with longtime friends and family and people 

who have been a part of my career. 

And getting to go to races. Like Indy. Like the 

Knoxville Nationals. Your Fox TV analyst duties  

will be done midsummer. So are we going to see 

Gordon the race fan in the grandstand?

Heck yeah. Parked in the infield every weekend,  

I get envious hearing all the screaming and 

yelling and whooping and hollering and music 

out there, and I’m in my bus fixing my own 

dinner and getting ready for bed. I am a fan  

of the sport. I love it. I keep telling my friends 

that we’re going to get a group together and  

get a motor home and go to an infield and do  

a little tailgating. 

And maybe do a little racing ...

Let’s get this year done first. 

30

10
Gordon made all but one 

of the first 11 Chase fields,  

trailing only Jimmie Johnson  

and his perfect record.

Had NASCAR kept its pre-Chase 

points system, Gordon would have 

seven championships, adding 

Cups in ’04, ’07 and ’14.

In 2007, Gordon finished in  

the top 10 in all but six of  

36 races, a modern-era record 

that still stands. 

COLD HARD FACTS

Jeff Gordon has never won 

the Chase, but he has still 

been among its best drivers.

7
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How the
AL West
Was Won
The Texas Baseball Ranch is a little out of
the way and a lot unusual, but the coach
in charge might be leading a pitching 
revolution. Just ask the Astros’ newest star.

BY  JAS O N  FAG O N E

e doesn’t have time for this. On a patch

of dirt 50 miles north of Houston,

Ron Wolforth’s baseball students are

taking turns hurling a blue medicine

ball at a green wall as hard as they can,

which isn’t hard enough, and Wolforth

doesn’t have time to keep pushing

them, to “ride you like a pony until you get better,” he tells them.

The ball weighs 4 pounds. He has calculated that if these

guys can throw it 40 mph, holding it with both hands and

releasing it over their heads like a soccer throw-in, they can

throw a baseball 90 mph from the mound. And if they can’t

throw a baseball 90 mph, they are never going to be great at

pitching. And if they are never going to be great at pitching,

well, that’s fine—most people are not great; most by definition

are mediocre—but then why did they come here? 

Wolforth stands under a tree with a radar gun and calls out

the velocity of each throw as the blue thing smacks off the wall.

“Forty-one point seven! ... Thirty-nine point eight. … Huh,

To warm up, Ranch campers perform one-legged squats designed  
to replicate what a pitcher feels at the lowest point in his delivery. 
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thirty-five three.” The players are in their late 

teens and early 20s, and half are shirtless in the 

damp Texas heat. There’s no baseball diamond, 

just acres of watered grass, some chain-link 

fences, a smattering of nets and tarps and 

incongruous green walls, a John Deere tractor, a 

burn pile of old wood and, plunked down in the 

middle of it all, a steel barn with an arched ceiling, 

open to the air on both ends. A white sign near  

the road says baseball ranch in large letters, 

and underneath, where you can dream as big as 

your work ethic will allow. Wolforth boasts of 

having taught more than 200 pitchers at all levels 

of the game to throw 90 mph, and major leaguers 

such as Trevor Bauer and C.J. Wilson have praised 

him for helping boost their velocity to lucrative 

heights. So when visitors first arrive here, at the 

Texas Baseball Ranch, they’re usually expecting 

something grander. Drones? No, this is it.

Wolforth lowers the radar gun and steps out 

from the tree. “Some of you guys didn’t impress 

me on the wall,” he says, wearing khaki shorts, 

camouflage sneakers and a yellow polo that 

bulges at the waist. He is 56 years old and not too 

tall. He raises the gun and nods for the drill to 

resume. The next kid tries so hard that he forgets 

to stop running and nearly smacks into the wall 

After all, anyone can hang a shingle and call 

himself a pitching coach. God bless America. 

Wolforth isn’t a former pro. He doesn’t come 

from a prominent sports family. Yes, he had some 

luck with Trevor Bauer, his poster-boy student, 

drafted No. 3 by the Diamondbacks in 2011. But 

Bauer is a strange bird, the son of a chemical 

engineer who invents wacky new pitches (“reverse 

slider,” “the bird”) and films himself on an 

ultra-high-speed video camera so he can step 

through his motion and his ball spin a thou-

sandth of a second at a time. You can’t extrapolate 

any pattern from a guy like that.

But then there was Scott Kazmir, a former 

All-Star released by the Angels in June 2011 after 

a groin injury and a long, steady deterioration of 

velocity. He considered retiring but instead called 

Wolforth, who came to his house in Cypress, 

Texas, with a bag of equipment. They worked for 

most of a year before Wolforth brought out the 

radar gun. That day, Kazmir threw as hard as he 

could. He looked at Wolforth. How fast? Wolforth 

looked at him. Eighty. “Motherf---er,” Kazmir said, 

throwing his glove to the ground. “Well, that was 

85,” Wolforth said. 

“I worked for eight months straight,” Kazmir 

recalls, laughing. “And I go out there, like all 

*According to Ranch records from Zito’s stay last winter. Other stats courtesy of BrooksBaseball.net.

after his ball does. “Thirty-one six,” Wolforth 

mutters. “Too close to the wall.” His voice grows 

loud. “Don’t waste your time with 31-six! If you’re 

not 35, you’re nothing. We got a bunch of 31s we 

gotta make 35s or else you have no shot at playing 

at the next level, gentlemen.”

Thump …

 “Thirty-two,” Wolforth says. “Moving on, Geno. 

Good luck with the rest of your life.”

Thump …

“Thirty-nine two,” he says to Gardner Nutter, a 

sophomore at Eckerd College, a Division II school 

in Florida. “Take that governor off your wiener.” 

Nutter grins. “You’re like a 39-four guy.”

Thump …

Wolforth parts his lips in bafflement and gazes 

at a skinny, black-haired kid who’s jogging back 

into line after an off-kilter throw. “You are a ... 

unique situation,” Wolforth says. “You threw that 

like a watercolor in the rain.”

THUMP …

FOR A LONG time, few in major league baseball 

paid any attention to Ron Wolforth. Ten years 

ago, he says, the disdain was “very overt. It was, 

‘He’s crazy, it’s a marketing ploy, he’s making 

money and he’s trying to be provocative.’ ”

SCOTT KAZMIR
2011 88.0 mph

2013 93.5

C.J. WILSON
2011 91.8

2012 92.3

BARRY ZITO
2013 84.3

2015 88.0*

SUCCESS DOWN SOUTH
A place to both train hopefuls and rejuvenate  
careers, the Ranch helped these (current and former) 
major leaguers increase their fastball velocity.
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right, I’m going to light this gun up, and it’s like 

80. But we went through the process.” 

Within two months, Kazmir was back above 90. 

In 2013, the Indians snapped him up, then lost 

him to the A’s in free agency. In July of this year, he 

was traded to the Astros, where he pitched seven 

scoreless innings in his first start on July 24. Four 

days later, before an evening home game, 15 or so 

reporters clustered around Kazmir’s locker and 

shined lights on him, eager to know how he had 

pulled off his comeback. He spoke with fondness 

about Wolforth and the Ranch: “To be able to go 

somewhere and work on the mechanics and do 

certain things, certain drills, to really get kind of in 

tune with your body and just relearn the mechan-

ics of pitching a baseball—that’s what he provides 

out there, and it really helped.”

MLB, like large institutions everywhere, has an 

insular culture that resists change. It is also a 

$36 billion business. At some point, for a GM, the 

pain of not taking advantage of an innovation 

that works and saves money becomes greater 

than the pain of change. “Now the criticism is 

more whispering than overt,” Wolforth says, 

“because now it’s like the results are too many and 

too wide and too deep, and they’ll just go, ‘Oh, 

that doesn’t work for everybody.’ That tells me 

they don’t truly understand what we’re doing.” 

Wolforth says 85 pro draft picks have trained 

here, including 2015 draftees Drew Smith, Cory 

Taylor and Beau Burrows, the Tigers’ first-round 

pick. Veteran outfielder Raul Ibanez first went to 

Wolforth for hitting advice (“I figured if he knew 

so much about pitching, he must know something 

about hitting too”) and was so impressed he 

invited Wolforth to give a clinic to his 13-year-old 

son’s Little League team. “He gets results for 

10-year-olds, and he gets results for major 

leaguers,” Ibanez says. “And when you can do that, 

I think everyone has to take notice.”

The Astros, Indians, Rockies, Mets, Cubs and 

Cardinals have invited Wolforth to speak to 

members of their staffs at spring training. In 

addition to dozens of college coaches, big names 

from pro clubs have visited the Ranch too: Terry 

Francona, manager of the Indians; Jerry Dipoto, 

ex-GM of the Angels; A.J. Hinch, first-year 

manager of the Astros. Hinch watched his former 

teammate Barry Zito work out at the Ranch last 

winter; Zito had been released by the Giants at age 

35, and most figured he was finished, but after 

four months with Wolforth, he got a minor league 

deal with the A’s. “It’s a great facility for training,” 

Hinch says. “It has everything you could ask for as 

a baseball player.” 

What’s more, devoted “Ranch guys” have landed 

coaching and front office jobs. Brent Strom, who 

has taught more than 150 boot camps, is the 

pitching coach for the Astros, a young squad in 

transition that as of Aug. 24 was leading the 

PHOTOGRAPHS BY FREDRIK BRODEN
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AL West with a staff ranked No. 1 in the American 

League in ERA, WHIP and OBP allowed. 

Another Ranch guy, Eric Binder, who trained 

there and played at Northwestern, works in 

player development for the Indians. And the peak 

performance coordinator of the Rockies, Andy 

McKay, speaks at Ranch clinics on the mental 

side of the game.

Each player and coach who makes it to the next 

level takes some Ranch ideas with him, and “they 

talk to each other,” Wolforth says. “It’s almost— 

it’s not a good word, but it’s almost cultish. It’s a 

culture.” And like other small but growing cults, 

or cultures, it can make sparks when it scrapes up 

against the majority that does not believe.

A BIT BEFORE 2 p.m. on a Friday in late July, cars 

begin to pull into the Ranch’s parking lot, expel-

ling boys with coolers and parents with lawn 

chairs. They’re arriving for an “elite boot camp,” a 

three-day, $1,299 burst of instruction and practice 

to initiate players into the Ranch method. The 

campers and their parents walk across 50 yards of 

lawn to the barn and take seats in folding chairs, 

cooking in their clothes. The silver walls focus the 

heat like aluminum foil around a baked potato.

Wolforth stands in front of a projection screen 

with a microphone clipped to his T-shirt and 

welcomes the pilgrims. The next three days will be  

a transformational experience, he says. He shows 

them slides of the Ranch’s success stories: Bauer, 

Kazmir, 203 players breaking the 90 mph barrier. 

“That actually needs to be updated,” he says. “We 

have 207 now.” He tells them that youth baseball is 

a fallen world, a world of mediocrity and failure, 

and he tells them why: It’s a one-size-fits-all 

system designed to create decent results for a 

broad bulk of halfway serious players, not excep-

tional results for the few who are willing to work. 

The Ranch, on the other hand, considers the player 

as an individual. “Welcome to the sanctuary,” he 

says. And not to worry: They never have to leave, 

even when they go home, because Wolforth has 

developed Durathro System, a website with videos, 

worksheets and audits to keep campers on the 

straight and narrow after camp. Access starts at 

$79 a month. Talk to Jill about Durathro.

From there, Wolforth splits the campers into 

groups that circulate around the property. From 

the beginning, throwing instruction is integrated 

with questions about movement and pain; a 

physical therapist goes through a 15-page 

“functional movement screen,” measuring ranges 

Wolforth (far left photo,  
in khaki shorts) employs 
connection balls, ropes and 
various strength-training 
drills at the Ranch with  
one goal: to throw harder 
with less pain. 
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of movement and prescribing corrective exercises, 

and Wolforth analyzes a video of each camper’s 

throwing motion. He’s convinced that the 

epidemic of pitching injuries can be blamed, in 

part, on the artificial separation of pitching 

coaches and physical trainers; a coach shapes the 

motion, a trainer treats the pain, but it’s really all 

the same thing. “The pitching people just think 

that [the physical therapists] are a bunch of lab 

coats,” he says, “and the physical therapists think 

the baseball guys are just tobacco-chewing, 

ass-scratching guys. So we’re the bridge.”

A few of the Ranch drills require unusual tools, 

like a pitching sock, which is a weighted glove that 

replicates the feel of a pitch when you make a 

throwing motion, and a shoulder tube, which is a 

flexible staff that kids wave back and forth like 

Gandalf doing aerobics. But the general vibe here 

is that you’ve been dropped back into 1950, albeit 

a 1950 in which everyone is obsessed with data. 

The campers fill out worksheets—a “mindset 

audit,” a “velocity audit,” a “warm-up audit”—and 

record their performance on drills. “The core 

concept of what Ron is doing is measuring,” the 

Rockies’ McKay says. In general, “people don’t like 

doing that. It takes time. It takes energy. And it 

also creates reality, and it creates accountability.”    

To log this data and begin to learn from it 

requires a self-selecting level of drive. The players 

who make their way here are an intense bunch. A 

12-year-old from Abilene, Texas, says his goal is to 

throw 100 mph and get into the Hall of Fame. 

Nutter, the college pitcher in Florida, says he 

wants to get his velo up, but what really hooked 

him and his father was the science. “We fell in 

love with the information” is the way he puts it.  

“I think the process in and of itself is going to 

make me a better person.” Many campers describe 

feeling out of place on their teams back home, 

either because they want to work harder than 

their teammates or because their coaches have 

said they’ll never make it. “My high school coach 

told me I’d never throw over 82 mph,” says  

Rob Maislin, 21, a senior at Whitman College, a 

Division III school in Washington state. Another 

coach? “He told me I was fat.” Maislin is not fat, 

just short, at 5-foot-7. He says the coaches at the 

Ranch are the first ones who’ve taken his desire  

to be a pro pitcher seriously. At the Ranch, “it 

seems like greatness isn’t unattainable, it’s just a 

hell of a lot of work.” He throws above 90 now.

As for the guy who’s showing all these kids  

how to break 90? He was never able to do it 

himself. The son of a Union Pacific Railroad 

agent from a small town in Nebraska, Wolforth 

played college ball at five schools, throwing in the 

high 80s, not fast enough for love from scouts. 

“You know how people talk about the ‘player to 

be named later’?” he says. “I was the player  

never to be named.” He graduated with a 

kinesiology degree from Sam Houston State in 

Texas and took a job coaching softball at 

Nebraska, where he met his wife, Jill—she was a 

star player on his team. He eventually got sick of 

“the shackles,” the athletic director and others 

looking over his shoulder. So in 1993, he and Jill 

started their first private baseball school, the 

CAN-AM Sports Academy in Canada.

He was bad. He admits that now. He taught 

pitching the same way it had been taught for a 

hundred years. You make this position on the 

windup, this position on the move to the plate, 

this position on the follow-through. You make 

your body look like this. The problem, he’d figure 

out later, is that if you look at 10 Hall of Fame 

pitchers, they all look different. It wasn’t until 

2003 that Wolforth realized the error of his ways, 

after meeting a guy named Paul Nyman, an 

engineer and former track athlete. To Nyman, the 

key thing wasn’t the position of the body but its 

movement, the interlocking and connected 

motions that create explosiveness. And to build it, 

you had to measure obsessively—to set a baseline 

of performance and then test and retest and 

re-retest to make sure you were making progress.

“It was a Reformation,” Wolforth says. “Truly  

a Reformation for me, and I truly think a  

Reformation for baseball itself. Does your theory 

hold water, or is it just a bunch of s---?” Even after 

he began preaching the new gospel, Wolforth 

struggled to find a flock. But he had a couple of 

secret advantages. Like a lot of entrepreneurs, 

Wolforth was a magpie, willing to collect advice or 

wisdom from anywhere (a history book, a Zig 

Ziglar speech, Aristotle, The Matrix) and build a 

nest with it. “One skill I do have is my skill of 

application,” he says. He’s also a gifted marketer, 

and so is Jill. (The daughter of a Nebraska rancher, 

she came up with the “Ranch” theme.) As one 

Ranch dad puts it, “You listen to Wolforth and he 

could be a preacher or a used-car salesman.” The 

dad says this admiringly: Fifty percent of success 

in pitching “is just thinking you can do it.”

By the middle of the last decade, the Wolforths 

had made important friends, coaches who’d come 

to see them teach and left thinking they’d seen 

something special. In 2006, Ron and Jill bought 

the current Ranch site, 20 acres in the old pine 

forest north of Houston. They spent their life 

savings on the down payment and mortgaged the 

rest. They almost missed their first payroll. 

“There’s nobody to save ya,” Wolforth says. “The 

cavalry ain’t comin’. So you better figure it out.”

Luckily for Wolforth, even as he struggled to 

move closer to the professional game, baseball was 

moving toward him. Sabermetrics, Moneyball—a 

new reliance on data was becoming part of the air, 

and by now, kids who’d grown up breathing it were 

arriving at the Ranch. Bauer was one. “I remember 

him as an eighth-grader,” Wolforth says. “He 

looked like a librarian. There was no athleticism to 

him. He tells me—I still remember this—he says, 

‘Coach, I’m going to be your first 100-mile thrower.’ 

He weighs a buck thirty-five. Big ears.” But the 

engineer’s kid with the big ears turned out to be 

electric. Bauer still holds the velocity record at the 

Ranch: 105 mph. In 2011, after the Diamondbacks 

drafted him, Sports Illustrated ran a long piece 

about Bauer and his origin story in Texas. When it 

appeared online, Wolforth’s cell started blowing 

up. “That was the moment when I knew there  

was no looking back.”

But for all the credibility he’s gained since, 

Wolforth remains an outsider, a guy who still 

defines himself by his opposition to MLB’s 

institutional wisdom and culture, and even the 

clubs that like him don’t want to talk about him. 

The Indians wouldn’t allow interviews with their 

Ranch-friendly staff—“Our relationship with 

Ron’s Baseball Ranch is something we value 

greatly and also something we really care not to 

advertise,” their PR guy emailed—and the Astros 

declined an interview request with pitching coach 

Strom. MLB advises young pitchers to avoid radar 

guns, which are central to Wolforth’s approach, 

and weighted balls and long-toss training are also 

controversial. There’s no robust scientific litera-

ture showing that they help or hurt the arm. “I can 

guarantee you that there are 30 clubs out there 

that are basically willing to spend a lot of money 

to try to be the top dog,” says Cubs minor league 
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pitching coordinator Derek Johnson. “Is there a 

fear factor in some of it? Yes. Because you’re 

dealing with millions and millions of dollars.” 

Wolforth puts it plainly: “If somebody goes down 

on [a coach’s] watch on a weighted ball and they 

OK’d it, that could be a career ender.”

On the second day of July’s boot camp, he tells 

the campers a story that explains how he sees his 

place in baseball. Eight years ago, he says, a 

Milwaukee Brewers scout visited the Ranch. “He 

said, ‘Hey Ron, that’s really neat what you’re 

doing. But not all your guys are going to make it.’” 

It was the law of averages. Wolforth was selling 

the kids false hope. “You’re in the selection 

business. I get it,” Wolforth replied. “My business 

is teaching. I’m not here choosing the winners 

and the losers of life’s lottery or baseball’s lottery.” 

He turns to the campers with peak passion: 

“Don’t let someone throw that junk on you.”

Wolforth says the scout became irritated and 

insisted that “the Brewers way” of teaching 

pitching was best. That was interesting, Wolforth 

said: “When’s the last time you guys were 

relevant? The Truman administration?” Laughter 

in the barn. “We haven’t talked since,” Wolforth 

says. “I don’t know why.”

DURING THE LAST hour of boot camp, at 1:10 p.m., 

the coaches bring out the radar gun, lead the 

campers into the barn and line them up in front 

of two nets covered with green tarps. Unlike some 

of the other tarps, there are no markings on these 

two, no particular place to aim. By this point, the 

campers have completed three days’ worth of 

lectures and videotape sessions and alien drills. 

At long last, it is time to pick up a good old 

leather baseball and throw it as hard as they can.

They form two rough lines, chattering and 

bouncing. Their parents notice the shift in noise 

and energy and rise from their lawn chairs 

outdoors, crowding inside to watch. One by one, 

the campers throw. They sprint toward the tarps 

for a few yards, getting a good running start, then 

release. “Eighty-nine!” cries out a coach. “Eighty-

seven point nine! Seventy-eight! Sixty-eight! 

Eighty-four zero, thattaboy! Ninety-three zero!” 

The campers clap and yell for anyone breaking 

90, and flocks of high-fives greet those kids when 

they return to the line. One guy looks dazed: 

17-year-old Seth Fraley, from Sedalia, Missouri. 

Fraley just got clocked at 86.9. Before this camp, 

“I barely threw 78 to 80, maybe,” he says, and 

glances back at the tarp. “That was crazy.” His 

father, Rusty Rice, holds out a twitching hand. 

“I’m shaking!” he says. “Eighty-six nine! Best 

baseball experience we’ve ever had.”

It goes on like this for 15 minutes before the 

campers switch to the turn and burn drill: Stand 

with your back to the tarp and backpedal for 10 

yards, then turn 180 degrees and release the ball. 

More high-fives, more personal records broken. 

Some kids don’t do as well as they’d hoped and 

slouch back into line with blank looks. Wolforth 

stands in the middle of the barn, saying little.

Near 2 p.m., he calls an end to the drills and 

asks the campers to grab folding chairs and sit in 

the barn for a few minutes before they head back 

to their cars with their parents. He turns down 

the lights and clicks his clicker. A sentence 

appears on the screen: “What if the world does 

not believe in me?”

Wolforth paces for a few moments, letting that 

sink in. What if the world does not believe in me?

Silence except for the box fan.

“The world has already decided,” he says. “And 

you are not it.”

He clicks again, and a video begins playing. 

More than 139 million YouTube views. An 

overweight guy with bad teeth sells mobile phones 

in England but tells the camera he dreams of 

being an opera star. He walks onto the stage of 

Britain’s Got Talent to skeptical looks from the 

judges. Then he starts to sing. In the video, the 

judges smile, and here in Texas, the barn fills with 

the contestant’s precise and lovely voice, the 

Italian lyrics of “Nessun Dorma” pinging off the 

walls. Watching the faces of all these people  

from Louisiana and Georgia and Pennsylvania 

and California as they listen to a British opera 

singer in Texas, Wolforth seems like a grim sort  

of prophet. For all the froth and uplift of the 

Ranch’s marketing pitch, he is communicating  

an existential vision of the universe, a vision 

informed by his own struggles trying to get the 

universe to pay attention to Ron Wolforth. Instead 

of selling his students false hope, he’s telling them 

something no adult has ever told them quite this 

candidly: The world they want to live in, the 

world of professional baseball, is a brutal place, 

and no one is going to save them. Not even if they 

make it to the majors, where they’ll only be a 

highly paid gasket in some GM’s beautiful engine, 

easily swapped out if the worst happens.

“The cavalry is not coming,” he says. They have 

to be their own cavalry.

Throwing 90 or 95 with no pain will help.

Also, signing up for Durathro can’t hurt.

“OK,” Wolforth says in the barn, releasing the 

campers and their parents back into the abyss. 

“Can I get the lights, please?”
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In the summer before the 10th anniversary of Hurricane Katrina, ESPN senior writer Wright Thompson returned to the 
city he once called home. He came for the New Orleans the flood left behind in search of its saints, its sinners, its lost souls. 

What he found, rising above the still-present watermarks, was an imperfect testament to resilience—a city seeking salvation 
through sport, a tale of faithful fans and faithless owners, of tragic heroes and tortured coaches. Dear New Orleans, Amen.

Beyond the Breach

THE NEW ORLEANS ISSUE
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CHAPTER I

WITH THE AIR conditioner off for filming, the only 

noise in Steve Gleason’s home is the breathing 

machine that keeps him alive. That’s as good a 

place as any to start a Katrina story, with the 

wires and plugs and tubes strapped to the back of 

his wheelchair, a life-support apparatus doing the 

heavy lifting for one of the most fervently alive 

people the city has ever known. The city has 

known its share. New Orleans treasures hyperlo-

cal folk heroes: Soulja Slim, the king of the street 

rappers before the storm, shot at least three times 

in the face and once in the chest, dead in his black 

Reeboks; Trombone Shorty, who closed out this 

year’s Jazz Fest instead of Elton John or Lenny 

Kravitz; Chris Rose, the Pulitzer Prize–winning 

newspaper columnist who wrote the best stories 

about the storm until his life unraveled and he 

found himself waiting tables. Gleason is that kind 

of hero. In the team’s first night back in the 

The 10-Year Flood

Central City’s famed A.L. Davis Park and members of  

the neighborhood’s equally famous A.L. Davis Panthers,  

a rec league football team that has won seven titles.
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Superdome after the storm, he stretched 

out his arms and blocked a punt in the 

opening series of a Monday Night 

Football game. There is a 9-foot statue  

of him outside the Dome now, but the 

actual Steve Gleason is paralyzed, four 

years into an ALS diagnosis. Most people 

don’t make it past five. 

“OK, I’m rolling,” the camerawoman 

says. 

Gleason uses his eyes and an interactive 

tablet to highlight the first sentence of the 

text, one of a series of love letters to the 

city that a local nonprofit asked influential 

citizens to write on the 10th anniversary of 

the storm. Since he can no longer use the 

muscles in his mouth, he speaks through a 

computerized voice, his humanity blunted 

by a droning, syllable-centric machine. 

Nothing works but his eyes. 

“Dear New Orleans,” he begins, and 

when he finishes reading the letter, one of 

his assistants, Lauren, wipes Gleason’s 

eyes and nose with a towel. 

“I cry every time I read it,” he says.

Lauren stays strong in front of Steve, 

but when she gets around the corner into 

the kitchen, she falls apart, slipping into a 

bedroom to be alone. It’s an ugly thing to 

watch someone fight a battle he cannot 

win. Living, then, is in the fighting. no 

white flags, it says on the Team Gleason 

foundation’s T-shirts and wristbands. 

Dear New Orleans. 

No white flags.

REBIRTH HAS BEEN the standing field order 

of the past 10 years in New Orleans, a 

powerful force shaping the city in ways big 

and small. Everything is governed by this 

spirit of renewal, and everything is viewed 

through its lens, from the fervent love of 

brass bands to the New Orleans Saints, the 

standard-bearers of a city struggling back 

to its feet. But within this hopeful word an 

idea hides in plain sight: For something to 

be reborn, it must have first died.  

One afternoon in August, the mayor of 

New Orleans, Mitch Landrieu, meets me 

at an old seafood market reimagined after 

the storm as a high-end culinary destina-

tion. He tries to explain how 10 years 

passes like a day. 

“For those of us who were here, it was a 

deeply emotional, deeply personal, 

painful experience,” he says. “I mean, it 

was hard. But we were in a near-death 

environment, so we didn’t really have 

time to process it. We literally had to get 

out of harm’s way so that we could stay 

alive. Then we immediately had to start 

rebuilding. And I’m not sure that a lot of 

us have had a chance to process it.” 

“Have you grieved?” 

The question catches him off guard, 

and for just a moment he drops his 

smooth politician’s front, closing his eyes, 

looking away. 

“I really don’t know the answer to that 

question,” he says. “Probably not fully. 

You know, I find myself really getting 

choked up.”

The hurricane lives in a complicated 

place. Everyone’s experience is both 

communal and personal, obvious and 

hidden. The memory of the death is 

everywhere, buried in shallow and 

temporary graves.

EACH SUMMER IN New Orleans has a 

soundtrack. 

In the blistering, rainy summer of 2015, 

that soundtrack is provided by Boosie 

Badazz, formerly Lil Boosie, formerly 

prisoner No. 560699, home from a 

three-and-a-half year stay in the planta-

tion fields of Angola for a marijuana 

charge. New Orleans has the highest 

incarceration rate in Louisiana, which has 

the highest incarceration rate per capita 

in America, which has the highest 

incarceration rate in the developed world. 

Eighty-five percent of the inmates at 

Angola never get out. They take a 

one-way bus ride to an eastward bend in 

the river near the Louisiana-Mississippi 

line. Boosie is one of the lucky ones— 

he made the trip back south—and now 

this summer his anthems of Louisiana 

street life throb out the windows of 

speeding cars, the floating hint of a hook 

giving away the track, drowning in 

cardboard subwoofer fuzz, trunks and 

rearview mirrors. 

You hear the songs over and over again, 

like now in Shack Brown’s pickup truck, 

headed out of town on Interstate 10. 

Brown is a youth football coach, driving 

to Jackson, Mississippi, to do a stand-up 

comedy gig, one of the many jobs that 

allow him to spend most of his time 

working with kids. He talks quietly with 

music in the background, until a remix  

of Boosie’s “Show da World” comes on. 

Brown turns up the stereo and sings.  

God keep blessing me ’cause I’m a good 

father … diabetes steady working on my 

kidneys, man … hoping kids learn from 

my mistakes and take a different route. 

Brown got his nickname because he grew 

before the other boys, then quit growing 

just after his friends started calling him 

Shack. He’s about 6-foot-1—and was as a 

seventh-grader. He’s got a barrel chest 

and the gut of a man who never let his 

“I have my 
moments 
when I 
feel like  
I can’t 
hold it no 
more.”
SHACK BROWN

Shack Brown, youth football coach, fled 

New Orleans in the wake of Katrina—

then returned a year later to form a 

team near his neighborhood. 
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changing metabolism alter his love for

fried food. His New Orleans East 

neighborhood smells like bread and 

coffee, from nearby factories. In the 

summer, the streets smell like crawfish. 

Over and over, he listens to “Show da 

World,” cuing it up when he needs a dose 

of self-confidence: “Lemme hit that 

Boosie,” he’ll say, and one line always 

makes him rise out of his seat and rap 

hard with the track, hitting an imaginary 

drum on each word. 

“I’M A PROJECT NIGGA!” he shouts 

into the steering wheel. 

Shack, who gets his name, if not its 

spelling, from the former LSU basketball 

star, grew up in the Iberville projects. It is 

his armor and his weapon. Everything in 

the city rises on the ashes of something 

else, whether Shack Brown himself or the

neighborhood where he was born. Before 

it was the Iberville, the streets between 

the French Quarter and what’s now I-10 

were the most famous red-light district in 

the country, Storyville, which the Navy 

insisted be closed in 1917. (At some point, 

big iron wrecking balls are cheaper than 

years of penicillin.) Only one or two of the 

buildings that were whorehouses and 

saloons still stand; an old jazz club is now 

Iberville’s corner store, the New Image 

Supermarket. The older men drink beer 

on the sidewalk a block away at Basin 

Super Market Seafood and Grill. Some-

times Shack visits old friends, but mostly 

he stays far away from the Iberville, or 

what’s left of it. 

People in the projects respect Shack 

Brown because he survived the early ’90s, when Iberville was at

its worst. The cops in the nearby French Quarter ride horses, and 

Shack can still hear the pounding of hooves on concrete, like 

something from a dystopian Wild West movie. They followed 

purse snatchers back into the projects—cops in shiny helmets 

brandishing sticks and guns, flying through the Iberville 

courtyards, the horses breathing heavy in the thick, wet air. 

“I’ve watched older dudes steal Greyhound buses,” he says, 

laughing.

The kids trust Brown because he was them. He sold drugs and 

tasted that life—$10,000 a week, he claims—which he realized 

would lead either to Angola or to a cemetery at the end of Canal 

Street. Mostly, he couldn’t deal with the damage he saw himself 

causing, making a bad place worse instead of trying to make it 

better. He was a lousy drug dealer, letting people slide on credit, 

not cracking down on the addicts who couldn’t pay. When he 

searched his past for men who’d done something positive, the 

only ones he remembered were coaches. They were respected, 

the lone alternative to the dealers. In New Orleans, especially, 
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they are the front line in a fight to save 

just a few of the brightest young men in 

every generation. Shack started coaching, 

wanting to help kids but also hoping to 

feel good about his life, to wash clean the 

hurt he’d caused. So in the mid-1990s, he 

devoted himself full time to helping kids, 

trading the drug cash for $234 a month, 

working a straight job for Blair Boutte, 

another former Iberville resident, who 

today runs the most successful bail bonds 

company in town. Now 38, Brown works 

as many jobs as he can find, all while 

funding his youth teams. 

He lives on the margins; until the price 

of oysters went up, he set up his cooker rig 

and chargrilled them at parades all over 

town. Now a croker sack costs $45 and he 

can’t sell them for more than $60, which 

he says doesn’t pay his expenses. During 

big events, like the Super Bowl, he drives 

a limo. He volunteers time and money for 

kids, spending his own cash on ice and 

water and mouthpieces. On game day, he 

cooks a meal for his players, who often 

arrive hungry. A po’boy here, a plate lunch 

there, feeding 9-year-olds, it adds up.

For a year after Katrina he sat in 

Houston, going through the motions of a 

new life, his thoughts never far from the 

kids in the projects he used to coach. 

They got so close, the boys latching on to 

any male influence they could find, and 

now that he was displaced, he found that 

he needed them too. He came back to 

New Orleans in August 2006, shortly 

before the Superdome reopened, coach-

ing in Mid-City, working on setting up at 

a place closer to the Iberville.

Three years later, on July 18, 2009, he 

opened a football program in Lemann 

Playground, the only public green space 

between the Iberville and the Lafitte 

projects, both occupying the gray blocks 

northwest of the French Quarter. On the 

day the league officially began, a drill 

team of neighborhood kids he’d trained 

led a procession through the gates into 

Lemann. The adults released balloons. 

Across four age groups, 125 boys played 

football, Brown says. That was six years 

ago. Now the Lafitte projects have been 

torn down, replaced by mixed-income 

housing. The Iberville is almost gone, the 

last of the city’s projects. He remembers 

the hope of opening Lemann Playground. On that sunny day in 

2009, with a newspaper reporter taking notes and pictures, he 

didn’t suspect that his football league would be killed by the very 

spirit of rebirth that rose from Katrina’s receding waters. 

THE NEXT MORNING, Shack drives back toward New Orleans. His 

comedy gig went well. 

Halfway home, he passes the exit to Gillsburg, Mississippi, 

right on the state line, where the plane chartered by Lynyrd 

Skynyrd crashed in 1977. I start to tell the story, but after getting 

a blank look, I ask Shack if he’s ever heard of the band. 

“No,” he says.

He asks about their famous songs, and I tell him “Freebird”  

and “Sweet Home Alabama.” Nope, he says, those don’t sound 

familiar. We laugh, because there are only 4 miles between the 

mostly wealthy, mostly white Uptown neighborhood where I 

rented a house, where everyone has heard of Skynyrd, and the 

mostly poor, mostly black neighborhood where he grew up. 

Those 4 miles might as well be an ocean. 

He’s flipping through the radio stations. A fellow comedian 

named Blowfish is crashed out in the back, wheezing and 

snoring. The highway is a drone, and 103 miles from the city, 

Shack gets quiet. 

“My life can’t go nowhere but up,” he says at last, “living in the 

Superdome …, ” trailing off, pulled back in time.

Shack rode out the hurricane with 17 family members in the 

Iberville. The old projects stood strong. The storm didn’t knock 

out the water or the gas, so his mom cooked Monday night as 

Katrina hit Louisiana. She made turkey necks and gravy, rice and 

peas. That’s what they ate through Tuesday, watching the water 

rise, first above the parked cars, then above the street signs.

On Wednesday, the project’s running water went off and 

Shack’s mom told everyone it was time to leave. The streets were 

flooded, and all 17 of them linked arms and tried to walk to high 

ground. The sun hammered down, over 100 degrees, dead  

bodies floating in the muck. Shack found the mules of Mid-City 

Carriages still tied to a fence. That’s how they tried to get people 

through the water at first, riding on top of the stolen mules. The 

mules hated the water and mules don’t do anything they don’t 

want to do, so Shack tied them back up. His family walked to the 

Orleans Avenue exit, rising steeply up to I-10. 

They walked a mile and a half the wrong way down the 

interstate, his grandmother stopping often to catch her breath. 

The inside of the Superdome smelled like feces, and he held his 

4-year-old daughter in his arms so she could go to the bathroom. 

The free water and blankets got stolen by 

local gangsters, who then sold them. 

Tweaking drug addicts wandered the 

stadium. Brown kept his family in a small 

corner on the plaza level. They took turns 

sleeping, someone always standing watch. 

Two days later, he loaded his family 

onto a bus, getting the women on first, 

then making sure the boys made it, then 

working to help the police keep loading 

those still inside the Dome. Because 

people respect coaches so much in  

New Orleans, most everyone in the 

projects had at least heard of Shack 

Brown. As the sun set, a cop came to him.

“I held the bus with your family,” the 

officer told Shack. “It’s time to go.”

That’s how Shack Brown left  

New Orleans, riding down the empty 

interstate, passing small groups of people 

still walking to safety, like something 

from The Grapes of Wrath. He doesn’t 

think about it much, at least not on 

purpose. His memories aren’t a cancer, 

slowly eating away, but a bomb that goes 

off from time to time without warning. 

Sometimes he’ll be driving alone in his 

car and look into the mirror and see 

himself silently weeping. 

He doesn’t tell anyone about it.

ALL NEW ORLEANIANS can describe three 

moments from the past 10 years in 

cinematic detail: their escape from the 

storm, where they were when Gleason 

blocked that punt and where they were 

when the Saints won the Super Bowl. 

These are the tentpoles of biography since 

Katrina, and in telling them, people 

reveal their most unguarded selves. Like a 

love of the Saints, this is one of the few 

things in the city to bridge all the deep 

race and class divides: Everyone suffered 

through the storm; everyone cried when 

Gleason blocked the punt; and everyone 

still struggles to express the emotions 

they felt when the Saints won in Miami. 

Shack Brown went to the Monday  

night game against the Falcons and saw 

Steve Gleason block the punt in person, 

and he doesn’t talk much about that 

either, except to say that during the game 

he found the spot in the plaza where he’d 

huddled with his family. 

Three years later, in February 2010, he 

“It was a deeply emotional, deeply

personal, painful experience. I’m not 
sure that we’ve processed it.”
MAYOR MITCH LANDRIEU
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Shack got the news about his grandmother, who’d passed away 

between 3 and 4 in the morning.

“That was them exchanging breaths,” he says now, as he looks out 

the windshield at the long, blurred yellow line of the highway. He’s 

gone from rocking Boosie to silence, the truck somewhere between 

Jackson and New Orleans, nothing but trees and swamp on either 

side of the road. His friend is asleep in the back, or at least 

pretending to sleep out of respect. A plastic butterfly pin hangs on a 

lanyard looped around his rearview mirror; they wore these pins at 

his grandmother’s funeral. The wings are made from small pink 

and black feathers, and when he’s stressed, he’ll pluck a feather and 

say a prayer: “Grandmama, I need you to use your wings over me.”

He plucked one a day or two ago.

His oldest son is now repeating the life Shack worked so hard 

to leave behind, the young man who carries his name, Leander 

Brown Jr., facing two aggravated assault charges in Georgia,  

to go with a long and violent rap sheet, the résumé of a habitual 

offender. Shack doesn’t have any money or connections to find a 

decent lawyer.

“I don’t want my child sitting in jail for the rest of his life,” he 

says softly.

He’s spent the past two decades trying to save kids, and he can’t 

do a thing for his own. A few years ago, it all got to be too much, 

fighting the battle for his park, still dealing with the trauma of the 

storm. He told his wife he wanted to die, let this pain wash away. 

“I have my moments,” he says, “when I feel like I can’t hold  

it no more.”

THE NIGHT STEVE GLEASON blocked the punt, Chris Rose was in the 

stands at the Superdome. It was his job to take the madness 

around him and somehow put it into 

words for The Times-Picayune. Nobody 

did it better. He was part of a team that 

won a Pulitzer Prize for its Katrina 

coverage, and he was nominated indi-

vidually for a second, the poet laureate of 

New Orleans. Two days later, Rose’s 

column about the game appeared, which 

was subsequently included in his 

best-seller 1 Dead in Attic, a collection  

of his work in the aftermath of Katrina. 

Two years ago, when the Super Bowl 

came to New Orleans for the first time 

since the storm, a local organization got 

Gleason to read that column on video. 

The link is still on the Internet. In it, 

Gleason’s voice is slurred, the camera 

tight, the weight in his body already 

stealing his ability to talk.

… It is superficial and meaningless and 

a sign of total loss of perspective but I 

stand before you and I declare: It is good 

to feel like a winner …

Gleason’s eyes are red and watery, as if 

he just finished crying or is about to start. 

A three-day stubble covers his face. This is 

not the future he’d imagined when he 

retired from football in 2008 and started 

pursuing an MBA from Tulane, hoping  

to read books and debate their ideas, 

working in his free time to rebuild 

neighborhoods destroyed by Katrina. 

Those dreams died with his ALS diagno-

sis. With whatever time he had left, 

whether years or decades, he decided he’d 

fight to not let his disease define him and 

to help others who didn’t have the 

resources afforded to someone who once 

blocked a punt in prime time. He started a 

foundation, which did the usual things like 

raise money but also something uniquely 

Steve Gleason. It encouraged people to get 

out and live. A group of people, including 

his former Saints teammate Scott Fujita, 

carried Steve and another ALS patient to 

the top of Machu Picchu.

On the video, he continues to read 

Rose’s column. … And out my window 

today as I write this—my open window, 

oh, glorious day—I hear the same sounds 

I hear every day: chain saws and 

hammers and drills, and it would be 

foolish to suggest that the workers have 

more pep in their step today and that 

everything is going to be easier now 

sat with his grandmother in her nursing 

home as the Saints took the field in Miami. 

He’d promised her they’d watch the Super 

Bowl together if the Saints ever made it, 

the team’s historic awfulness becoming a 

running joke about her mortality. On that 

Sunday, they sat side by side in front of the 

television. The game ended and the Saints 

won, and his grandmother exhaled: a 

deep, resonant sigh. 

“Now I can get some rest,” she said.

He made a joke about sleeping and  

she just looked at him, and then he 

understood.

“I saw it all,” she said.

Her health started failing not long after, 

and she never really got well again. Near 

the end, Shack had a fourth son, Lorenzo, 

and he took his boy to meet his grand-

mom. The baby rested in her arms, and 

she rested in white sheets, her head on a 

white pillow. Two days later, she died. 

That night, Brown slept with Lorenzo on 

his chest, and around 3 a.m., the baby 

woke up gasping for air. The next morning 

The past five years have  

changed Steve Gleason—former 

Saints special-teamer and  

local folk hero—as profoundly  

as anyone in the city.
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because, well … because it’s not …

Gleason’s T-shirt says no white flags. 

When he swallows, the microphone picks 

up the noise. His voice is loose and 

childlike, sharp vowel sounds the first to 

go, his tongue heavy in his mouth. The 

book is held firm in his hands, the spine 

bent over. The man who lives forever in 

bronze at the Superdome—the statue is 

named Rebirth—remains inside him. 

Gleason’s voice grows in strength for 

Rose’s last line.

Only a game, you say? Like hell it was.

Steve Gleason stares into the camera 

until the shot fades to black.

“SHIT, BETWEEN HIM and the archbishop,” 

Chris Rose is saying, standing outside  

an Uptown corner bar, waiting for it to 

open. “‘What’s the archbishop say and 

what’s Gleason say?’ I mean, those are the 

two guys who people look to when we’re 

confused about something. I mean,  

he’s the—literally he’s the moral epicenter 

of this city.” 

Rose loves how Gleason weighs in on 

the important issues of the day, from the 

cuts at The Times-Picayune (against) to 

gay marriage (for), and how people look 

to him as the best of what the human 

animal does under duress—almost the 

exact opposite of how people see Rose.

“The people of this city didn’t turn  

on me,” Rose says, sounding deeply 

grateful. “I feel the love every day when  

I walk around.”

His voice sounds like tires crunching 

through an oyster-shell parking lot,  

and he moves with a herky-jerky walk,  

all arms and legs, like Keith Richards playing himself in a  

Tim Burton movie. His hair is curly, gray and wild, and his T-shirt 

has a quote from one of his old stories. It’s a few minutes before 4. 

We check the door to St. Joe’s Bar on the corner of Magazine and 

Joseph, but it’s still dead-bolted. We can see people moving inside. 

The Roman candy man, a dollar a stick, click-clacks in his 

donkey-drawn cart. Wooden wheels on uneven streets. There’s 

music coming from somewhere. One of those summer New 

Orleans storms hit a few minutes ago. Wide rivers of water rush 

through the gutters, the streets already starting to flood. Rose 

huddles beneath a vestibule awning, trying to stay dry.

At a little past 4, they let us inside. 

“What everybody lost,” he says, “was the stuff in the back of 

their closets, and shoe boxes full of photographs. You know, your 

letters from your uncle who served in Vietnam, or the awards you 

won when you were a child. There are people in this town who 

don’t have photographs of their grandparents. It wasn’t about 

couches and TVs and automobiles and Sheetrock. It was about 

your history being taken away from you. You don’t have photo-

graphs, the images, the words, the awards, report cards, letters, 

mostly letters. Diaries. Imagine how much unpublished music 

was destroyed in that storm.”

He lights a cigarette. 

When people see him, they instinctively remember Katrina. 

Many feel compelled to share their own personal horrors. 

Afterward, they feel better and he feels worse. He doesn’t  

go out much. 

“I make a lot of people cry,” he says.

The hours slip away, sitting among the red Chinese lanterns 

on the bar’s covered outdoor patio. Most of his troubles made 

the paper: depression, then drug addiction, $800 of Oxy a day. 

He took three trips to rehab and the third one stuck, but not 

before he lost everything. He lost his wife, then got arrested 

after stalking his new girlfriend. He lost his house; his  

ex-wife lives there with a new man. He lost his career. He left 

The Times-Picayune, taking a buyout from the place where he’d 

done his best work, then wrote for the alt weekly until that 

fell apart. He did television essays for Fox 8, until it sent  

him packing. He wrote the seminal work on Katrina, a  

New York Times best-seller, then spent 

all that money on opiates. He’s broke. 

“Destitute,” he says.

That’s why he started waiting tables a 

year and a half ago at a French Quarter 

fish restaurant. “I strapped that fucking 

apron on,” he says. “There was no time to 

be proud.”

New Orleans was being reborn, rebuilt, 

and the voice of the city’s destruction  

had been left in the past. Many diners 

recognized him.

“Are you doing a story?” people  

would ask.

He shook his head.

“What are you writing these days?” 

“I’m writing your order, that’s what I’m 

writing.”

The rain picks up now outside the 

patio, pouring hard and loud. He’s quit 

his job at the restaurant and is looking for 

writing work again, hoping to find 

himself in the shadow of the anniversary. 

His biggest client is a magazine run by a 

local grocery store. He’s still trying to get 

a local media company to take a chance.

He’s making changes. Three days 

before Christmas, tired of living in the 

French Quarter, he rented a house in 

Bayou St. John, a quiet neighborhood 

north of his old one. The next day, he got 

a nice check from the grocery store. The 

day after that, Christmas Eve, he went 

and bought four bicycles, one for each of 

his three kids, ages 16, 14 and 12, along 

One year after Katrina, the Superdome 

reopened and Gleason blocked that punt. 

Soon, the city was in for an even greater 

surprise—a championship team.

CHAPTER I
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with one for himself. He put them under 

the tree, a father’s promise that the future 

would be better. “The kids are why I’m 

alive,” he says. “God knows what lessons 

I’m teaching them. I don’t know, but I 

know I’m giving them hard shells.”

The heavy raindrops look like a broken 

rainbow, falling through the prism of the 

late afternoon sun. It is sunny and 

pouring at the same time.

Rose laughs. His laugh is a treble 

machine gun.

“It’s sunshine!” he says.

He’s quiet, just listening, watching, sun 

and water and noise and light.

“That great Tennessee Williams line,” 

he says finally. “ ‘Every raindrop is a piece 

of time in your hands.’ He got it dead-on. 

It’s the only place I know that rains big 

drops like that when the sun is shining.” 

He’s leaning against the bar, a curl of 

hair on his forehead. Because he used  

to be a newspaper reporter, a very, very 

good one, he’s totally aware of what’s 

happening, what I’m writing down about 

him and why. The beam of yellow light 

shining through the lattice to his left  

hits him on the arms, moving up to his 

chest, glittering off the gold letters on  

the T-shirt, bright on his face. Ten years 

come and gone.

“Almost everything’s better,” he says. “It 

feels like it happened a million years ago. 

On the other hand it feels like it hap-

pened yesterday. Its manifestations in the 

city are very few. Its manifestations in my 

life are complete and total.”

DURING THE SUMMER of the anniversary, 

Rose works on his latest writing assign-

ment: a follow-up of perhaps his most 

famous piece, an odd experience given the 

way his life has changed in between. Ten 

years ago, just eight days after the storm 

hit, he wrote an open letter introducing 

the fleeing citizens of New Orleans to the 

communities around the nation taking 

them in. The same local nonprofit that 

got Gleason to write and record his letter 

reached out to Rose for a new version of 

his column. The group is called Evacuteer,  

and it created a website to collect the love 

letters and offer readers a way to donate. 

Rose plans to read his piece at an event 

near the end of May.

On the appointed night, an hour or so 

before his reading, a crowd starts to 

gather at a community center on O.C. 

Haley Boulevard, once a Central City 

no-go zone between the Magnolia 

projects, birthplace of the Cash Money 

record label, and the Calliope projects, 

where No Limit rapper and founder 

Master P grew up. The city tore down 

both, and now the neighborhood is a few 

months, maybe a year, from being 

acceptable to suburban white people. 

There is still violence. This summer, a hit 

man walked up to the St. John the Baptist 

Church and shot someone once in the 

chest; meanwhile, half a mile away, chef 

Adolfo Garcia, a culinary star in a city 

that treats a chef ’s coat like a low-slung 

guitar, just opened his latest place. It’s 

across the street from Rose’s reading, 

which folks are talking about at the bar. 

Chris is one of Katrina’s many ghosts.

“They became whispers of themselves,” 

says Caroline Fayard, a local attorney 

waiting on the event to begin.

“Hopefully this Katrina 10,” Garcia says, 

making his rounds, “he can parlay that 

into something better.”

Across the street, as the crowd files in, a 

woman on the stage plays a mournful 

tune on a cello. People sit quietly in the 

uncomfortable chairs. This is one of the 

first Katrina 10 events of the summer. 

Many more will follow, academic 

conferences and TED Talks and a Hot 

Boys reunion outside the Superdome. 

Economists and education specialists will 

gather all summer, quoting facts and 

figures, looking to the future. 

The letter project also serves as a 

memorial to those who died in the storm, 

so their deaths will not have been in vain. 

Even 10 years later, nobody knows how 

many were lost. The best guess is 1,833, 

but that’s just a guess. At the end of Canal 

Street, in a pauper’s cemetery, there is a 

memorial to the dead. Six sleek marble 

mausoleums hold the remains nobody 

ever identified or claimed. 

some have been forgotten, the 

marker reads. some remain unknown. 

The cello on the stage makes the 

saddest sound, the people here occupying 

both cities, the one of the dead and the 

one of the living, trapped in between. 

That’s what the anniversary is doing, one 

last time: forcing people to go to a place 

they’ve tried to avoid. Behind the stage 

hangs an enormous photograph of Louis 

Armstrong Park, named for the patron 

saint of the city, who made New Orleans 

music so popular that it remains so. 

Everyone who comes to town arrives at the 

airport bearing his name, but Armstrong 

didn’t live in that New Orleans. He grew 

up in a violently segregated city—his first 

cornet was given to him at a detention 

facility named the Colored Waifs’ Home—

and while his deepest feelings about his 

childhood died with him, this fact is true: 

When Armstrong became famous, he 

moved to New York City and almost never 

returned. His body is buried in Queens. 

He sang “What a Wonderful World” as a 

prayer, a song about a place that didn’t 

really exist. The only New Orleans he 

wanted to visit was the one he imagined 

with his trumpet, a vision of what the city 

still tries to be.

THE EVENT BEGINS. There’s a strange 

feeling in the air, people avoiding eye 

contact, quiet and alone with their 

memories. Rose has been mingling, 

slouched at a James Dean slant, joints 

cocked, sleeves rolled up on his T-shirt. 

He looks every bit “the avenging angel  

of the 504,” as a writer once described 

him. Ten years ago he wrote about  

New Orleans for the world, and now  

he’s writing for 50 people in a room.

David Morris, from the nonprofit 

hosting tonight’s benefit, welcomes the 

crowd and explains that five years ago 

people didn’t have time for extravagances 

like public remembrance, focused as they 

were on rotting Chinese drywall and 

getting all their family members back in 

New Orleans. Ten years from now, the 

seniors in high school won’t have even 

been alive during Katrina, and it will all 

fade away, like Hurricane Betsy in 1965, 

the flood of 1927, something studied by 

coming generations but not felt. “So on the 

10th anniversary,” Morris says, “we have 

this incredibly special moment where not 

too much time has passed, but just enough 

has, so we can pause and reflect for a 

second. I think in a lot of ways this is 

going to be the first and quite possibly the 

“What  
everybody 
lost was 
shoe boxes 
full of  
photo-
graphs.

Your  
history 

was taken 
from you.”
CHRIS ROSE
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last collective and cathartic experience

that New Orleans experiences together.”

The first speaker, a local radio DJ 

named Fresh Johnson, reads Chris Rose’s 

original story. 

Dear America … 

Her voice is supercharged with the 

thrumming energy of the young. She’s a 

can of Red Bull with dimples. Standing 

near the back of the room, Rose looks 

haunted. He jams his hands down in his 

pockets and rocks. Nobody bothers him. 

His body language repels people, and 

every now and then, as he listens to this 

dispatch from his former life, he blinks. 

When you meet us now and you look 

into our eyes, you will see the saddest 

story ever told. Our hearts are broken into 

a thousand pieces. But don’t pity us. We’re 

gonna make it. We’re resilient. After all, 

we’ve been rooting for the Saints for 35 

years. That’s got to count for something.

He laughs when Fresh mentions the 

Saints, and then, as she finishes reading 

his old words, Rose inches farther and 

farther from the stage, until he’s alone 

and against the wall. There isn’t anyone

behind him. He closes his eyes. When the 

next speaker starts reliving her memories 

and pain, Chris quietly slips out and 

stands by the curb. He holds the script of 

his new letter in his hand, reading it 

again: “It’s hard to believe it’s been 10 

years,” he’s written. “We may be haunted 

by our past but we are not bound to it.”

A cloud of cigarette smoke rises above 

his head, and he leans against one of the 

poles holding up a balcony. A little 

tremor runs through his body, and his 

shoulders rise and fall. From behind, it 

looks like he’s either coughing or crying. 

Inside, a deaf and blind woman talks 

about how she’s found her own kind of 

vision and music in New Orleans, and 

outside, he’s got neither. 

He smokes and waits.

“It opens up a lot of old vulnerabilities,” 

he says, shaking his head. Then his time 

arrives, and the crowd stands and cheers. 

He whispers to the musician onstage that 

he’d like her to keep playing while he 

reads. What he’s got on the page isn’t a 

letter so much as a ballad, a prayer like

the ones written by Louis Armstrong. 

Rose, a native of Maryland, came here to 

work, and like many transplants, he 

cannot imagine a life anywhere else. The 

place has swallowed him, and on the 

stage, he finds his pace and rhythm. “The 

most important four-letter word in the 

English language is not love. It is home. 

Home, where the senses are filled with 

the comforting. Where the streets, the 

accents and the church bells are familiar. 

Where the air smells like coffee, sweet 

olive, fish fry, mule piss and sex.”

Everyone in the crowd laughs.

He smiles, hoping this is the start of a 

future, not a nostalgia trip to a past 

forever gone. His letter is poignant, funny 

and sweet, and a common idea flows 

through every line. The hurricane isn’t 

something that happened a decade ago. 

It’s something that is still happening, 

good and bad. The anniversary isn’t a 

commemoration of the past but a civic 

prayer that the city’s longest day might

finally come to an end.

Children at a 

playground at the 

newly reconstructed 

mixed-income 

neighborhood that 

replaced the Lafitte 

projects in central 

New Orleans.

CONTINUED ON PAGE 64  
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Dennis Sims

wasn’t even

born when his

grandfather began

the Running Bear

Boxing Club 18

years ago. Today

the 14-year-old

is one of its stars

in the ring.

Harry Sims (far

left) wants to

turn kids like

8-year-old

Kentrell “Spider”

Dantzler into

doctors, lawyers

and mechanics.

He feels the more

time his boxers

(from left: Dennis

Sims, Dantzler

and Dennis’

twin, De’shane)

spend in the ring,

the less time

they’ll spend on

the streets.

Where All Are Welcome
On the streets of the Lower 9th Ward lies a tension between ruin and revival. A vacant lot with 12-foot weeds on one corner. 
A sparkling new home on another. Here on Flood Street, ground zero of Katrina destruction, Harry Sims built a boxing ring 

in 1997 to give kids a place of reprieve. When Katrina washed away the Lower 9th and took Sims’ ring with it, he rebuilt. 
Today, the Running Bear Boxing Club is again a hub of activity, fighting to turn boys into men. —WAYNE DREHS

PHOTOGRAPHS BY WILLIAM WIDMER

CRESCENT CITY CHARACTERS
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GAME DAY
WITH HD

IS LIKE BACON-WRAPPED

BACON WITH A SIDE OF BACON

Requires antenna and receiver purchase. Monthly fees and limits on number and type of receivers will apply. All prices, packages, programming, features, functionality and offers subject to change without notice. All 
charges, including monthly programming, pay-per-view and equipment upgrades, must be paid in advance; failure to pay by due date will lead to service disconnection within 24 hours. Offer subject to terms of applicable 
Promotional and Residential Customer agreements. Taxes or reimbursement charges for state gross earnings taxes may apply. Additional restrictions may apply. © 2015 DISH Network L.L.C. All rights reserved.

Find out more at dish.com/tailgate  •  Call 1-800-970-9307

With Tailgater™   mobile antenna, you get 

quarterback-sacking HD for a crystal-clear picture 

that makes you feel like you’re on the 50-yard line. 

So don’t sweat missing the game – but maybe 

worry about that potato salad your buddy bought 

on clearance.  #TailgaterTruths
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In the 18 years

that Jubilee has

coached the

Panthers, the team

has finished first in

the Central City

district 13 times

and has appeared

in 12 New Orleans

Recreation

Development

Commission

championships,

winning seven.

And before each

season, Jubilee

helps players get

their heads on

straight, with new

helmets and real

talk. “This age is

the most pivotal in

every kid’s life,”

says Jubilee, who

still performs

locally. “If you catch

them before they

make that first

mistake, you can

alter their path.”

The Heart and Soul
DJ Jubilee, the pioneer of bounce, New Orleans’ energetic, call-and-response style of hip-hop, goes by Coach Jubilee  

these days. Head coach of the A.L. Davis Panthers in the Central City neighborhood, he’s mentored 13- and 14-year-old boys 
since 1997. “[After Katrina] they were lost and felt misplaced,” he says. “When they started playing again, they felt a sense  

of New Orleans and of being a kid again. It took Katrina off their minds for a while each day.” —ALYSSA ROENIGK

PHOTOGRAPHS BY RUSH JAGOE

CRESCENT CITY CHARACTERS
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In mid-July, 50 baseball teams and 15 softball teams— 

serving more than 800 teens and young kids across the 

city—culminated a monthlong season held by the New Orleans 

Recreation Development Commission. Some games ended  

with a handshake (above), others with a trophy (opposite page).

The Comeback Team
By the time Katrina made landfall, on Aug. 29, 2005, Ron Gearing, longtime athletic director for New Orleans public schools,  

had evacuated to Memphis, 400 miles north of the only city he had ever called home. Gearing packed clothes for three  
days—surely that would be all he’d need—but it was nine weeks before he could return to New Orleans. He came  

back to a new world order. In the storm’s aftermath, the Louisiana High School Athletic Association granted immediate 
eligibility to displaced students—4,900 at new schools—so they could regain at least one precious bit of normalcy in  

their uprooted lives. Yes, thousands of teens had scattered from New Orleans, to northern Louisiana and Texas and Georgia.  
But Gearing felt certain he held the key to their return. “We need to keep the schools’ sports going,” he said, “and  

the kids will come back.” Ten years later, youth sports—from baseball’s littlest stars to football’s biggest prospects— 
continue to claw their way back in the city. Let’s hear it for the home team. —HALLIE GROSSMAN

CRESCENT CITY CHARACTERS
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RB/LB Bruce 

Jordan-Swilling (left), 

the adopted son of 

former Saints Pro 

Bowler Pat Swilling, is 

a junior at Brother 

Martin in New Orleans. 

But before he was one 

of Louisiana’s most 

heralded recruits— 

before LSU, Florida, 

Miami and UCLA knew 

his name or offered 

him a place on their 

rosters—he was a 

Katrina survivor. In the 

shadow of Interstate 

610, the city opened 

its first public 

skatepark, the Parisite 

(below), in February. 

“It’s not just a 

skatepark,” Mayor 

Mitch Landrieu said. 

“It’s a very, very 

important component 

… to keep this 

neighborhood strong.”
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CHAPTER II

IN THE COURTYARD behind the St. Louis Cathedral,

which rises above Jackson Square, there’s a statue

of Jesus missing its thumb and forefinger. Katrina

broke them off, and people here joke about Jesus

using those missing digits to flick the storm away.

At night, if you’re walking down Royal Street,

past the antique shops that sell Liberace’s sterling

serving pieces, a spotlight throws a silhouette of

Jesus against the back wall of the cathedral. It

towers above everything else, heaven and hell so

close together. That’s New Orleans. After Katrina,

the church said it would leave the statue broken,

out of solidarity, until the city had recovered. This

year, on the anniversary, the archdiocese is

reattaching Jesus’ fingers. 

With the recovery coming to an end, at least in

the public dialogue, people are remembering how

much the city invested in its football team, which

is itself so closely aligned with the Catholic

The Problem With 

New Gods

Drew Brees celebrates the Saints’ victory in Super Bowl XLIV.
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Church, from the name of the club to the 

Masses the Benson family holds in the 

Superdome before games. This summer, 

on the last day of a run of practices,  

Drew Brees takes off his helmet and signs 

autographs along a rope line of fans. One 

of the items waving at him from an 

outstretched hand is a copy of the 

Monday, Feb. 8, 2010, edition of The 

Times-Picayune, the day after the Super 

Bowl. The headline reads “AMEN!” 

The day after that game, when staff 

members got to the newsroom, they found 

readers stretched around the corner, 

waiting. The paper sold 687,000 copies, 

more than double its typical circulation, 

people of all ages and races buying them 

by the bundle. The presses printed into 

the next night. People wanted to save 

these papers, pass them down to their 

children. That front page is now hanging 

in every imaginable establishment, from 

the inside of a food truck that sets up at 

Second Line parades on Sunday after-

noons to the corner of the stand-up bar at 

Tujague’s, whose interior always seems 

filled with a beautiful, strange yellow light. 

The framed cover is an anthropological 

document of sorts, capturing a specific 

madness that swallowed New Orleans in 

the years after the hurricane.  

The city in that time suffered through 

Ray Nagin’s two terms as mayor—like 

many Louisiana politicians before him,  

he is now in federal prison for a litany of 

crimes, including bribery, conspiracy and 

money laundering. Nagin declined 

comment for this story, but when he left 

office in 2010, the city had a $97 million 

budget deficit. The police department was 

being investigated by the Department of 

Justice, and the FBI had set up an office 

inside the Orleans Parish School Board, 

so deep was the corruption (2,000 

employees had health insurance for which 

they weren’t eligible, according to Tulane 

researcher Doug Harris). New Orleans 

was a place struggling to stand up. And so 

it was that the people tied their personal 

and civic self-esteem to the play of a 

football team, as if 53 men and their 

coaches predicted whether the city would 

get off its knees. 

People call New Orleans a Catholic city, 

but that’s not really true, not anymore. 

With every census, the percentage of 

practicing Roman Catholics declines. The 

religious iconography laid over the rise of a 

football team would have been considered 

blasphemous a generation ago, and maybe 

even for this generation, had the people in 

New Orleans not needed to believe in 

something so desperately. The public 

institution that has replaced the church’s 

ubiquity is the Saints, and so, “Amen,” the 

headline writers decided—the most 

beautiful and surprising gift for a city 

stripped of its faith: an answered prayer.

IF THE MOST visible day in the past 10 

years was the day the Saints won the 

Super Bowl, the most impactful might 

have been the one before, a Saturday, 

when people went to the polls and 

overwhelmingly elected Mitch Landrieu 

as mayor. To many, his election is the 

moment when the city began its rebirth, 

dividing the past decade into two distinct 

halves: from the storm to the Super Bowl, 

and from Mitch’s election until the 

anniversary. Landrieu’s media advisers 

understood this, placing billboards 

around the city that tied his victory with 

the victory of the Saints. They read, one 

team. one fight. one voice. one city.

Landrieu took over where the Saints 

left off, and near the end of this past May, 

he walks toward the microphone to give 

his fifth State of the City speech to a 

packed room, where a gospel choir sings 

him onstage. The event takes place at a 

renovated theater across from what used 

to be the Lafitte projects and is now part 

of a major construction plan for the city, 

the Lafitte Greenway, a long public park 

and bike path connecting City Park and 

the French Quarter. In Landrieu’s speech, 

he describes the summer’s Katrina 10 

events and celebrations, and the recovery 

the city has made. “When we took office 

in 2010, we inherited a mess,” he says. 

“Simply put, five years after the storm we 

were struggling to make it.”

Two weeks later, he’s back in his office at 

City Hall, which is built on the plot of land 

where Louis Armstrong’s childhood home 

once stood. He loosens his blue necktie, 

taking a short break between meetings. 

He was born and raised in New Orleans, 

brother of former U.S. Sen. Mary  

Landrieu, son of a former mayor, Maurice “Moon” Landrieu, who 

integrated city government in the 1970s, hiring dozens of young 

black staffers, and was called Moon the Coon by angry whites. On 

Mitch’s office wall, there’s a framed newspaper editorial about his 

father, with the headline: “Can an honest man win?” There’s a 

book on his coffee table called How to Rebuild a City.

“We’re going to build it the way it should have been if we would 

have gotten it right the first time,” he says, for the third time in  

20 minutes. “We’re doing great. We’re an ascendant city.”

He sits on the ratty couches he inherited, along with a nearly 

bankrupt city, hit by a hurricane and then the criminal tenure of 

Nagin. “The governance wasn’t good,” Landrieu says. “Nobody 

was working well together. The recovery wasn’t going well. 

Finally it started to jell the year before I got elected. And just that 

weekend, us winning the Super Bowl and then the new election.”

Today, he carries precincts in the projects and on tree-lined 

old-money streets. Landrieu is the first white mayor in three 

decades—the last was his father—and he has the trust of most  

of the city’s black population; in his last election, he defeated two 

African-American candidates. Saints coach Sean Payton, who  

is politically conservative, believes in the mayor too. “Both 

Landrieu and [Gov. Bobby] Jindal, agree or disagree with their 

politics, they’re not going to be arrested someday for it,” he says. 

“They’re trustworthy.”

Landrieu has a vision for what New Orleans might be by the 

time his children inherit the city. He points to the nearly com-

pleted Lafitte Greenway, almost three miles of public space, with 

energy-efficient lighting, fully compliant with the Americans 

With Disabilities Act. There’s a crushed-stone walking path and 

more than 500 trees throwing shade on those hot summer days. 

It’ll be a beautiful, modern centerpiece of the city, running 
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curated tour of New Orleans turned 

quickly into a war zone. They passed 

houses ripped off foundations, with boats 

and cars at odd angles. They passed 

houses with the fluorescent orange X’s 

painted on them, the utilitarian National 

Guard system for keeping track of what 

got searched and when. 

Ten years later, the X’s mean different 

things in different neighborhoods. On 

Magazine Street, they are something  

from the past, almost ironic now, or at 

least a way for survivors to nod at each 

other in solidarity and silence. Across 

town, driving into the 7th or 9th Ward, 

dozens of abandoned houses still have X’s 

painted on them, one more divide in a 

city separated by money and opportunity, 

as well as time and race. Life in white 

New Orleans is much different from life 

in black New Orleans, no matter what 

Landrieu’s billboard says. 

Near Carver High School, Marshall 

Faulk’s alma mater, an abandoned lot of 

graffitied cop cars looks like a scene from 

Mad Max, a square of official government 

land, left in the panic of full retreat. Trees 

grow out of windowless houses. Carver 

still isn’t finished, even 10 years later,  

the students attending class in white 

trailers. Near the old Desire projects, the 

Savemore Supermarket is boarded up, 

with a graffitied warning: “Do not make 

this mistake again.” Near Humanity 

Street, a rooster walks and clucks through 

the neutral ground. An X says a house 

was searched on 9/6, another on 9/15. 

The street names remain: Abundance, 

Benefit, Pleasure. The nearby Press Park 

complex is abandoned, just shells and 

skeletons, each collapsed in its own way, 

snowflakes of blight.

This is the kind of destruction Drew and 

Brittany Brees saw on their drive through 

the city, and instead of feeling repelled, 

they felt called. They didn’t move to the 

suburbs like most players and coaches, 

instead rehabbing a big white house in 

Uptown, near St. Charles. And when Drew 

wasn’t practicing or playing football, he 

was donating or raising money, much of  

it aimed at the 9th Ward. He wrote a 

$100,000 check for the new field at Carver. 

When the team started winning, kids 

would write signs and tape them to the 

through a place that was blighted and 

dangerous before the storm. Landrieu’s 

interest is complicated. He is trying to 

drive an economic rebirth while rebuild-

ing the city itself, but when you hear him 

talk about things like the greenway, his 

excitement seems to be about something 

simpler: He remembers a New Orleans 

that looked and felt like a city on the rise, 

and he wants to leave that city behind 

when his time as mayor is up.

The new University Medical Center  

and VA hospital, the biggest medical 

construction project in the country, are 

positioned near the Lafitte Corridor, and 

the hospitals fit into the modern design, 

with no parking visible from the street. 

This summer, a developer bought nearby 

land to convert into restaurants and 

shops. A Whole Foods recently opened 

near the path of the greenway, right on 

the edge of Treme, the corner of Bienville 

and Broad. The neighborhood is already 

filling with tourists. Pedestrians walking 

from either direction will be able to step 

off the greenway into Dooky Chase’s 

Restaurant and Willie Mae’s Scotch 

House, two of the most famous soul food 

places in the city. 

This is one of the oldest and most 

important African-American neighbor-

For well over three 

decades—from 

Archie Manning’s 

woeful teams, to the 

paper-bag “Aints”  

of the 1980s, to the 

oddball pairing of 

Mike Ditka and Ricky 

Williams—the Saints 

were loved and 

loathed in equal 

measure.

hoods in the country. Free blacks lived 

here during slavery, and in its clubs, jazz 

was born. Some call it Treme, and others 

call it Lafitte, after the former project. Its 

original name best expresses its place in 

the minds of the white citizens who 

named things back then: “Back of Town.” 

Now it’s the front yard of the New New 

Orleans.

MITCH LANDRIEU WAS in New Orleans 

during Katrina, the lieutenant governor 

then, walking through the crowds in the 

Superdome while Ray Nagin locked 

himself in a hotel suite and literally wept, 

as his aides looked at him in shock. When 

Steve Gleason blocked that punt, Mitch 

was there too. To him, it felt cathartic and 

cleansing, like the team had taken the 

Superdome back from Katrina. Three 

and a half years later, the day after he 

won his election, he went to church and 

then to his brother’s house in Lakeview to 

watch the Super Bowl. The whole family 

was there, and when the game ended and 

the Saints had won, his 80-year-old 

mother led the family out of the house, 

dozens of Landrieus running around the 

block in rapture.

KATRINA BROUGHT THE two central 

players of the Saints’ journey together. 

Sean Payton took the job five months 

after the hurricane, after the Packers 

turned him down. He instinctively 

understood how the flood might unify  

the team; the Friday night before the first 

game back in the city, he gathered the 

Saints at midfield and played a video 

showing the devastation of Katrina. The 

Dome felt like a church. Payton said that 

the same people suffering in those images 

would be back in the stadium the next 

evening and that the Saints needed to 

remember these pictures when they 

played because those were the people in 

the stands cheering. 

Payton signed a quarterback nobody 

but the Dolphins wanted, Drew Brees, 

who was coming off potentially career-

ending shoulder surgery and still unable 

to throw. The team flew in Drew and his 

wife in March 2006, and after pitching 

them on the Saints, Payton drove them 

around, only he got lost, and the carefully 
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iron fence at his property line, like 

something that might happen to the high 

school quarterback. After the Super Bowl, 

Brees arrived home to find a few six-packs 

of beer on his front walk. He took them 

inside. Hidden among the big poster-

board and butcher-paper banners, there 

hung a note signed by the Argus and 

DiPaola families, written on printer paper 

torn in half: “My family lost everything in 

August 2005. Last night you and our 

beloved boys gave us everything back.”

THE SAINTS MATTER deeply to the people 

of New Orleans, but in the year after the 

storm, the man who owned the team did 

not. Tom Benson became public enemy 

No. 1 because people saw him threatening 

to move the team to San Antonio. Fans 

booed him when the Saints played at 

LSU’s Tiger Stadium, and he threw a 

temper tantrum over the abuse. With the 

city filled with rancid refrigerators, a 

meme emerged: People spray-painted 

them with the words do not open:  

tom benson inside.

Former NFL commissioner Paul 

Tagliabue said that Benson wanted the 

team based in San Antonio for the 2006 

season and that team officials were telling 

employees to prepare to move. The mayor 

of San Antonio pushed for the relocation. 

One of President Bill Clinton’s Cabinet 

secretaries—HUD director and former 

mayor of San Antonio Henry Cisneros—

reached out to the commissioner, arguing 

on behalf of moving the franchise. The 

Saints fiercely deny the team tried to move. 

“It was the priority of Tom Benson to get 

the Saints back to New Orleans as soon as 

feasibly possible,” Saints spokesman Greg 

Bensel says. “His only public statement 

back in 2005 was that we were returning 

home and that we would lead the charge to 

rebuild. In fact, many other businesses did 

not and have not returned. But following 

Katrina, we can proudly argue that Tom 

Benson has led a renaissance in our city.” 

Citizens worried because Benson kept a 

ranch in Texas and spent much of the time 

there. He is not, however, a Texan. He 

grew up poor in New Orleans’ 7th Ward, 

near the corner of North Johnson and 

Elysian Fields—on the wrong side of a 

divided community, in one of many 

blue-collar families who made the rich 

elite of St. Charles Avenue richer and more 

elite. Anyone who expected him to be 

civic-minded in the immediate aftermath 

of the hurricane does not know Tom 

Benson. The city exists in his memory as a 

place he escaped. He fought his way out. 

Call it greed or focus or drive. The 

ancestors of the blue bloods who curry his 

favor today would have looked right 

through his father, who worked as a clerk 

What have the Saints 

meant to New Orleans 

since Katrina? 

Superfan Rita Henry 

Chambers, here in  

her black-and-gold-

themed living room 

with granddaughter 

Lil’ Massiyah Allen, 

sums it up in one 

word: “Excitement.”
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in a department store and would give Tom 

7 cents to ride the streetcar to school.

Tom walked and saved the money. 

Much of Benson’s past remains hidden, 

and only a 2001 profile in The Times-

Picayune managed to partially reveal him. 

He served in the Navy, a yeoman on a 

battleship in the months after Japan 

surrendered, and when he returned home, 

he started work as an accountant at a local 

Chevrolet dealership. He moved up, 

managing the office, then the sales staff 

and soon his own dealership. He turned 

one into more than 30, the start of a 

sprawling financial empire. He hired his 

three best friends from the 7th Ward and 

fired two of them—ultimately cutting ties 

with all three. Nobody would stop his rise 

to success. Eventually, he’d spend much of 

his time on a ranch in Texas, the open 

space as far from the cramped streets of a 

New Orleans slum as a little boy could 

travel. The Saints’ coaches and executives 

of the past decade are a reflection of Tom 

Benson’s bruising approach to business 

and life—the Bountygate scandal, and the 

team subsequently shrugging off the NFL’s 

inquiries, a perfect Bensonian moment.  

In Tom Benson’s mind, Tom Benson is a 

winner, and he doesn’t care whether people 

like him, which is lucky because after 

Katrina nobody did. Even before the storm, 

he’d been publicly pushing for a new lease, 

saying he needed millions in concessions 

from the state to stay competitive in the 

New Orleans market. His offensive 

burned bridges, and after Katrina, the 

business community believed he was 

using the disaster as the final piece of 

leverage. Tagliabue decided to meet 

businessmen from New Orleans to hear 

directly from them. He’d heard the Saints 

complaining that the storm had made the 

tough economic climate in the city even 

more difficult. Another NFL owner, 

Robert McNair of the Texans, set up the 

meeting. They gathered at the river camp 

owned by shipping magnate Thomas  

Coleman, at one of a dozen exclusive shacks 

built on the thin, fragile strip of land, called 

the batture, running between the levee and 

the river. Generations of New Orleanians 

have used these shacks, just a couple of 

miles from Audubon Park and the man-

sions on St. Charles, for whiskey drinking 

and holding meetings too secret for the public exposure of an office.

Everyone ate dinner and admired the Louisiana folk art on the 

walls. No politicians were invited, just businessmen and bankers. 

Tagliabue listened to the men’s belief in New Orleans and their 

frustration with the Saints. Their hope for the city underscored 

what he already thought and what he’d told Benson. In a recent 

phone interview, Tagliabue recounted the conversation.

“There is no way this team is going to be in San Antonio for the 

2006 season,” Tagliabue said.

“How can you say that?” Benson responded.

“It takes three-fourths of the owners to move a team,” he 

replied, “and there’s no owner out there who is prepared to 

abandon New Orleans.”

TWO WOMEN HELPED change the way New Orleans felt about Tom 

Benson after the Saints returned. The first, his granddaughter 

Rita Benson LeBlanc, made him finally seem in tune with the 

city. Rita’s rise to power in the organization was primarily about 

repairing relationships between the family and New Orleans. 

She grew up in Texas, spending summers running around the 

Saints’ practices, until she went to college and spent her summers 

interning at the NFL office in New York. Tom Benson, whom she 

called Paw-Paw, adored her and saw in her his best chance to turn 

the Saints into a family dynasty. With each year, he gave her more 

responsibility and the titles to go with it. Between 2006 and 

2010, when the Saints were still building toward something, the 

now 38-year-old Rita became the public face of a youthful, 

modern corporation, fully in tune with the city it represented. 

Actors and celebrities watched the games in her suite, everyone’s 

place arranged according to a seating chart she closely managed. 

The art museum wanted her for its board, and she found herself 

at the nerve center of the city, drinking whiskey and talking 

politics in James Carville’s living room.

Better than anyone else at the Saints’ facility on Airline Drive, 

Rita saw the connections between the town and the team in the 

years after Katrina, and talked about them in ways that weren’t 

ham-fisted and trite. At a meeting as the team prepared for its 

first season back in the Superdome, she listened as marketing 

people pitched pop-culture slogans and themes that ignored the 

drowning elephant in the room. She said the team’s slogan 

needed to be something that reflected the goals of a football team 

and, subtly, of New Orleans itself. They hung a banner on the 

Superdome that said, our home. our team. be a saint. 

Over the years, in the news stories leaked to local reporters by 

the Saints, a counter-narrative has emerged. Rita has been 

described as a tyrant, burning through 

dozens of personal assistants. Even in  

the run toward the Super Bowl, she 

showed signs of the strain that would 

come out in later years; after one big 

victory in 2009, she got agitated when a 

guest in her suite, a famous painter from 

New York, opened the bottle of Perrier-

Jouet Fleur de Champagne that had been 

icing down during the game. The bottle 

was hers to open. 

The night of the Super Bowl she  

reveled in her glory, holding court at the 

team’s victory party inside Miami’s 

InterContinental Hotel, dancing with  

her friends by the stage to New Orleans 

frat-rock band Better Than Ezra. She’d 

protected and resurrected her family’s 

name in the community, especially with 

Uptown businessmen who never trusted 

her 7th Ward grandfather. The party 

raged all night. Jimmy Buffett laughed 

with Carville out in the hall, and Sean 

Payton cradled the silver Vince Lombardi 

Trophy, now covered with smudges and 

fingerprints. He took a picture with 

anyone who wanted one.

That victory party was the end of the 

Saints as the standing army of the Rebirth 

of New Orleans, less a pro sports franchise 

and more the 1980 Olympic hockey team, 

a vessel for hopes and dreams. The team 

had served as a life-support system, nearly 

as essential as the one strapped to Steve 

Gleason’s wheelchair, keeping the city 

breathing until it could breathe on its own. 

Rita danced and Payton raised a glass, and 

in the city of New Orleans, and everywhere 

its sons and daughters had been scattered, 

people remembered their journey away 

from the flood.

TOM BENSON MET the other woman who’s 

shaped his past 10 years, his third wife, 

Gayle, at Mass. They married a year before 

the storm, and in the decade since, she’s 

made him into one of New Orleans’ most 

generous philanthropists, giving away the 

millions he worked so hard to make. The 

couple gave $5 million to Team Gleason. 

Tens of millions have gone to hospitals, 

churches, high schools and universities.  

He cried when the team unveiled a statue 

of him outside the Dome, and in all the 

photos, Gayle was by his side, wiping away 

“It takes three-fourths of the 
owners to move a team,  

and no owner is prepared to 
abandon New Orleans.”

PAUL TAGLIABUE TO TOM BENSON
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the tears. The years between spray-painted 

refrigerators and a big bronze statue of 

Tom Benson were dominated by Gayle.

She herself is a character in a super-

market novel; married twice before, 

nearing financial peril and without 

prospects, and suddenly pulled into a 

world of privilege and luxury. She shares 

with Tom a deep Catholic faith; both 

clearly nurse the wounds and insecurities 

all poor kids carry with them through life. 

She grew up in Old Algiers, directly 

across the river from the French Quarter, 

her father a janitor at a local store.  

They lived in a small shotgun house in  

a working-class neighborhood, where 

generation after generation tried to inch 

out of the mosquito bogs and sugarcane 

plantations. The money spent on the big 

Uptown mansions is made down here. The 

air smells like sugar or sulfur, depending 

on the wind and the century, and the flare 

stacks of the refineries throw shadows 

onto the fields and levees. You can always 

see the skyline of the French Quarter, and 

in the other direction you can see the  

cities of pipe and smoke out in the marsh, 

stretching mile after mile, bracketed by 

where you’re going and where you’ve been.

Brenda LaJaunie says her sister always 

wanted a better life than the one they  

had growing up. Gayle barely appears  

in her high school yearbook, one of those 

nowhere girls who don’t find a place  

with any group. “Sometimes people are 

sufficiently motivated to change their lives 

so thoroughly that they abandon any trace 

of their previous existence,” says Dave 

McBane, who graduated in the class of ’66.

Through a Saints spokesman, Gayle 

Benson says: “Mrs. Benson has provided 

for her family for years and now she 

continues to give and offer her time and 

focus to charities throughout our city. She 

has no comment about what others may 

say about her. Her focus remains taking 

care of her husband and doing what she 

can to help our city grow and prosper.”

Rita Benson LeBlanc and Gayle Benson, 

it is fair to say, have never gotten along—

Rita, by many reports, was convinced that 

Gayle was using her grandfather for his 

money. Last December, during a Saints 

game vs. Atlanta, the contentious relation-

ship finally reached the public. Rita had 

learned that, for the first time in her life, 

she would not see Tom Benson on 

Christmas. Rita and her mother, Renee 

Benson, blamed Gayle for splitting the 

family apart. In the suite this past 

December, witnesses say Rita shook Gayle 

and screamed at her. Rita denies this, 

calling it a fabrication of the Saints’ spin 

machine. She says she merely begged 

Gayle to let them see Tom during the 

holidays. Six days after that game, Tom 

Benson sent a memo to his daughter and 

grandchildren saying he never wanted to 

see them again because of, among other 

things, their disrespectful behavior toward 

Gayle. He also said he wanted to take the 

shares of the team out of the trust he’d set 

up for them and give the Saints to Gayle.

Before the memo, Gayle stood to inherit 

a few million dollars upon his death.

Now she stands to receive assets worth 

almost $2 billion.

ON THE FIRST of June, the Benson family 

feud hits Louisiana district court—the 

family tearing itself apart, in New Orleans 

and in Texas, through a series of lawsuits 

challenging Benson’s competency and 

right to disown his daughter and grand-

children. Benson has placed shares in  

the Saints in an irrevocable trust, which 

means he’ll need to replace them with 

assets or cash of an equal value. And 

before fighting over that amount, his 

daughter is taking him to court, challeng-

ing his mental capacity to make such a 

draconian decision. The battle, when 

whittled to its essence, pits Gayle Benson 

against Rita Benson LeBlanc, fighting  

over money, over love and out of spite.

“Psycho,” an insider on Gayle’s side says 

about Rita.

“Not sane,” an insider on Rita’s side  

says about Gayle.

It’s the first day of hurricane season,  

and in another courtroom in the same 

building, a lawsuit over the 22 Katrina-

related deaths at the Lafon nursing home 

begins. Family members of the dead 

believe the nuns and nurses who ran the 

facility effectively killed their patients by 

refusing to evacuate ahead of the hurri-

cane. Nurses had stood in the streets and 

tried to flag down the passing National 

Guard. No one had stopped. A nun still 

wearing her habit had found a New Orleans police officer who’d 

promised to help but never actually did. Now, in the courthouse, 

nuns and priests walk through the lobby, some quietly waiting by 

the vending machines for their turn to testify. They carry rosaries.

The crowd of television cameras and newspaper photographers 

isn’t there, though, for the nuns—the 22 awful deaths holding none 

of the fascination of an intrafamily battle over billions, the whole 

scene feeling like a piece of performance art about the state of 

America. Reporters wait on the first day to finish, everyone turning 

to the elevators at the far end of the long hall whenever they open, 

waiting to hurl questions at a Benson. A black Mercedes pulls into 

the sally port and parks by the curb, and Tom Benson’s driver, Jay, 

comes inside to wait on his boss. Upstairs, family members face 

one another, the first time they’ve all been in a room together since 

everything collapsed in January. Renee Benson, Tom’s last living 

child and Rita’s mom, clutches religious medals and photographs 

of their family, before money and time tore it apart. 

OUTSIDE, PEOPLE SMOKE on the steps of Loyola Avenue, two 

blocks from the corner where an 11-year-old Louis Armstrong fired 

a pistol and got arrested, learning to play the horn while incarcer-

ated. He first performed in jazz clubs that were torn down to build 

this courthouse. Perdido Street was flooded during Katrina, and if 

you’d been here 10 years ago, you’d have ducked and covered from 

the noise and toxic spray of fan boats cutting through the water.

Their turbines threw a mix of human waste and chemicals into 

the air. The survivors from Charity Hospital a few blocks away 

were headed toward safety, finally. The staff had been abandoned 

for three days after the storm, watching helicopters land at every 

nearby medical facility where the patients paid for their care,  

the rescuers leaving behind those at the hospital where care was  

free. Among the last to leave Charity was NOPD Officer Daryle 

Holloway, who’d weathered the storm with his mother, one of the 

head nurses at the hospital. 

Holly, as his friends called him, worked the Desire and Florida 

projects. The people in the community respected him and thought 

he was fair. His fellow officers still talk in hushed tones about the 

morning, years ago, when they responded to a shootout in the 

Florida project. They arrived to find total chaos, people bleeding 

and screaming. One of the gunmen’s young sons had been hit in 

the crossfire and died. The boy’s mother wailed over his body as the 

cops tried to figure out what had happened. They sent Holloway 

into the apartment of the dead boy to see whether anyone else was 

armed. Holloway saw four or five kids inside, looked around at the 

empty cupboards and fridge. He walked back outside, and 

everyone stopped for a moment to see him go into a corner store, 

buy cereal, eggs and milk, then walk back through the active crime 

scene to feed the hungry kids stuck in an apartment with no food. 

That’s Holloway. 

In the days after Katrina, he and Charity staffers went out in a 

boat to find survivors. They passed a man sitting on his porch 

with his dog, drinking a bottle of Jack Daniel’s. The man refused 

to get into the boat. They found girls on the roof of a house and 

brought them in the boat to the Superdome. On one trip, the prop 

hit a floating body, and the body, filled with gases brought on by 
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decomposition, exploded—the foulest

smell and sight any of them ever saw, and

on the emergency room loading dock

afterward, someone snapped a photo of

Holloway, staring out at the city, his eyes

empty and hollow.

The bonds of community, and even

civilization, frayed and broke during

those long days, but the bonds of family

held strong. Holloway refused to leave

his mother, even though he’d later be

suspended by the police department for

abandoning his post. On Day 3 in Charity,

a nurse named Jewel Willis worked in

what had turned into a sort of Civil War

triage hospital: no power, little medicine,

OUT AT THE Saints’ facility on Airline 

Drive, there’s a sense of remembering 

prompted by the approaching anniversary, 

along with the humbling experience of 

last season’s 7–9 record. Each passing year 

in the NFL is a reminder that everyone 

and everything has an expiration date. It’s 

been almost six years since Sean Payton 

coached the best team in the league. 

Payton watched the Warriors win the 

NBA championship and the Blackhawks 

win the Stanley Cup and he focused on 

the flash of joy in the seconds after the 

deciding games ended. He wants to feel 

that again, which becomes more and more 

unlikely every year. Drew Brees must also 

Even as the rest of the city rebuilt, portions of New Orleans remained haunted long after the waters 

receded, the debris telling stories of unending neglect—from the sandbags strewn about Lakeview in 2007, 

to a half-gutted building in the 9th Ward in 2010, to an abandoned Six Flags last year.

Lost Causes

the big brick building an oven during the day and not much cooler 

at night. One day, a man with a thick Cajun accent showed up in 

his fishing boat. He’d somehow navigated his way through the 

disaster, pulling right up to the emergency room doors.

“I came to get my daughter,” he said.

Willis came outside, and there he was. Her dad had come to 

save her. 

“Get in the boat,” he said. “We’re going home.”

She started crying and hugged his neck, then she whispered in 

his ear.

“I can’t leave,” she told him, and he understood, so they started 

running rescue missions, and he called a friend in the Louisiana 

Department of Wildlife and Fisheries who brought the fan boats to 

take the patients to higher ground. That all happened a few blocks 

from the courtroom where the Benson family tried to figure out 

how $2 billion might make five people happy enough to get along.

2006

2011

2007

2012
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be considering the end of the most

important relationship in his professional

life, the undimming love affair between

his family and the city that took them in.

Both of them exist around town as

pop-culture deities: T-shirts for sale that

say free sean payton or the krewe du

drew, or the signs pledging faith to

breesus. These days of hero worship are

numbered. One day, someone else will

own the team, and Brees will live in San

Diego, and Payton will be replaced by a

new coach with the energy and hunger he

used to have. He’ll be content living on the

coast of Florida, remembering when they

were all young and invincible.

THE HEARING ENDS and, when the elevator doors open, Tom

Benson passes security guards and takes a left, stooped and slow,

an octogenarian helped into his car by his attorney. No less a

moral arbiter than the archbishop said Benson’s mind remains

sharp, and Tom jokes with reporters. He carries a black and gold

walking cane.

“I can’t talk about nothing,” he says before leaving. “I just

feel good.”

Renee, Rita and Rita’s brother, Ryan LeBlanc, come down next,

their attorney, Randy Smith, answering a few questions. Rita has

a thousand-yard stare, audibly scoffing when one of the Saints’

beat reporters asks a question. She looks exhausted.

“We want the best for Tom Benson,” Smith says.

The three of them walk down the steps, across Loyola Avenue,

disappearing into the Central Business District. Watching the two

sides go in opposite directions, as if the photo of them on the field

in Miami were being ripped in half, feels

like the end of something. Only five players

from the Super Bowl remain. The Saints’

front office has the highest amount of cap

space taken by players no longer on the

team, the barometer of a front office’s

ability to spend money smartly. It’s all

coming undone. The third day of the trial

occurs on the 30th anniversary of Tom

Benson buying the team, and now he’s an

88-year-old man who will never see his

daughter and grandchildren again, at least

outside a courtroom. In a few weeks, Renee

will try to call Tom on Father’s Day and

instead will get a letter from his attorneys,

telling her to stay away.

2008

2013

2009

2014

2010

2015

CONTINUED ON PAGE 76  
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Lawjahn Johnson, one of the band’s four drum majors, leads the way 

during the NOMTOC (New Orleans Most Talked of Club) Mardi Gras 

parade. “Being a drum major in New Orleans is a bigger deal than 

being the quarterback of the high school football team,” Herrero says.

Keep on Marching
Marching band is serious business in New Orleans, and Edna Karr High’s 110 band members approach it like nothing  

short of a full-time job. They practice year-round, including three hours a day during the school year, and take just  
one week off—after finishing their multiple Mardi Gras marches. And they don’t march alone. The school’s cheerleading 

squad and dance team are always along for the show. Marching band is a way of life, a road to college for some and a point  
of tremendous pride for all. “In New Orleans,” band director Chris Herrero says, “music is everything.” —GUS ELVIN

CRESCENT CITY CHARACTERS
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Band members Dale 

Keppard and Darryl Howard 

(top left) wait for buses 

that will take them to their 

next parade. It takes three 

buses to transport the  

band and up to six when  

the support groups join.  

Melvin Boutain (top right) 

and other students practice 

in a classroom at Edna Karr. 

Majorette Tajah Brown 

relaxes on the bus before  

a parade. In the past two 

years, the marching  

band has performed in 

Mississippi, Georgia,  

Florida and all over the 

state of Louisiana. But 

home is where the heart is. 

Says Herrero, “Nothing 

compares to the atmo-

sphere for their nine or 10 

Mardi Gras performances 

each year.” 
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CHAPTER III

NEW ORLEANS has never been one static thing.  

The city has both died and been reborn with every 

agent of change that lands on its shores, immi-

grants and floods alike. Its people fled revolutions 

and dictators and famine, arriving in waves from 

Haiti and Ireland, Italy and Vietnam. The 

immigrants re-created the city, as did the levee 

breach of 1849, the flood of 1927 and Hurricane 

Betsy in 1965. That’s how it’s always been. New 

Orleans is a port city, a slave market, a river town 

and, since an assistant engineer of Sieur de 

Bienville’s laid out the French Quarter’s grid 

almost 300 years ago, a place that has never been 

sentimental about what it was. Ten years after the 

flood of ’27, the local papers did not run a single 

anniversary story. Anniversaries are a modern 

invention, as is the idea of holding on to one  

New Orleans instead of just embracing whatever 

rises in its place. Katrina lives, and so does the 

The Downside of  

Building Back Up

Workers tend to the growing of grass on a levee near the 

shore of Lake Pontchartrain.
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hood is a fucking country club.”

He points at a chain-link fence on 

Hamilton Street covered in some green 

cloth or nylon so nobody can see inside 

the New Orleans Country Club. There are 

three lines of barbed wire on top. “This 

here’s the golf course,” he says, “them 

covering the fence like that, it’s basically 

out of sight, out of mind. We don’t cross 

that line. They don’t cross that line.”

Driving west, past the corner of 

Mistletoe and Peach, he winds around 

toward the clubhouse. Grass grows up 

around abandoned houses. There’s an 

empty foundation, all facing the golf-

course fence. The entrance to the club is 

at the intersection of Quince and Last 

streets. The security guard eyes Phips as 

he drives through the gate into the 

The Hotel  

Monteleone’s  

iconic sign looms 

above the French 

Quarter—and for 

years did the same 

over the nearby 

Iberville projects, a 

reminder of how far 

four blocks can be.

New New Orleans, until another agent of 

change comes to erase them both. 

The only television show to ever really 

get the city, David Simon’s Treme, revolved 

around a theme common to Simon’s  

work: People in urban America aren’t 

Shakespearean characters with free will but 

actors in a Greek tragedy, all subject to the 

whims of postmodern gods: cops, mayors, 

schools, newspapers, oil company CEOs—

and in New Orleans two more, Rebirth and 

Recovery, the most powerful local gods of 

all. They bless some lives, curse many 

others, controlling the future of people 

who are rebuilding what was taken away. 

ONE MORNING, A rapper and producer 

named Nesby Phips says there’s some-

thing he wants to show me. He’s from 

Hollygrove, a poor 17th Ward neighbor-

hood stretching between Uptown and the 

Jefferson Parish line. He has a Mayan 

amulet on his necklace and a patience 

tattoo on his arm. He says he can reduce 

the entire ecosystem of New Orleans  

to one street corner. Academics quote 

statistics about the inequality of the city, 

the extreme prosperity so close to extreme 

poverty; a study last year puts New 

Orleans’ wealth gap on par with Zambia’s. 

Katrina didn’t create this problem, but it 

did make it worse.

Phips can do better than calculating the 

Gini coefficient.

“I want to show you how much it 

changes within a turn,” he says.

He starts to laugh. 

“Because right behind this neighbor-
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parking lot to turn around. 

“Once you go past the golf course,” he 

says, “they’re selling drugs. Welcome to 

New Orleans, man. Everything is right up 

on each other. Same ZIP codes. Same 

street names. Country club right here.” 

He points back toward the neighbor-

hood and the people who live there. “I 

guarantee you,” he says, “these kids over 

here have never seen a golf tee, let alone 

the ninth hole.”

From the club’s parking lot, he sees some 

young white kids in polo shirts and khaki 

shorts, waiting between the clubhouse and 

the putting tee. Phips is sure they know 

every lyric on Tha Carter III but have no 

idea Lil Wayne grew up in the neighbor-

hood on the other side of the fence, the 

green shade blocking the poor kids from 

seeing in and the rich kids from seeing out.

SINCE KATRINA, LIFE on the wealthy side  

of that fence has improved. The New New 

Orleans really is a safer, wealthier place 

with more responsible institutions. 

“Almost everything’s better,” Chris Rose 

says. “You know, it’s the one thing that no 

one can speak. Nobody dares write it … 

but how many people said, ‘It’s the best 

thing that ever happened to New Orleans.’ 

Now, here’s the problem: It was rich white 

people who were saying that when we 

weren’t even finished burying our dead. 

We still hadn’t even found our dead and 

people were saying that. Now you look 

back and you gotta think about what it 

was like in 2005, our crime, our corrup-

tion, our police, our education. They’re  

all better now. Would they have improved 

had we not had this intense, overwhelm-

ing catastrophe, which forced us to not 

only rebuild and recover and repopulate 

but also reimagine ourselves? Would that 

have happened? I think it’s safe to say no.”

TO DRIVE THROUGH back-of-town neigh-

borhoods to the intersection of St. Claude 

and St. Roch is to cut through the heart of 

pre-Katrina black New Orleans—thriving 

decades ago, now battered—only to find, 

at the corner on the Lake Pontchartrain 

side of the street, a new market that’s 

gleaming and white inside, high, tall 

windows reflecting light on the tile floor. 

This is the St. Roch Market, one of the 

demolition. Boutte not only runs a 

prominent bail bonds company but also 

has built significant real estate holdings 

and a political and business consulting 

firm. He knows the streets better than 

anyone else, and politicians pay for that 

knowledge and influence. During the 

activist group’s meeting, everyone sat 

around Blair’s conference room table, in 

his office across from the Orleans Parish 

Prison in Mid-City. Only one or two 

people he recognized. Everyone else was 

from out of town. He listened, and when 

they finished he asked one question.

“Why?”

A hush came over the room. 

One person he didn’t recognize 

answered, “That’s our home, and we can’t 

let them just come in and take it.”

“Ma’am,” Blair said. “Can I ask you a 

question? Where are you from?”

“I live here now,” she said.

“Well,” Blair replied, “where are you 

from?”

“I’m from Boston.”

“How long have you been here?”

“A year.”

Boutte took a breath, and before 

ushering everyone out of his office, he  

told the group his only regret about the 

Iberville was that he couldn’t tear it down 

himself. “I discount everything you said,” 

he told them, “because I realize you 

weren’t here when the Iberville project was 

a death trap to many people. The poorest 

of the poor, the most uneducated, were all 

boxed into one geographic location. And 

we suffered through that. And for anyone 

to come in and suggest somehow that that 

is a great thing, that we should preserve  

it, they did not live through it.”  

Gentrification is a weaponized word, 

swung around New Orleans by all manner 

of people with all manner of agendas. 

There are no easy answers and no readily 

assignable villains or heroes. The Iberville 

should come down, and whatever rises in 

its place will not be designed to help the 

people who used to live there. Battling to 

save the projects is really a proxy fight 

against the helplessness that poor citizens 

feel. The decisions about their future  

will be made by unseen people in unseen 

rooms, then handed down like tablets, 

their tomorrows already carved in stone.

places Mayor Landrieu likes to use as an 

example of what the city might be. As a 

kid, he remembers coming to the back to 

get crawfish for his mom from the Italian 

family who ran the place. He grew up, 

and the market fell into disrepair, 

eventually abandoned. 

Now it’s home to more than a dozen 

small businesses. The market sells things 

rich people like—expensive balsamic 

vinegar, Negronis, fusion Korean food—

and for someone who lived in the city 

before Katrina, the sheer number of  

white people walking around this stretch 

of St. Claude is disorienting. One night,  

at a rap/funk show at a bar a few blocks 

away, a political black-nationalist rapper 

performs for a mostly white crowd in a 

place that sells “artisanal popsicles.”  

Later a jam band noodles and solos over  

a sampled Malcolm X speech. It’s just a 

whiter city than before. You see white 

people in places they never used to go, 

which the people who live in those  

places notice too. 

The white population has grown, while 

the overall population has shrunk by 

more than 100,000 people, almost all of 

them black. More than half of the black 

males in the city don’t have work. More 

than half of black male ninth-graders fail 

to graduate from high school on time. 

There are few jobs and fewer places to 

live—none of the city’s housing projects 

was seriously damaged in the storm, but 

all of them have since been torn down, 

which opened up the valuable real estate 

trapped beneath them. One study says 

there are now 3,221 fewer low-income 

units than before the storm. In 2005, a 

two-bedroom apartment averaged $676  

a month. Now it averages $950. The city 

didn’t replace the public housing units 

one for one, so poor citizens are being 

pushed toward the outskirts of town. The 

crime in suburban neighborhoods, like 

New Orleans East, is exploding. There are 

shootings and stabbings night after night.

With the lack of affordable housing, 

activists tried to save some of the projects, 

among them the Iberville, the last project 

to come down. One group came a few 

years ago to meet with Blair Boutte, 

Shack Brown’s friend and former boss. 

They wanted his help in stopping the 

“Almost 
every-
thing’s 
better. 
It’s the 
one thing 
that no 
one can 
speak.”
CHRIS ROSE
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THROUGHOUT THE SUMMER, the state continues debating how to 

use the vacant Charity Hospital building on Tulane Avenue, even 

as its replacement hospital prepares to open just before the 

anniversary of the storm. The state fought FEMA in the halls  

of Washington and eventually secured around $475 million to 

build new hospital complexes for University Medical Center  

and the VA about a mile away. Although UMC’s complex will 

continue to serve as the gunshot emergency room for the city,  

the spirit of serving the poor mostly died with the nuns whose 

ranks at Charity began to dwindle in the 1990s. Katrina merely 

destroyed what little of that mission remained. Charity stands 

empty now, while the new hospital stretches over three blocks in 

upper Treme, on the Mid-City line, which will soon be home to 

the Lafitte Greenway. The plan is working. Real estate prices in 

nearby Treme are the fastest-growing in the city. This was a 

dangerous, blighted neighborhood before Katrina. In just 21 

days this summer, from June 10 to July 1, the average price  

of a Treme listing rose a stunning $126,913, from $220,000  

a house to nearly $347,000 a house. These prices will only 

continue to climb. In two generations, nobody will remember  

the dangerous back-of-town streets between Orleans and 

Esplanade—or the people who died defending tiny pieces  

of forgotten turf—and nobody who grew up in the shadow of 

Willie Mae’s Scotch House and Dooky Chase’s will be able to 

afford to live there again. 

A MILE AND A HALF up Broad from Dooky Chase’s, there’s a music 

club on the narrow wedge of land where North Broad and Hope 

Street intersect. 

Blair Boutte is waiting at a table in the back.

There’s little he’s not connected to in New Orleans. His bounty 

hunters can find bail jumpers who remain invisible to the police. 

The famous Rebirth Brass Band started in his house, he says, 

with Blair on the saxophone, and when he left the projects for 

college, the band re-formed without him—was reborn, you might 

say, hence the name. In his office on South Broad Street, two 

photographs hang on the conference room wall. The first is 

Boutte with Nelson Mandela, taken when the South African 

leader visited Louisiana. The second is a close-up of the street 

signs at the intersection of Crozat and Iberville, so he can look  

up at that wall and remember how far he’s come. 

Boutte has brought me here because he has a story to tell.

“A tale of two parks,” he says.

He leans toward the middle of the table and begins to talk. The 

parks in the city, he says, are the knife’s 

edge. In a place where the most disenfran-

chised group is young black males, a good 

park is sometimes the only thing holding 

someone upright. “Let’s not say making it,” 

Boutte says. “Let’s say surviving. It’s about 

surviving in my neighborhood. It’s about … 

‘Who’s gonna get the right break? Who’s 

gonna be able to avoid the land mines?’ 

There are many in the neighborhoods of 

New Orleans. Having a coach, having a 

team, having something to do after school 

can minimize the risk.”

He points to the first park, Harrell, in 

Hollygrove, where the rapper Lil Wayne 

grew up. Coaches got together and raised 

money, building a thriving youth league, 

drawing kids from the neighborhoods in 

the 17th Ward: Hollygrove, Pigeontown 

and Gert Town, the last a shortened 

version of the racial slur that gave the 

place its name. They got a concession 

stand up and running, which allowed the 

park to become self-sufficient, and when 

the Super Bowl came to the city, the NFL 

installed a field. That’s a success.

Then there’s his friend Shack Brown.

In 2009, Brown came to Boutte asking 

for help. The men from the neighborhood 

wanted to start some organized sports at 

Lemann Playground near the Iberville 

projects where Blair and Shack grew up. 

“These are guys of very humble means,” 

Boutte says. “Let’s just talk candidly. 

When you’re dead broke, now you’re 

gonna try to figure out how to finance a 

playground? Helmets and shoulder pads 

and jerseys and mouthpieces, the whole 

deal from scratch. I admire these guys. 

They came to me: ‘Blair, how do we get 

the money?’ ”

He gave them the first donation. 

Shack Brown took on this impossible 

task, and damned if he didn’t get the park 

running. They had four to five age groups 

playing football by 2013, more than a 

hundred kids running around. 

Then Shack and Blair began dreaming 

bigger.

They figured the boys and girls needed 

restrooms. First they tried a port-a-potty, 

but it got filled with junkies and drug 

needles. Blair decided to build a cinder-

block concession stand, which would 

provide restrooms and a way for the park 

to make enough money to survive. He got 

an architect involved while Shack found 

bleachers to set up by the field. Boutte 

wanted the kids in the Iberville to have 

the same opportunities available to the 

boys and girls growing up around Blair’s 

new neighborhood Uptown. He says the 

biggest threat to a child’s future is the two 

hours after school and before practice. 

Empty warehouses sat useless across the 

street from the field, and Blair made 

plans to buy or lease them. He wrangled 

retired teachers and started thinking of 

tutoring programs to go with the field. By 

the overpass, in between the old Iberville 

and Lafitte projects, he says, a little 

organic miracle was flourishing.

Then it all fell apart.

“We’re gonna run the Lafitte Greenway 

through that park,” the city told Brown 

and Boutte. The parks department tore 

down the makeshift concession stand and 

forbade them from building a permanent 

one, according to Brown. Without a way 

to support itself, Shack’s football program 

died. The people who’d spent their own 

money on the league felt powerless and 

impotent, as if they weren’t residents  

of a neighborhood but a problem to  

be solved so the neighborhood could 

reach its potential. They felt in the way, 

which they were.

Now the program that Shack built is 

gone. By the time the greenway is 

completed, Boutte and Brown won’t be 

able to find all the scattered kids. 

Sitting in the jazz club, Boutte sighs. 

“What they are calling ‘a better New 

Orleans,’” he practically sneers, before 

regaining his composure. “You know,” he 

says, smiling, “we got all these new people 

who moved to town, with their fancy little 

hats. They want to ride bicycles every-

where. Journalists and artists. All the ists 

are in town. These people need a green 

space to walk and ride their bikes on.” 

He stops for a moment. There is a 

point he wants to make clear. The choices 

are tough, and he understands. Even 

inside himself, he’s torn, happy to see 

Iberville come down and nice mixed-

income housing built in its place, even as 

he mourns the same rush of progress 

crippling Lemann Playground. For Blair, 

two contradictory ideas are true at the 

“What they are calling ‘a better  
New Orleans’? We’ve got all these 
new people who moved to town,  
with their fancy little hats.”
BLAIR BOUTTE
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Blair Boutte—bail

bondsman, real

estate developer and

political consultant—

knows better than

most the buried and

conflicting truths of

gentrification.

they survived. Shack tried to fill the hole 

in their lives. The playground served as a 

safe haven, which it will undoubtedly be 

again. An official with the city’s recreation 

department insisted that there’d be youth 

football in Lemann in 2015, although 

parents and coaches in the neighborhood 

don’t seem to know anything about it. 

Everything in New Orleans happens over 

and over, so this is perfect, really, the idea 

of something new trying to find a foothold 

in the same place where something 

beautiful has been destroyed.

Trees line the edges, one taller than the 

rest, on the right if you’re facing the old 

projects. Brown heads over to the Iberville, 

parking on the side street between the two 

corner stores. Some guys hang outside the 

same time; there aren’t good guys and 

bad guys, but there are certainly winners 

and losers. A public green space is part  

of a modernizing city. Boutte knows that. 

He also knows that park could have  

saved a lot of kids. 

He imagines the boys he saw flying 

around the field, disciplined in their gap 

assignments. Parents filled the bleachers 

during games. Now that’s all gone. Only 

the best two or three athletes get taken to 

a different park, since coaches can fit only 

a few in a car. The best kids find a new 

team, and the rest fade away.

Blair’s voice rises when he thinks about 

those lost kids.

“You know where they land?” he says. 

“On the stoop out front. You know the 

story. These guys are in an uphill battle 

with cement shoes on, and it’s slippery. 

We send them right back to the jungle. 

And we tell them, in our most authorita-

tive voice, ‘Be good. Do well.’”

SHACK BROWN STANDS in the empty 

Lemann Playground.

It’s an early afternoon in June. The  

field is a narrow patch of green near the 

interstate. When he closes his eyes, he can 

see how it was before. The kids playing 

ball ranged in age from 5 to 14. Every year, 

he says, at least one had a parent mur-

dered, and Shack watched helplessly as 

the boys slipped through his fingers. One 

of his player’s dads threw his body over his 

children during a shootout. He died, and 
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New Image Supermarket. One of them,  

a kid named Spencer, rushes over.

He played for Shack at the Lemann, 

even went out of town with the team.  

The boys on those trips still talk about  

the foreign experience of staying in the 

host families’ houses. They’d never heard 

of a breakfast casserole, or seen big 

backyards with swings and pools.

“I’m an alumni of that park,” Spencer 

says. “Went to Nashville, everywhere.”

He played offensive line and linebacker, 

decent but not good enough to find a  

new place to play. Many more like him 

suffered the same fate when the park shut 

down, collateral damage of the city’s new 

urban corridor. Now he’s just on the 

corner, and soon enough, we find out  

why. Shack heads into the store and buys 

two Big Shot sodas and when he swings 

the door back open and steps outside, he 

walks right into what looks like a drug 

deal in progress. Spencer is making some 

sort of transaction with an old junkie. The 

older guys hanging by a truck a few feet 

away look embarrassed and try to shoo 

the junkie away, at least until Shack 

leaves. The whole time, Spencer’s mother 

is standing a few feet away, stone-faced, 

looking at him and then at Shack. She 

doesn’t smile, the only one who doesn’t 

seem happy to see her son’s old coach. 

THE PARTS OF the city falling further 

behind were in trouble long before 

Hurricane Katrina formed over the 

Bahamas. New Orleans is one of many 

American cities that rely on tourism  

and sales tax to support themselves. To 

survive, New Orleans needs mega-events 

and massive entertainment districts, and 

an aggressive police presence in places 

where consumers gather. Sociologists 

describe this as post-Fordism, the 

economy of a place after the death of 

manufacturing jobs. The new focus 

divides a community into consumers  

and criminals. Most post-Fordism 

economies see a rise in zero-tolerance 

policing and incarceration rates. 

That’s exactly what has happened in 

New Orleans since 1970.

During roughly that time frame, half 

the city’s white population moved to the 

suburbs while the murder rate grew by 

329 percent. Between 1981 and Katrina, the incarceration  

rate increased by 173 percent. The city lost 13,500 manufactur-

ing jobs between 1970 and 2000, and the low-paying service 

industry grew by 136 percent. All the while, the city’s most 

famous institutions were born. The Saints started playing in 

1967. The Jazz & Heritage Festival began in 1970. The New 

Orleans Jazz NBA franchise formed in 1974. The Superdome 

opened in 1975, created as part of the city’s new vision of itself. 

New Orleans as a carnal playground famous the world over 

didn’t happen on its own; it was a calculated and sophisticated 

marketing campaign. Mardi Gras made the city $4.3 million  

in 1986 and $21.6 million in 2000. In 2014, direct spending  

for Mardi Gras totaled $164 million. The city closing those 

housing projects closest to booming entertainment districts  

isn’t an accident.

The rich stayed rich in this new economy, but the poor trapped 

in the housing projects were almost exclusively a financial engine 

for tourism. The jobs available didn’t pay to build a middle-class 

life. The city needed its black people to shuck oysters and pour 

drinks but chased them back to the Iberville on horseback at the 

slightest provocation.

BOUTTE DRIVES DOWN Basin toward Iberville Street, where a few 

blocks away, the sign from the Hotel Monteleone dominates the 

sky. If you lived in the Iberville, you saw that sign every day of 

your life and never once went inside unless you carried bags or 

cleaned rooms. The glowing sign is always there, a reminder that 

four blocks is a nearly impossible distance to travel in this life. 

Boutte rounds a corner and sees the first flash of red brick.

“There she is,” he says, the Iberville coming into view. 

He stops in the New Image and talks to some guys hanging 

outside. Being back here reminds him of his own rebirth, of death 

too. One afternoon we sit in his office, in the room with the photo 

of him and Mandela. He describes the project as “quicksand,” then 

says, in a voice quieter than before, “I ended up in all of that.”

He’s deciding how far to go.

“My story is a bit different,” he says. “We can touch on that if 

you’d like. I very seldom talk about it.”

The only sounds are the air conditioning compressors and the 

rain outside.

“I went to prison,” he says. “I had a very … I don’t like to go 

back here.”

He’s talking slowly, considering every word. “I had a really bad 

night after I graduated from college,” he says. “Like I said, this 

was a very bad place.”

He settles in to tell the story. Blair Boutte’s mother raised him 

and his three siblings by herself in the  

’80s and ’90s in a New Orleans housing 

project. She never drank or did drugs, 

never bought herself new clothes. 

Everything Blair wanted to do, she 

supported. “If you understand a single 

mother living in the housing projects of 

New Orleans,” he says, “bringing up four 

boys alone. Sometimes working two jobs, 

sometimes not being able to work at all. 

It’s a pretty rough ride. And my brothers 

and I, we weren’t singing in the church 

choir, all right? We were typical New 

Orleans boys growing up in the housing 

projects in every sense of the word. And 

she fought and she fought and she fought, 

and she scratched, and she toiled, and she 

basically became the anchor to whatever 

good we had. She never wavered. She 

never abandoned ship. She never gave up.”

Blair got out of the Iberville, made his 

way to Grambling State University. His 

mom came up for his graduation. They 

had a party at a local restaurant, and 

while everyone celebrated, he looked over 

and saw her in tears. He didn’t under-

stand. After graduation, he got a full ride 

to Tulane Law School, and before classes 

began, he went back to the projects. “It’s 

not like I had a credit card to go buy an 

apartment Uptown,” he says. “So I came 

back from school like any other kid. What 

do you do? You go back and you live with 

your parents, right?”

The first thing he did was buy a gun. 

The city was a dangerous place, around 

250 murders a year. He went and 

registered the firearm, wanting to both 

protect himself and be legal. On April 10, 

1988, Blair walked through the Lafitte 

projects and a drug dealer nicknamed 

Two Pistols drew both guns and tried to 

rob him. Blair pulled his gun and fired, 

and the man fired back. 

In his office, a universe away from that 

night, he looks haunted. 

He’s almost whispering now.

“I had to make a very tough decision,” 

he says, “and it didn’t end well. At the end 

of the day, I ended up pleading guilty to 

manslaughter. An innocent bystander was 

actually the one who died.”

He looks down, thinking about Charles 

Martin, the 14-year-old boy he shot. 

Tulane took away Boutte’s scholarship, 

Rebirth and Recovery, the most 
powerful of local gods—they bless 
some lives, curse others. 
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and he did three years, nine months  

in jail. When he came out, he started  

his business. It grew into an empire,  

with real estate holdings and his B3 

Consulting firm. Few people in New 

Orleans understand more about the 

goings-on in the shadow city. 

“I know the streets,” he says. “They  

talk to me.”

THE MOST EXCLUSIVE street in New 

Orleans tells the same story as the 

intersection of Iberville and Crozat—the 

history of a city where some people pull 

the strings and other people move at  

the end of an invisible wire—just from a 

different point of view. The fortunes 

might come and go, but the houses on 

Audubon Place remain. They are 

monuments to the way things have always 

worked, and the way they always will.

At No. 16, with six white columns and 

a fleur-de-lis above the front door, Gayle 

and Tom Benson live a life impossibly  

far away from the one they knew growing 

up poor in New Orleans. He’d never 

wanted to live Uptown, but she wanted  

a home on Audubon. 

The houses there all tell similar stories 

too. The sugar-and-coffee baron who 

built No. 16 left home just past his 15th 

birthday, moving to Indianapolis and 

building a fortune from nothing. The  

man who lived at No. 2 left his farming 

family in Russia at 14, taking a boat to 

America and changing his name to 

Samuel Zemurray. He built an empire as 

well, United Fruit, overthrowing govern-

ments in Central America, commanding a 

private standing army of mercenaries and 

cutthroats. His soldiers terrorized a 

village where a young novelist grew up; 

the book based on the massacre is One 

Hundred Years of Solitude.

Gabriel Garcia Marquez’s novel shined 

a light on United Fruit, which later 

changed its name to Chiquita. Zemurray 

died in 1961 and gave his house to Tulane 

University, and the school’s president now 

lives there, talking about social justice 

while walking the same halls as the man 

who gave the world banana republics.  

The architect who drew the United Fruit 

house also designed the Bensons’ home, 

as well as the Hotel Monteleone, the one 

A tale of two cities.

Top: One of the last 

buildings of the 

Calliope projects, 

soon to be replaced 

with mixed-income 

apartments. Bottom: 

Audubon Place,  

the most exclusive 

address in New 

Orleans, home to 

Tom Benson and 

accessible only  

to those on a 

preapproved list.
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whose glowing sign dominates the sky in 

the Iberville projects.

A hidden world plays out behind the 

stone and wrought-iron entrance to the 

street, where a guard approves everyone 

in or out. Last year parents threw a 

debutante party for their teenage daughter 

that required building a structure on  

an empty lot near their family’s mansion. 

The guests, the sons and daughters of 

dynasties, made their way through a 

so-called Gallery of Stags. Through 

another set of doors, the ballroom waited, 

where the girl’s family had flown in 

Maroon 5. They were the opening act, 

because the family also flew in Wiz 

Khalifa, who rapped and smoked joints in 

the bathroom with future Wall Street 

titans. The party cost millions of dollars 

and lasted one night.

 James W. Hearn built the Bensons’ 

home in 1902, his reward for the coffee-

and-sugar empire he’d created. His 

money came from the same plantation 

parish where Gayle LaJaunie’s father 

lived. There’s nobody from Hearn’s family 

left in New Orleans, an empire built  

and lost. The house changed hands four 

more times before Tom Benson bought it, 

the history of the city’s financial health 

told through the transfer of deeds: a bank 

president to a railroad man to a real estate 

developer to an oil-field equipment 

supplier to the owner of a football team.  

A tech billionaire will surely buy it next.

Gayle oversaw the interior decoration 

of the house, no expense spared. A golden 

stained-glass window in the stairwell, 

with deep greens and airy lavenders, 

accents the gold walls and the heavy 

valances. A painting by Miro hangs over a 

table with a statue by Remington. There’s 

a Salvador Dali and photos of Popes 

Benedict and Francis above the umbrella 

stand. It looks like a pre-revolution 

French aristocrat’s dollhouse brought to 

life. Her china pattern is Spode Stafford 

White, the same table settings used on  

the television show Downton Abbey. It’s 

everything a girl from Old Algiers could 

have wished for and more. On a table, 

there’s a photograph of Tom holding the 

Lombardi trophy, and over a marble 

fireplace, Gayle hung an enormous oil 

portrait of herself.

DREAMS DO COME true. At the end of May, 

Boutte and 25 family members fly to see 

his daughter graduate from Brown 

University. He’s got a hat that says brown 

dad, and he keeps it in his office, the 

same room as the Crozat and Iberville 

photo, a reminder of the distance a family 

can cover in a generation.

“A looong way,” he says. “Longer than 

you could ever imagine.”

“How does a family go from Iberville  

to Brown?”

Boutte tries to speak, sitting at a table 

at a bar near his office, but the words 

don’t come. Suddenly, he stands up and 

excuses himself, and the other people at 

the table, who know him well, look at one 

another, stunned. They’ve never seen  

him like this, Boutte crying alone in the 

bathroom. He returns to the table when 

he has composed himself, makes a joke 

about the onions from the red beans cook-

ing in the back and continues.

“That’s a tough question,” he says. “It’s 

something I’ve asked myself a lot, as you 

can see. It’s an emotional thing for me 

because, you know, I feel like …”

He pauses again and thinks about his 

mother crying at his own college gradua-

tion and how he was too young to 

understand what she felt. All this past 

year, she asked Blair over and over about 

their plans to attend the Brown gradua-

tion, worrying, calling to make sure he’d 

booked tickets and made the reserva-

tions. His phone would ring and she’d  

be on the other line.

“When is the graduation? I don’t want 

to miss it.”

“Mom, you’re gonna be there,” he’d say, 

which made her relax until she decided  

to check again. 

They traveled north together, his mom 

telling every person she encountered 

where she was going and why. In the hotel 

the night before, he couldn’t sleep. His 

mother joined him in the lobby.

“I want you to know something,” she 

said. “I’m very proud of you.”

Blair just looked at her.

“What did I do?” he asked.

“You got her this far,” she said.

Sitting in that lobby, he understood 

finally what his mother had felt all those 

years before.

“You know what,” Blair said. “I’m proud 

of you.”

His mom looked at him.

“I got her this far because you got me 

this far,” he said.

Both of them cried then, feeling the 

weight of their past and also feeling 

somehow free from it. His mother raised 

four boys in the worst kind of hell 

America can throw at a family, and Blair 

has mirrored her devotion and belief. 

His children grew up in the city’s 

affluent Carrollton neighborhood. His 

daughter graduated from the city’s most 

elite private prep school, the alma mater 

of Peyton and Eli Manning. In one 

generation, the Bouttes had made it to 

this hotel in Rhode Island. The next 

morning, Boutte wore white pants with 

a pink shirt and a pink pocket square, 

bucks on his feet—“looking like a 

Southern gentleman,” he says, smiling—

and the whole family waited on the 

college green as the seniors marched 

through the old stone and iron gates. 

Red and white balloons floated every-

where. The graduates came on campus 

in procession, and Blair looked to find 

his daughter first in line, holding the 

sign that read brown university. 

He felt everything slow down. It was a 

perfect day, 82 degrees, blue skies. Most 

of the time, he just watched his mom  

take it all in.

“She was in her glory,” he says.

The old stone buildings, some of the 

oldest in an old-money world, rose 

around them. You couldn’t get farther 

from the Iberville, and that’s what Blair 

thought about and couldn’t articulate: 

He was watching a family change its arc. 

No Boutte would ever live in a housing 

project again. And when the ceremony 

ended, the degrees awarded and the hats 

thrown, the Bouttes, from the corner of 

Iberville and Crozat, took out an iPad 

and cranked up the Rebirth Brass Band. 

They made their own Second Line that 

day, dancing through the crowd, waving 

hankies embroidered with Elaina 

Boutte’s name.

“Where are you guys from?” one lady 

asked.

“New Orleans,” Blair Boutte said

proudly. CONTINUED ON PAGE 90  
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City Park, a 1,300-acre 

expanse of live oaks, 

playing fields and 

sculpture gardens, is 

thriving once again after 

suffering $43 million in 

flood damages. At  

the Pelican League 

semifinals in July, 

City Park took on the air 

of a festival, with a DJ 

playing Latin hits to a 

crowd enjoying plenty of 

traditional food when 

not eating up the action 

between Atletico Fenix 

and Santos.

Change Is 
Afoot
One of the many changes 
Katrina brought can be 
witnessed on weekends in 
City Park. The arrival of 
44,000 Latin Americans, 
many of whom moved to 
help rebuild the city, led 
to a surge in popularity  
of adult soccer leagues. 
Before Katrina, there was 
one Spanish-speaking 
league with 10 teams; now 
there are 60 teams across 
four leagues. “Guys 
looking for something to 
do on weekends,” says 
Roberto Prieto of the 
Pelican League. The boom 
has prompted a new goal: 
a pro team. “For kids  
to look up to,” he says. 
“That’s what we need.” 
—WAYNE DREHS

CRESCENT 
CITY  

CHARACTERS
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Cradle of a Game
The New Orleans Lacrosse Club  

was the only place to find a  
game before Katrina. But an influx  

of players, with guidance from  
the NOLC, has keyed a lacrosse 

explosion at every age level, 
resulting in the 2008 founding of the 

Louisiana High School Lacrosse 
League. “I now see Suburbans  

with lacrosse stickers in the windows 
instead of football stickers,” club 
member Wayne del Corral says.

CRESCENT CITY CHARACTERS
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When lacrosse-loving transplants move to New Orleans, they eventually 

find themselves at Playmakers, where the NOLC gathers for 10 weeks 

each summer to escape the brutal heat. Opposite page (left to right, 

from top): Patrick Niddrie, Steve Harris, Tyler Hopkins, Nick Helinski,  

Trey Oaks, Phil Niddrie, Chris Steinhilber and Tim Matthews.
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CHAPTER IV

THERE’S A MAP on the Internet of the city’s worst 

flood before Katrina, in 1849, when a levee 

ruptured on a sugarcane plantation west of town. 

Water rushed in, and if you look at the map of that 

flood and a map of the areas flooded by Katrina, 

they are almost the same. The United States 

invested millions of dollars, following plans drawn 

by the best scientific minds of the day, the con-

struction coming at a great cost, both financial and 

human, and in the end, it didn’t matter. Katrina 

flooded the same areas, almost down to the block. 

The high ground along the banks of the river, 

raised by a thousand years of floodwaters deposit-

ing silt, stayed dry in 1849. The land farther  

back, what is now Lakeview, New Orleans East,  

Chalmette and the Lower 9th Ward—all that was 

then empty marshland. That’s how it would have 

stayed, except that in the 1890s humans created 

the ability to drain swamps so that more people 

The Cycles of  

the City

A dancer in the Distinguished Achievable Men Social Aid & 

Pleasure Club’s first Second Line parade, one of the city’s 

many regular, roving street parties. 
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could build homes and lives. By 1915, the 

first phase of the draining project was 

complete and new neighborhoods grew 

unchecked until Katrina turned them back 

into brackish swamps. But the drainage 

had an unintended side effect. As the pipes 

and pumps drained the water table, the 

land compacted, and the city began to sink. 

Today, almost everyone knows that New 

Orleans resides below sea level, but very 

few know that it didn’t start that way. The 

city and its people, trying to survive and 

expand, literally sank themselves. In New 

Orleans, a place of self-inflicted wounds 

and unalterable cycles, the past repeats 

itself over and over, whether in the city’s 

struggles against the water or against the 

hundreds of murders year after year, all 

immune to police action and prayer vigils 

and nonprofit intervention, as constant a 

threat as the water that surrounds it.  

THE MAYOR KEEPS a stack of red three-

ring binders on the floor by his desk.

“Those books are all the people 

who’ve been killed in my city,” Mitch 

Landrieu says.

Every murder while he’s been in office 

is in there, with a photograph of the 

deceased. One victim, a 5-year-old girl 

named Briana Allen, lives in a frame on 

a table in his office. She had pigtails. 

To understand the city’s violence, go 

now to a different map. This one shows 

the location of each murder in 2015.  

The heart of Uptown is a big rectangle, 

bracketed by Napoleon Avenue and  

South Carrollton Avenue, Freret and 

Tchoupitoulas. Inside this enormous 

swath of bungalows, shotgun shacks and 

mansions, there have been zero murders. 

In the Central Business District, from the 

Superdome down to the casino, there 

have been zero murders. In the French 

Quarter, there have been two. 

Now go to the other New Orleans. 

The 5th Police District, which includes 

parts of the 7th and 9th wards, has long 

been the toughest assignment for cops. 

Daryle Holloway, who rode out Katrina at 

Charity Hospital with his mother, is 

stationed there. The 5th District was home 

to arguably the worst housing project, 

Desire, and to the Florida projects, where 

Holloway bought cereal, milk and eggs for 

the hungry kids whose brother had been shot. Clusters of red 

markers appear on the district’s map, each identifying a murder, 

and here they come in bunches—in time and in geography. Four 

shootings over the course of one night, then 11 in 11 days. Four 

murders within a block or two of Elysian Fields and Claiborne and 

nearly a dozen in the corridor between St. Claude and Claiborne. 

Four in the small square formed by St. Bernard, Claiborne, Elysian 

Fields and St. Claude. Two dozen and counting in New Orleans East. 

This summer, a man got shot two blocks from the New Orleans 

Country Club in Hollygrove, the second murder in the city within 

an hour. The shooting happened around 5 p.m. The dead man 

was the 93rd murder of the year. His name was Bradley De’Penis, 

so obviously he got teased in school. He was born on a Thursday 

in 1980. He died on a Thursday too. He was 34. When Steve 

Gleason blocked that punt, De’Penis was back in the city rebuild-

ing, and three years later, he went to Miami for the Super Bowl. 

He left behind a mother and a son.

Three hours later, a 22-year-old named Jermal Jarrell was shot 

in front of A.L. Davis Park off 4th Street in Central City; he died 

at the hospital. Some people die in New Orleans without fanfare 

or public mourning, just names and addresses in a news story,  

the dead come and gone on B6 in the Metro section, a paragraph, 

two if they’re lucky. 

2100 block of Governor Nicholls. Dominique Cosey. He was 27.

6000 block of Boeing. Gerald Morgan. He was 17.

1400 block of Desire. Margaret Ambrose. She was 72. 

1600 block of Elysian Fields. Daryle Holloway. He was 45.

ON THE MORNING he died, Officer Holloway arrived for his shift  

in the 5th District. A divorced father of three, he’d had a big bowl 

of Rice Krispies for breakfast. His first task of the day was 

transporting a suspect from the precinct to central lockup on 

South Broad Street.

The suspect, Travis Boys, had somehow hidden a .40-caliber 

semi-automatic pistol from the arresting officers on the scene, 

one of whom recovered a box of .40 cartridges and still didn’t do 

a full pat-down to look for the gun. Holloway then loaded Boys 

into the back of a car. They drove down North Claiborne Avenue. 

Nearing the intersection of Elysian Fields, Boys reached the gun 

through the partition between the front and back seat and fired a 

single shot that entered on the right side of Holloway’s chest and 

exited the left. The bullet pierced his heart and lungs.

With Holloway bleeding and the car still moving down North 

Claiborne, Boys climbed into the front seat through the opening in 

the partition. He reached for the passenger door. Holloway, pumping 

blood from his wound, grabbed the escaping Boys and held firm 

with one hand while driving with the other.

“Let me go before you kill yourself,” 

Boys yelled three times.

Holloway refused to let go, fighting and 

wrestling with the prisoner in the last 

moments of his life, bleeding out in the 

front seat of an NOPD cruiser. He held 

tight until he lost consciousness. Then his 

fingers went limp and Boys slipped out of 

the moving vehicle, heading into the 8th 

Ward on North Claiborne Avenue. 

Holloway’s body camera recorded the 

out-of-control transport vehicle crashing 

into a utility pole outside a Shell station  

at the corner of Elysian Fields and North 

Claiborne. Holloway died a short time 

later at the hospital.

The morning after the shooting, a 

Sunday in late June, Holloway’s cousin 

drove down there. She went to the utility 

pole outside the Shell station where his 

patrol car came to rest. She tied two Mylar 

balloons to the pole. Both read happy 

father’s day. The rain from the night 

before kept falling. Cops found Boys; 

uniformed officers saw him in a gas station 

in the Lower 9th Ward buying a hot 

sausage po’boy. The monument grew at 

the Shell station, people writing messages 

in marker on the pole, or leaving flowers, 

stuffed animals or balloons. 

At an Uptown fried-fish and crawfish 

joint named Frankie & Johnny’s, oyster 

shucker Juan Pujol put down his knife 

and focused on the television broadcast-

ing news of Holloway’s death. The stereo 

played a sad, funky tune, a perfect and 

mournful eulogy. The rain fell hard. The 

downpour outside sounded like part of 

the song, accenting the white spaces. Juan 

couldn’t turn away, living right around 

the corner from where Holloway died.  

He talked about wanting to move, even a 

few blocks, above Esplanade, find some 

breathing room. Get his kids out of the 

goddamn shooting gallery. So many dead 

in the city, so many dead. A 1-year-old 

shot and killed in the arms of her  

baby sitter. A 5-year-old girl shot at her 

10-year-old cousin’s birthday party. So 

much rain, washing away nothing.

SOME TRACES OF what came before cannot 

be scrubbed away. They’re layered beneath 

the current iteration of New Orleans, one 

Benson’s final court battle  
is a fitting end to a life of combat.

He’s risking all he’s built.  

CHAPTER IV
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moments of freedom in a life of bondage, and every Mardi Gras 

Indian carries the spirit of those enslaved ancestors. In the brightly 

colored suits made of shiny stones and feathers, these Indians are 

not subject to earthly constraints like time. Elaborate rituals and 

customs have developed, the spy boys and flag boys, tribes battling 

each other, often beset by the police. 

Inside Anderson’s house, the walls are red and the heat is 

stifling. He sits in his chair most days and sews, not far from a 

framed photo of Barack and Michelle Obama. After his stroke, he 

struggles to talk. He’s a chief in a small tribe in the 7th Ward. Last 

year’s suit is hanging from a wooden stand, green, white and pink 

feathers, with elaborate beaded grasshoppers and alligators on the 

headpiece. Next year’s suit is coming together, and he’s doing small 

detail work, running his needle and thread through a cardboard 

mold he made. Eventually, the suit will become a peacock. 

There’s something magical and rare about spotting a Mardi 

Gras Indian in full regalia, as if the soul of the city has somehow 

taken on a physical form, the man in the suit a vessel for some-

thing old and mysterious. 

Parades are not scheduled or announced. The dancers just 

appear, mirages almost, envoys from a long-ago city. When they 

turn a street corner, shaking pastel feathers and bright flashing 

beadwork, dancing to a frenetic beat of a brass band, the rhythm 

that produced horn players and bounce rappers comes alive. 

Benson came from the same street as a Mardi Gras Indian, and 

although he looks frail now, the frenetic energy that drives the  

sprawling metaphysical capital built from 

the overlapping maps of the past three 

centuries. Crackpot locals once devised a 

plan to rescue Napoleon from exile and 

bring him to live in the French Quarter; the 

house they’d planned to give him is now  

a restaurant. The house of New Orleans 

founder Bienville is an insect museum 

between a Marriott and a Morton’s 

steakhouse. Mitch Landrieu works on the 

spot where Louis Armstrong lived as a 

child, and four blocks from the Shell station 

where Daryle Holloway lost consciousness 

is the house where Tom Benson grew up. 

The small shotgun at 2127 N. Johnson is 

still standing, although thieves stole all the 

wiring and pipes not long ago. An old man, 

Antonio Anderson, lives next door. He is a 

Mardi Gras Indian chief. 

The Indians started appearing during 

Mardi Gras in the 1880s, led by Chief 

Becate of the Creole Wild West tribe. Their 

roots lie in Congo Square, across Rampart 

Street from the French Quarter, where 

owners allowed their slaves to dance on 

Sundays. These dances were the few 

Big Chiefs also lives in him, the very  

same passion that once pulled him out of 

poverty, giving him the strength and 

callousness to crush anyone who tried to 

stop his rise. Friends and enemies alike 

agree: Don’t fuck with Tom Benson. The 

judge in New Orleans this summer ruled 

he was of sound mind, which isn’t a 

surprise, really. Disowning family he no 

longer likes is completely in character. This 

latest legal action is exactly something he 

would have done as a young man, risking 

the destruction of all he built in pursuit  

of what he wants. His final court battle is 

the fitting end to a life of combat, and to a 

decade that has seen many things rise,  

and just as many fall.

A RELIC FROM Steve Gleason’s own fading 

past is parked outside his house: a 1965 

Ford Mustang, black with gold racing 

stripes, a Saints logo in place of the blue 

oval on the grille. You should hear it in 

the driveway, a 302 bored up to 311, 

Holley four-barrel carburetor, Edelbrock 

intake manifold, shifter kit, roller rockers, 

Ten years after Katrina, a bird’s-eye view of New Orleans 

suggests a metropolis on the rise. But in the Crescent City, 

the difference between renewal and regression depends  

on the particulars of one’s street address.

Matter of Perspective

ALGIERS

4TH WARD*

FRENCH QUARTER
SUPERDOME

CENTRAL 
BUSINESS DISTRICT

UPTOWN

*Home of the former Iberville projects.
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300 horsepower. His grandfather bought 

it off the San Jose line 50 years ago,  

Jan. 12, 1965, metallic pea green, and 

when he died, he left the car to Steve in his 

will. After his diagnosis, Steve had it turned 

into a Saints-themed Mustang and sold it 

to raise money. Not long ago, the buyer fell 

on hard times and called the Gleasons, 

asking if they wanted to buy it back.

Steve told his wife, “I want to buy it and 

give it to Rivers,” their 3-year-old son.

They’ll get it all fixed, and then it will 

sit there and wait for the boy to turn 16. 

Rivers will climb inside and bring the 

engine to life. The rumbling block will be 

a father’s whisper from the beyond—the 

car a way for Steve to stay in his son’s life, 

one more reminder of the ugly truth that 

hovers over Gleason’s resilience: His 

health is fragile, and he’s aware of his 

impending extinction. Not long ago, he 

talked with a child psychologist about the 

right time to explain everything to Rivers.

“It doesn’t seem to be something  

a 3-year-old should need to learn,”  

Gleason says.

Already he’s approaching the edge of  

an ALS patient’s usual life expectancy. 

With his access to the greatest care in  

the world, and the sense of purpose his 

foundation provides him, he might live a 

long time. Stephen Hawking is still alive 

52 years after his diagnosis. Gleason and 

his caregivers monitor every vital sign 

carefully, and Steve can tell when 

something inside his body isn’t right. 

One of Steve’s oldest friends from high 

school, J.D. Ward, picked up the ’65 

Mustang in Pensacola a day or two ago 

and drove it back to New Orleans. They 

grew up together in Spokane, Washington,  

hitting the Four Thousand Holes record 

shop, spending hours discussing the 

relative merits of Pearl Jam’s Atlanta 

show in 1994 or the Bridge School Benefit 

later that year. They’re making a playlist 

for the band’s XM channel, and the thing 

has taken on the scope and seriousness  

of an invasion plan. J.D. wants to work  

on it now, but Steve says he needs to go 

into his room and write a speech. He 

seems anxious. His wife, Michel, puts up 

a good front but is clearly overwhelmed, 

visibly stressed.

“What’s he writing speeches for?” J.D. 

asks when Steve leaves the room.

“Money,” one of the caretakers says.

While Steve works, J.D. takes the car  

for a spin, turning onto Carrollton with 

the windows down, past the working-class 

Parkview Tavern. He’s emotional, grappling 

with watching his friend cry earlier. Before 

ALS, he saw Steve cry exactly twice. Once 

when they lost a high school football 

playoff game in double overtime to 

Eisenhower, and the second time during  

a baseball game when Steve’s father 

screamed at him while he sat in the dugout. 

Now he’s watching his friend lose the fight. 

Death by ALS is an ugly thing, and people 

who’ve seen it kill a family member will 

inevitably struggle to block out the memory 

of someone they love begging to die.

After a stop for a beer, J.D. cranks the car 

and heads back toward Steve’s house. The 

Pearl Jam show that happened just after 

the levees broke plays on the car’s stereo.

He points to his arm.

“Chill bumps,” he says. “Are you  

kidding me?”

He smiles. 

“I’m driving Steve’s Mustang with an 

open container,” he says, then nods at the 

thumping speakers. “Hurricane Katrina 

was going on through this whole concert.”

The show happened at an amphitheater 

built above a deep gorge in the Columbia 

River, in Washington state, looking down 

at the canyon carved by the water. It was 

green and blue and magnificent. J.D. was 

there, and a few hundred miles south, 

Steve stood on a sideline in San Jose 

during a moment of silence. They were 

both young and invincible then, blind to 

how much could be taken away.

CHRIS ROSE IS going out tonight.

A group of old friends invited him. 

Walt Handelsman, the Pulitzer-winning 

cartoonist who worked at the Picayune, 

wrote a song about the newspaper staff 

during the hurricane. Some other friends 

were playing—Paul Sanchez, formerly of 

the local rock band Cowboy Mouth, and a 

singer-songwriter named Lynn Drury—

and they’d asked Walt to sing his song. 

Standing on the sidewalk outside the 

club, as traffic passes on Canal Street, 

Rose postpones the awkward hellos  

with a cigarette. He’s excited about the 

show; Drury wrote his favorite Katrina 

song, “City Life,” and he’s hoping she’ll 

play it. Inside, the band covers Bruce 

Springsteen’s “Atlantic City”: Everything 

dies, baby, that’s a fact. But maybe 

everything that dies someday comes back.

He’s wearing a white T-shirt and a 

black vest, cool in black leather Skechers. 

A bunch of reporters hang out at a table 

next to the wall. They all wrap him up in 

hugs and ask where he’s been hiding. 

“A Rose sighting!” Handelsman says.

The bar is dark, but people start to 

notice.

“I think I see Chris Rose standing out 

there,” Sanchez says from the stage, and 

the crowd cheers. 

Sanchez tells the story of a hurricane 

party for Andrew, in 1992, when they all 

Chris Rose  

chronicled the 

impact of Katrina  

on New Orleans  

in his best-selling 

collection 1 Dead  
in Attic. The impact 

on him was no  

less significant.
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played cards and drank whiskey as the 

storm blasted the city. He’s got that 

blue-collar New Orleans accent, the Irish 

Channel thick on his tongue. That night, 

Paul passed out in the pantry and woke 

up cradling a can of creamed corn and a 

bottle of scotch. Outside, he found Rose 

and some other folks wrestling in the 

mud. They were all on mushrooms. Rose 

drove a 1963 convertible with the top 

down through the torrential, sideways, 

Exodus-style downpour, just tripping his 

face off, passing cops who just waved. 

They all laughed at hurricanes then.

“I wasn’t there,” Rose calls from the 

darkness of the audience. 

Walt gets onstage to perform his song, 

about the Times-Picayune staff coming 

back to report from the wounded city. He 

sings about Rose’s columns, about “the 

rage, the fear, the tribes, the tears.”

“Oh, God,” a voice in the crowd says 

softly.

By the stage, Rose asks Drury to play his 

song, but she says she opened with it. He 

steps outside, smoking cigarettes and 

holding court. The newspaper reporters 

start telling Katrina war stories, about cops 

at a looted Wal-Mart. One cop stepped up 

as people were smashing a jewelry case. 

“Free bracelets!” a man had screamed, 

holding the fake diamonds above his head. 

The officer stepped in front of the case. A 

reporter taking notes thought, Finally, 

some order. Instead, the officer wrapped 

his hand in a bandanna and just cleared 

out the jagged pieces of glass so people 

could loot safely and efficiently. 

“Protect and serve,” the reporters joked.

Rose is happy, everything about  

him looser and softer, even his voice and 

the lines on his face. He looks like he 

swallowed one of the lightbulbs hanging 

over the sidewalk outside the bar. He’d 

told his kids he’d be home by 9:30, but  

10 has come and gone and 11 is hanging 

out there, tempting. They’re rolling now, 

jokes about photographers never leaving 

the office without a broken doll and a 

tattered American flag in the trunk, in 

case a picture needed punching up. 

Nostalgia is as addictive as opiates, and 

almost as dangerous.

Standing outside the bar, a nervous, 

middle-aged woman named Cathy  

McRae approaches Rose.

“I just want to say how much you meant to New Orleans,”  

she says.

She gives him a big hug. He seems fragile in her arms.

“Ten years later,” he says.

She starts to cry, a little at first, telling him how often she’s 

failed to tell people in her life what they meant to her, then she 

completely breaks down.

“From all of us,” she says, almost gasping. “You really made a 

difference. When we were in exile, you really kept us connected.”

“Ten years later,” Rose says. “You’re gonna get me crying.”

“Don’t,” she says.

“I cry every day,” he says.

HIS FRIENDS PAY their tabs and come outside, happy to have seen 

him. They pose for pictures with Rose, leaning into each other 

with the ease of people who’ve done battle together. They ask him 

how his search for work is going and whether he’s quit waiting 

tables. They talk about minivans and leave with heartfelt good-

byes. As they walk down the sidewalk, it’s clear they’ve moved on 

and lived an entire decade since the hurricane, and Chris, standing 

back on the sidewalk outside an emptying bar, has been living the 

same day over and over. Their hurricane ended and they moved 

on. His did not. Somehow he got stuck. 

“You look great,” Sanchez says when they’re alone.

“It’s dark,” Rose says.

Sanchez’s guitar is in its battered case on the sidewalk. Drury 

comes out, and Rose looks at her, then at the guitar, then back at 

her. He asks if she’d mind playing the Katrina song he loves so 

much. She takes out Paul’s guitar.

“Got a pick?” Lynn asks.

She strums, bobs her head and sings. 

I love this city life, and the dust, and the dust-covered trees.

Sanchez sits and shakes his head slowly, from side to side, while 

Rose stands and sways. He gently touches the back of Paul’s head.

They glitter like diamonds from somebody’s broken  

windowpane.

Somebody keeps time on a beer bottle. Lynn plays muted 

chords, then full strums. The streetlights are yellow balls of fire. 

Cars speed by, tires on wet pavement.

I guess, I guess I’d rather be …, she sings.

… messed up than pretty, the table 

sings back.

I guess, I guess, I guess … I’d rather be 

messed up than pretty …, she sings.

… just like this city, everyone sings 

together.

Rose sways and dances and turns. The 

bottom edges of his black vest flare when 

he spins. Cigarettes look like stage props 

wedged between his fingers, the avenging 

angel of the 504. The song washes over 

him, and a streetcar rattles past. There is 

no pain as long as Lynn keeps singing. Paul 

closes his eyes. Chris looks around him in 

rapture and says, “God, I love this town.”

They sing the line, Messed up is better 

than pretty.

The last chord lingers. Chris and Paul 

toast Louis Armstrong, then they toast 

each other. At some tables, the conversa-

tion always slides back to the storm, to a 

time when their pain made sense, or was 

at least shared by everyone around them. 

The people who loved the city the most 

got hurt the worst.

Sanchez looks right at me, with soulful 

eyes and a wide fighter’s nose. 

“The despair was deep enough,” he says, 

“guys like me and Chris, we’re never 

gonna recover. It was an amputation. It’s 

a scar that’s never gonna heal. I still think 

that leg is there. It’s not, you dig?” 

They sing a few more songs and the bar 

moves the table inside. Paul Sanchez packs 

up his guitar again and walks to the 

parking lot in the back. In the dark, he 

quotes Shakespeare, to sleep, perchance to 

dream, and nods toward his friend out 

front. He remembers the Chris Rose 

tripping on mushrooms driving a muscle 

car convertible through a hurricane, the 

cockiest motherfucker you ever met in 

your life, lean and dangerous like a 

switchblade. That man is gone, and a 

weathered, humbled, loving father of three 

remains, making beef stroganoff out of a 

box, still trying to put back together what 

his poor choices and a hurricane broke 

apart. No media company in the city will 

hire him. He writes for a grocery store. 

Perchance to dream, indeed, for in that 

sleep of death what dreams may come. 

“That’s a shell of a man,” Sanchez says, 

“hanging on by a thread. My heart

breaks.”

Saints owner Tom Benson, in happier times, with third wife Gayle

(left) and granddaughter Rita Benson LeBlanc.

CONTINUED ON PAGE 100  
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Rick Viana, a member of the Krewe of the Rolling Elvi, sets up to take his whupping.

(If this strikes you as unusual, then you’ve never attended the event.) Krewe

members, who honor the memory of Elvis Presley in various New Orleans parades,

have participated in the run since its inception.

That’s No Bull
Three hundred forty-six roller girls, 20,000 runners and not one live bovine—this is the Running of  

the Bulls, New Orleans–style. Inspired by his run with the actual bulls in Pamplona, Spain, Mickey Hanning 
reimagined this mile-long sprint in 2007. In place of bulls, roller girls wield large-diameter whiffle  

ball bats, chase runners and swing for ... well, the fences. Also known as San Fermin in Nueva Orleans, the 
event started as a shot in the dark at fun and exploded into a summer tradition. —MORTY AIN

PHOTOGRAPH BY RYAN HODGSON-RIGSBEE

CRESCENT CITY CHARACTERS
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CHAPTER V

THE U.S. FEDERAL government has spent billions 

on new hurricane barriers in the past decade, 

doubling down on the belief that a city can be 

protected from the forces surrounding it. While 

this might seem like common sense on the 

surface, the plan ultimately will be as successful 

in eliminating the threat of nature as mixing a 

garbage can of rum and fruit juice and watching 

the clouds roll in. Building elaborate levees and 

defenses is the folly, while a hurricane party is a 

fairly sensible response. At least the party 

acknowledges the unavoidable truth of both life 

itself and of the city of New Orleans: It is fragile, 

hanging on to existence in a violent world, and 

although the people who live there cannot 

control the water around them, they can control 

how they respond to it. The citizens in New 

Orleans, generation after generation, have 

chosen hope and joy in the face of disaster and 

The Morning After the  
Longest Day

As the Distinguished Achievable Men’s Second Line parade 

passes by, a fan dances atop a tomb.  
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oppression. Everything unique about the 

city is a reflection of that choice. They 

choose to spend a year making a suit of 

brightly colored feathers to dance for 

one glorious day. They choose strong  

coffee and fried fish. They choose Mardi 

Gras and Jazz Fest. They choose to eat 

gumbo in white linen suits because fuck 

it. They choose music. 

IN THE SUMMER of the 10th anniversary, 

they come to mourn Officer Daryle 

Holloway, but something amazing 

happens instead. His family asks the 

community to stop by their house in the 

7th Ward for a candlelight vigil. They 

publish the address in the paper, and 

people start to arrive late that afternoon. 

A patrol car parks out front. The 

department rotates shifts standing watch 

on the family home, 24 hours a day since 

Daryle died, a show of respect. One of his 

daughters needs to fly in from New York, 

and when she arrives at the airport, a 

police officer meets her there. The cops get 

her luggage and put her in the front seat 

of a cruiser and bring her home. Now 

Daryle’s 19- and 16-year-old daughters 

and 13-year-old son greet visitors on the 

porch, generations coming together. This 

block has been the center of this family for 

generations; Eunice Belfield moved here 

in the 1940s. She sewed costumes for the 

all-white Mardi Gras Krewe of Proteus. 

Her son grew up to be the King of Zulu, 

the prestigious and mostly black krewe.

Holloway’s cousin Eric Belfield sits on 

a stoop next door. After Daryle’s divorce, 

the cousins moved in together to save 

money. Eric is a chef at a hotel in the 

Quarter. Someone brings him a plate of 

food and a bottle of water. The day 

Daryle died, Eric found the empty bowl 

of Rice Krispies by Daryle’s bed, next to 

the previous night’s supper, a fish plate. 

Reminders are everywhere. When he cut 

on the television this morning, it was on 

the last channel Daryle watched: the 

Cartoon Network. Daryle was a big kid. 

He loved Legos and cartoons, and the 

DVR light keeps switching on, recording 

shows that won’t ever be watched. The 

family sent Eric to get a clean uniform for 

the funeral. Sitting on the neighbor’s 

stoop, he starts to cry. He picks at a 
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chicken thigh on a disposable plate. 

Uniformed officers bring loads of 

balloons into the house. Staff members 

from the Walgreens on Elysian Fields and 

St. Claude, where he worked security, 

arrive and are fed. The family feeds anyone 

who’s hungry, friends in the backyard 

dipping chicken into cornmeal and 

dropping batches into a pot bubbling on a 

propane burner. This is why they moved 

back after Katrina, Belfield says, pointing 

at the crowd gathering outside the house. 

The most powerful four-letter word  

is home. 

“Nobody celebrates the life and the 

death of our people like we do,” Belfield 

says. The neighbors across the street put 

out big speakers, and a radio station 

sends a DJ. Music pours onto the street. 

Eric dances with his sister and twirls her 

on the brick sidewalk. A young girl plays a 

plastic trumpet. 

A man, James Wilson, walks up to the 

house with his bike. Leaning against a 

trash can, he looks broken. He worked at 

the Superdome with Holloway. James did 

concessions and Daryle did security, and 

last Saturday, when Holloway didn’t 

show up for his shift at 1:45 p.m., James 

knew something was wrong. He rode 

here from City Park, and he looks up at 

the front porch of the house, where 

Eunice sits in a chair and sees how many 

people loved her grandson.

“This is so sad,” Wilson says.

Daryle’s mother, a nurse at the old 

Charity Hospital, sits on the porch too. 

Women fan her with the plastic plates. A 

crowd from the 9th Ward arrives, and 

people from the old Desire and Florida 

housing projects. Every off-duty cop in the 

city walks onto the street, which is almost 

full. They’re white and black, in combat 

fatigues and dress blues, names like 

LeBoeuf, DeSalvo and Jones. The 

detectives wear suits out of central casting, 

with loosened ties, big guns and cigarettes 

dangling from their lips. On the sidewalk, 

a group of teenage girls Nae Nae. Police 

officers stand side by side with people 

from the projects, locking arms, and if 

they can come together for a day, then 

anything is possible in New Orleans.

The chief of police, Michael Harrison, 

looks out at the sea of citizens.

“I have never seen a community do something like this for a 

police officer,” he says.

Olander Holloway asks to speak, and a hush comes  

over the crowd.

“That was my baby boy,” she says. Hundreds of people pack the 

street, shoulder to shoulder. Mourners gasp and sob. “I cannot 

believe this is for my son.”

Those gathered light candles and sing “Amazing Grace.” The 

sun hasn’t set and it all blurs together, noise and laughter and 

singing and tears. A brass band comes down Kerlerec Street in 

full swagger, the tuba bobbing above the crowd. Belfield, who 

plays drums, bangs on a cymbal with a screwdriver. Motorcycle 

engines rumble. Olander Holloway is on the porch, watching, 

holding it together. A police cruiser rides slowly down the street. 

In front of the house, the officer hits his siren. 

She starts to cry. 

The band marches and the motorcycles rev and then it happens. 

Mardi Gras Indians, two Big Chiefs, one in pink and the other 

in red, round the corner onto Kerlerec. A spy boy dances and yells 

in front of them. One chief comes from Creole Wild West, one of 

the oldest tribes in the city. The other comes from the 9th Ward, 

marching in someone else’s territory for a day, a repayment of 

respect for a police officer who showed it to them when he walked 

their streets. No turf wars today. 

It’s madness on the block, brass and stereo speakers and revving 

engines. Balloons float into the sky over Esplanade Avenue. Smoke 

rises from motorcycle burnouts. People hold up T-shirts with 

Holloway’s picture on them. Police officers hit their sirens. The Big 

Chiefs move slowly, to the rhythm of the brass band playing Bob 

Marley, the trill roll of a snare drum, the deep bass of the tuba. 

They march to the house and salute the family on the porch, two 

Mardi Gras Indians dancing in the light of a setting sun.

IN JULY, A local radio station hires Chris Rose. 

He says getting the job feels like the first day of the rest of his 

life. Work is starting to find him. New Orleans Magazine gives 

him a column called Me Again. He guides people on tours of the 

city for big paydays, sharing his hard-earned knowledge. One 

book, a biography of fried-chicken king Al Copeland, is nearly 

finished, and Rose is thinking of writing a memoir of the past 10 

years. At least one high-powered New York agent is excited at the 

prospect of taking it to market. He’s grinding, pushed by dead-

lines for the first time in a while. Rose writes on his front porch in 

Bayou St. John, sitting in a chair with a towel around his neck.

He wrote an obit for Copeland when he died. That’s how the 

book came about. The family loved it and sought Rose out during 

his darkest time. Sitting on the porch, he finds the obit online. It 

ran two-plus years after the storm, and in it, he ends up back in 

Katrina, talking about the first Christmas after. In addition to 

founding Popeyes, Copeland strung up the most Griswoldian 

Christmas lights display at his house, and traffic backed up on 

Folse Drive, people riding by slowly to gawk. Rose wrote: “My 

kids and I were driving around town to see what Christmas lights 

we could find. Naturally, we ended up at Copeland’s house. It was 

as it always was. A fairy tale. Over the top. The Great Escape. 

The turnout for 

Officer Holloway’s 

memorial included 

the police chief,  

a radio DJ, a brass 

band, two Mardi  

Gras Indians  

and seemingly  

everyone from the 

neighborhood.
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There was a sign in front of the house that 

year. It was signed by Copeland and it had 

an inscription about how it was more 

important than ever before that he put on 

a show for the children of the community. 

It had words like ‘sacrifice’ and ‘spirit’ and 

‘gratitude’ and all the right notes. I cried 

when I read it. I cried a lot back then.”

Rereading the column, Rose gets quiet, 

remembering his children 10 years ago, 

young and still believing he was the stron-

gest man alive. That little girl is a 

teenager now, inside the house wearing 

headphones, smiling and rolling her eyes 

at her dad when he does things like pour 

coins into a jukebox.

Earlier today, he listened to the radio 

station where he’ll soon work, and it ran a 

program about preparing for this 

summer’s hurricane season. When his 

next freelance check comes in, he says he 

needs to go load up on water, candles, 

batteries, everything he’ll need. One day, 

another hurricane will arrive.

“We’ll never rebuild,” he says. “We can’t. 

We’ve rebuilt the city. Just like before: Do 

the levees work now? Who knows? 

Nobody knew before. They were never 

tested, and there’s no way to test them. You 

can only put 4 million metric tons of water 

against them and see what happens. And 

the first time they were tested … it turns 

out they didn’t work. Now they say, ‘We got 

it now; we’re all good.’ What you see 

around this entire city is blind faith.”

He’s laced through with that faith, 

some left over, some found anew. A 

beat-up black-and-white United cab is 

parked across the street with a broken 

trunk, beneath the spaghetti tangle of 

wires running overhead. You can’t worry 

about a hurricane, he’s learned the hard 

way. It will hit New Orleans or it will 

turn, but until then, the new city created 

by Katrina lives.

“Now we wait,” he says.

He’s got a shopping list, carrying with 

him the lessons of the past.

“We go to Home Depot and we get our 

candles and duct tape,” he says.

On the edge of his porch, little clay pots 

show the first sprouts of life. “I grow 

flowers,” he says. The colors are pastel, 

bright, going well with the sunflower he 

brought home. A thunderstorm passed 

through earlier, and around the city plants look green and healthy. 

“They look so much happier today.”

SITTING IN HIS office preparing for the upcoming season, Sean 

Payton feels a glow. The Saints’ facility smells like cinnamon 

potpourri as players stop by to talk about the offseason weight 

program. Payton asked an assistant earlier today to make a list of 

everyone who’d been part of the Saints for all of the past nine 

seasons, the players and coaches who arrived just after the storm, 

when nobody knew whether there’d even be a city of New 

Orleans. There are four of each.

“We’ll walk together forever,” he says.

As a thank-you for the past nine years, Payton is buying each of 

them a Rolex and hosting a dinner. He’s not telling them why he’s 

called them together, excited to see how long it takes the room to 

figure out what it is they all have in common, especially the 

players: Drew Brees, Marques Colston, Zach Strief, Jahri Evans. 

The anniversary of Katrina is making even the most type-A strivers 

take a minute to consider their lives.

Just yesterday, it seems, he left the 

stadium in Miami after the Super Bowl, 

climbing onto bus No. 1. Traffic snarled 

around them and the buses headed back 

to the team hotel, and he remembers so 

clearly sitting in the front seat, wishing 

the drive would take forever. 

Two years later, he got suspended for his 

role in Bountygate. In private, he raged 

about a year being taken away from him in 

his prime; he and his son watched the NFL 

draft like any fan, sitting in a suburban 

Fuddruckers, helpless. But something else 

happened that fall. He coached his son’s 

sixth-grade football team in Texas, the 

offensive coordinator and playcaller. 

Payton cut oranges, mixed Gatorade 

and signaled in plays, using simplified 

versions of the same calls he made for the 

Saints, the sixth-graders running Right 

34 Bob, or Fake Right 35 Bob Poly. His 

deep anger faded on the sideline of the 

Liberty Christian Warriors, who domi-

nated opponents until running into a 

team from Springtown called the Orange 

Porcupines, country boys from about an 

hour outside Dallas. “Listen,” Payton says, 

laughing. “They had a real good coach. It 

was one of those single-wing guys. You 

know, it’s like a little clique.”

His team couldn’t stop Springtown’s 

single-wing attack. Convinced they’d meet 

the Porcupines again in the playoffs, 

Payton reviewed the film that one of the 

dads recorded, then got Bill Parcells on 

the telephone. Together, they broke down 

a sixth-grade team’s offense. 

“Penetration kills the single wing,” 

Parcells said, and they worked out a plan. 

Liberty Christian did meet Springtown 

again in the Super Bowl for the sixth-

grade football league. Payton’s team 

played better, and much harder, and he 

remembers being on the sideline watch-

ing his players make the right reads—fol-

lowing Parcells’ advice—spilling the guard 

and making the tackle for a loss. He felt 

proud of his team’s effort, not bitter over 

the eventual defeat.

Payton told his young players that he 

needed them more than they needed him, 

and he meant it. The essence of football, 

that’s what he felt connected to, and  

in his office on Airline Drive, back in  

Officer Daryle Holloway died protecting a New Orleans that  

Mayor Mitch Landrieu believes is ascendant. 
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New Orleans, he pulls out a scrapbook

someone made for him, pictures from

that season. Even back in the grind of the

NFL, he gets that glow describing his

favorite moment. A kid named Paulie,

who was in the band, wanted to be on the

team. “We put a play in for Paulie,” Payton

says, “Fake Right 34 Bob O, and the

fullback, the O, pulled around and we

handed it to the Z around left. And he

scored a 15-yard touchdown walk-in and

his mom was in tears on the sidelines and

Paulie just threw the ball up and it was

like when Lucas scored. And I’m telling

you, it was one of the best memories ever.

I had a play designed, they executed and

Paulie walked in.”

Something else has happened since

Katrina. 

When Payton arrived in New Orleans,

he lived in the suburbs, where things are

scrubbed, orderly and boring. Then his

marriage failed in public, and he lost his

team for a year, and along the way, he fell

in love with the city, as the city has fallen

in love with him. A year ago, he bought a

condo Uptown, eight blocks from

Clancy’s Restaurant and six blocks from

St. Charles Avenue. Now he’s got a

goldendoodle named Murphy, and he

likes to walk Murphy up Webster to  

St. Charles, turning left through the park. 

A long row of houses fronts the park, with 

the tall oak trees and walking paths as a 

lawn, and he and his dog enjoy the shade 

and air. People leave him alone. Some-

times he stops for a sno-ball. At night he 

loves Clancy’s, the clubhouse for the 

neighborhood. The women who answer 

the phones have a list of customers who 

are always to be given a table, regardless 

of how packed the reservation book might 

be. Payton, like any sensible person, 

orders the panned veal atop the pasta—

Veal Annunciation, it’s named—and looks 

forward to dessert. “I want the frozen 

peppermint ice cream that sat in the back 

of the freezer,” he says.

Ten years ago, Sean Payton arrived  

in New Orleans young and hungry, 

willing to do anything to reach his 

dreams. Some of those dreams have 

come true, and some of them have not. 

Whatever happens now, a strange 

thought occurred to him not long ago: 

He will never sell that condo. 

Some part of him will always consider 

New Orleans home.

STEVE GLEASON IS 38. Rivers Gleason is 3. 

They’re both kids. 

Every Tuesday, they do something fun 

together. They call it Dude’s Day. The 

plan today is a big warehouse filled with 

trampolines named Sector6. They’ve been 

before, and Rivers refused to go off the 

trapeze. That’s the goal for today.

awesome ain’t easy, a painting in 

Steve’s living room declares. Rivers is at 

his swimming lesson up the street. 

Gleason is getting his trach hole swabbed 

with hydrogen peroxide. It hurts, but he 

doesn’t complain. The light in the big 

windows makes his house open and airy, 

the bookshelves a window into the broad 

and diverse life being crushed by his 

disease: The Goldfinch, Catch-22,  

The Lords of Discipline, The Road,  

One Hundred Years of Solitude, the book 

about the town brutalized by United 

Fruit. Blair Casey, a former college athlete 

who works for Steve, mixes coffee with 

coconut water and injects it into the 

feeding tube.

Casey loads Steve into the front seat of 

the big black custom van—black rims and 

tinted windows—and locks him in place. 

They pick up Rivers, who bounds across 

the lawn and into the back seat.

“You wanna go to Sector6?” Steve asks.

“Trapeeeeeze!” Rivers yells. “I be a 

good boy!”

Casey straps Steve’s head in place for 

the bumpy ride, and Rivers gets quiet in 

the back seat. He pays close attention 

whenever his dad needs help; even at 3, 

he is aware that something is different. 

The graphs and gauges on the back of 

Gleason’s chair give constant readings, 

Steve Gleason and 

his son, Rivers, visit 

the WWII museum in 

New Orleans. Gleason 

often takes his son 

on what he calls 

Dude’s Day.
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and Rivers watches them too: H2O, 19.7, 

Peak Flow, 41.5.

“Rivers, what’s our rule on Dude’s Day?” 

Steve asks.

“No crying!” Rivers says.

“No crying or we have to go home,” 

Steve says.

Casey drives up a ramp, onto the 

interstate, rain pelting the windshield. 

Steve uses his eyes to call up a playlist 

called Rivers’ Sing Along Songs, and he 

hits play. 

“Put me in, Coach, I’m ready to play!” 

Rivers sings.

Three-year-olds sound like they’re 

drunk when they’re singing. It’s hilarious, 

and impossibly cute. The Lion King song 

comes on.

“I just can’t wait to be king!” Rivers 

sings.

The third song is “Release,” by Steve’s 

favorite band, Pearl Jam. 

“Rivers, who’s singing?” Steve asks.

“Eddie Vedder!” Rivers says, a grinning 

stick of 3-year-old dynamite, vibrating 

with an energy that every one of Steve’s 

former teammates would recognize. 

Today, Rivers will try to confront his fear. 

He wants to jump off the trapeze, flying 

through the air toward a pool of foam 

blocks, looking oddly like a grown man 

laying out for a punt.

RIVERS GLEASON WASN’T alive during 

Hurricane Katrina. He wasn’t alive when 

his dad blocked a punt on Monday Night 

Football, and he wasn’t alive when the 

Saints won the Super Bowl. Those things 

are just words to him, stories he’ll hear as 

he gets older. He doesn’t understand 

them, just as he doesn’t understand that 

his father has a fatal disease. There are 

other things he needs to learn that his 

father might not be around to teach. That 

bothers Steve, who has solved the 

problem as best as he can. On a hard 

drive at the house, there is a series of 

five-minute videos, hundreds of them, for 

when Steve dies and Rivers needs a 

daddy. Little tutorials, things like how to 

whistle, or change a flat tire, big things 

like drugs and alcohol, or what to do 

when your heart is broken—things a son 

should learn from his father. Things that 

need to be passed along, in stories and 

code, when one generation takes over 

where the previous one left off. Rivers 

Gleason, like his hometown, must learn 

from the past and remain unafraid. 

SECTOR6 IS A personal injury attorney’s 

chicken dinner. Kids fly through the air, 

doing flips and landing akimbo, slinging 

dodgeballs at one another’s faces. Rivers 

gets inside and tears off through the 

trampolines.

“Rivers, are you gonna do the trapeze?” 

Steve asks. “Are you ready?”

Rivers nods.

“Me, too,” Steve types.

Rivers does backflips into pits of foam 

blocks, and he dances to the music. 

Saints fans ask Steve for photos, and he 

takes the time to type out hellos to them. 

One young boy comes over and says, “No 

white flags.”

Gleason suddenly struggles to breathe.

“You need to cough?” a friend asks, 

calling to Casey to come help. As Casey 

gets the electronic machine to help Steve 

cough, the friend rubs Steve’s arm, talking 

softly, reassuring him. Steve is shaking.

“Coming right now,” his friend says.

Casey hooks up the coughing appara-

tus, and Steve returns to normal.

“Rivers,” he says, “I want to watch you 

on the trapeze.”

He’s been pushing him, encouraging. 

Last time, Rivers made it as far as the 

platform in the air, looking down at the 

pit before refusing to jump. Today Rivers 

heads up and stands in line. 

“He’s going up the steps,” Casey says.

Steve motors his wheelchair so he can 

get a clear view. He is laughing with his 

eyes, and Rivers grabs the rope and jumps 

off into space, flying through the air. He 

did it. Climbing out of the foam, he runs 

straight to his dad, slapping his right hand.

“Did you see me!?” Rivers asks.

“Nice job, Rivers,” Steve types.  

“The trapeze isn’t scary anymore.  

I’m so proud of you.”

The car ride back is quiet. Rivers is 

exhausted, falling asleep, while Steve 

watches him with his tablet’s camera. One 

day Rivers will understand. People will tell 

him stories about his father, a brave man 

who did so many things. Big things, like 

changing the way people with ALS live 

their lives, and small things, like blocking 

a punt. Rivers’ eyes flutter and close.

“Done,” Steve says.

The van rumbles over the awful New 

Orleans roads, passing the bayou and the 

levee wall. Mardi Gras music plays on the 

stereo. At the house, Casey carries Rivers to 

bed, the boy’s sleeping head resting on his 

shoulder. Then he goes back outside to 

unload Steve. Rivers wakes up and tiptoes 

around the corner, slipping back to the van 

to get his blanket, which he can’t sleep 

without. Steve sits in the space between the 

foyer and kitchen. Casey is mixing the 

shake for lunch. Now it’s Steve’s turn to 

sleep, his eyelids heavy. Rivers sees that his 

dad’s head has fallen forward, hanging 

limp. And after looking around and seeing 

Casey at the counter, he decides to handle 

this all by himself. Rivers puts his tiny palm 

on his father’s forehead and gently pushes 

him back into place.  

Four  
players

have been 
with  
Sean 
Payton 
since the 
year after

Katrina.       

 “We’ll 
walk 
together 
forever.”
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“ALTHOUGH THE PEOPLE who live here cannot control the water around them,

they can control how they respond to it. The citizens in New Orleans, generation after generation, have

chosen hope and joy in the face of disaster and oppression. Everything unique about the city is

a reflection of that choice. They choose to spend a year making a suit of brightly colored feathers to dance

for one glorious day. They choose strong coffee and fried fish. They choose Mardi Gras and Jazz Fest.

They choose to eat gumbo in white linen suits because f--- it. They choose music.”
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At 24 miles long, the Lake Pontchartrain Causeway is the world’s longest continuous bridge over water,  

stretching north from its origin in the New Orleans suburb of Metairie.
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